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Abstract
Previous work has shown that under quasi-isentropic compression above
2:5GPa water may enter the phase region of ice VII. The liquid remains
mostly metastable whilst ice nucleates sporadically over 100 ns. The phase
change occurred reliably when water was compressed between silica sur-
faces but was not observed when these were made from sapphire. Through
further quasi-isentropic compression experiments on a gas gun this work
has determined that the nucleation initiates at the window-water interface
and that initiation likely depends on the surface energy of the silica. Sap-
phire, aluminium and reactively spuĴered silica did not nucleate the phase
change and the water remained metastable. The limit of this metastable liq-
uid water was thought to be at 7GPa. Through experiments with both silica
and sapphire the threshold was found to be closer to 6:5GPa and appears
to cause a homogeneous phase change nucleating throughout the volume
of water and independent of surfaces.
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Water, water, everywhere,
And all the boards did shrink;
Water, water, everywhere,
Nor any drop to drink.
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
SюњѢђљ TюѦљќџ Cќљђџіёєђ
Chapter 1
Introduction
Liquid water exhibits a complex chemical and physical behaviour and understanding this is an
important part of understanding our universe. It is increasingly being found in the solar system
and appears to be one of the more common molecules in the universe, where it predominately
exists as ice. There are a great many phases of ice, depending on the temperature and pressure.
One of these high pressure phases is ice VII and is stable at high pressures, and at temperatures
signiﬁcantly above 0°C. Water deep within the Earth and other massive bodies is subjected to
high pressures and temperatures, potentially forming ice VII. This means potentially a large
proportion, if not most of water in the universe exists as ice. In our solar system ice is known
to exist in large quantities on Comets, Asteroids, the moons Ceres, Europa, Ganymede, Ence-
ladus, Callisto, Triton, Umbriel, the planets Mars, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto and Earth.
For many years it has been speculated that ice VII may also form behind high pressures waves
travelling through liquid water. Shocks in water, such as those from an impacting meteor,
an earthquake or a man-made explosion could be of suﬃcient pressure (above approximately
2:2GPa) to compress water into ice VII. It is unusual to witness a liquid-to-solid phase change
from a shock due to the heating that the compression introduces. However the temperature of a
shocked state depends strongly on the thermodynamic path and whilst freezing from a single
shock is still debated in literature, it is understood to freeze from multiple separate shocks.
This was discovered in 2003 by D. Dolan who found that ice VII formed after an impact [1].
Rather than using a single shock these experiments used multiple smaller shocks to create a
high pressure state at a reduced temperature.
These multiple shocks compressed water to above 2:2GPa, into the ice VII phase space. The
creation of the ice was not immediate. The ice must ﬁrst grow from microscopic nuclei which
require time to grow into larger crystals. Crystallites began to grow simultaneously, but the
growth was slow relative to the experimental duration, and the phase change appeared de-
layed. Dolan’s data suggest this timescale is100 ns, a similar order of magnitude to the shock
experiments. Experiments made from quarĵ reliably saw the phase change occur, but not
when made from Sapphire. Because of this, we predict that the phase changes begin at the sur-
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Figure 1.1: The equilibrium phase diagram of water using the ﬁts and triple points from
Dunaeva et al. [2]. Not shown are the proton ordered phases (besides VIII) and ice X.
face, and that there is some requirement of the surface in order to nucleate the ice. The liquid
water in the meantime is metastable.
Further studies by Dolan et al. using the pulsed power Z machine at Sandia National Labora-
tory found a second phase change at 7GPa, suspected to be the metastable limit of water [3, 4].
This occured using sapphire and cubic zirconia windows. The compressed metastable water
was thought to reach a spinodal limit, past which it spontaneously homogeneously nucleated.
This can be likened to a quench, where a sudden drop in temperature can result in homoge-
neous freezing. Quenches are often only parametrised in terms of temperature. In a shock the
pressure may be raised at a far higher rate than temperature can be experimentally lowered,
making this phase change an interesting thermodynamic case. Whilst it is assumed to form
ice VII after this, the short duration ( ns) may produce a nanocrystalline or possibly even
amorphous structure.
1.1 Aims
The aim of this work was to study the behaviour of water under these conditions through a
series of experiments testing the assumptions of previous work. Particularly of interest were
the windowmaterials and their eﬀect on the phase change - why did sapphire inhibit the phase
change whilst other materials promote it? The previous work found water with fused silica,
soda lime glass and z-cut quarĵ always experienced phase changes, and so one hypothesis was
that silica compounds nucleated ice VII through some surface interaction. This also requires
the further hypothesis that sapphire and cubic zirconia cannot nucleate ice VII (at least at lower
pressures, over the experimental time scale). Since aluminium oxide is chemically similar to
sapphire , it could be expected that aluminium and aluminiummirrors would also hold oﬀ the
phase change.
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To simplify the interpretation of the results the experiments were limited to only two window
materials, sapphire and fused silica. All other sources of nucleation were minimised and the
experiments were designed to be comparative.
1.2 Structure of Thesis
This document is intended to be broadly readable but the subject maĴer involves the ﬁelds of
physics and chemistry as well as detailed equipment design. As such, substantial background
theory must be covered. The next chapter will explore the theory behind shock physics experi-
ments and what it means to compress isentropically. Typical methods of graphing various pa-
rameters are also explained. Chapter 3 will present the chemistry of water and ice respectively.
The behaviour of water ice under pressure is complex and also not completely understood.
This chapter will also include a review of the relevant literature prior to this work.
The fourth chapter details the experimental design process. Experiments had to be conducted
on a gas gun, which ﬁred into a vacuum. This required water be contained between two ’win-
dows’ within the experimental target. The water also needed to be isentropically compressed,
and there are few practical ways to do this from an impact. Out of necessity then, the exper-
imental designs converged on a geometry very similar to that of previous work: A ring-up
experiment. The ring-up geometry consisted of a thin layer of water sealed between two solid
windows. The gun ﬁres a ﬂat disc or ’ﬂyer plate’ which impacts one window, and the ensuing
shock reﬂects back and forth in the water between the two windows. This creates the multiple
shocks necessary to compress water to the ice VII phase region. It also allows us to qualitatively
compare our results with previous work.
The ﬁfth chapter details the data analysis required after the experiments were conducted. The
experiments were diagnosed by imaging with a high speed framing camera and through ve-
locimetry of mirrored window surfaces. Signiﬁcantly, it was hypothesised that silica surfaces
uniquely nucleated ice VII but in two experiments a deposited silica ﬁlm did not exhibit a phase
change. This led to further investigation into the diﬀerences between the two amorphous sili-
cas.
The sixth chapter presents the results for each experiment individually. Nine experimentswere
conducted in all. Chapter seven discusses the trends observed across all the results. In the
process of validating our experiments, some suggestions of previous work have been indepen-
dently veriﬁed. In addition, the metastable limit of water was found to be closer to 6:5GPa.
The nucleation therefore does not take place exclusively at surfaces and is independent of the
materials used.
The conclusion and future work are laid out in the eighth chapter. The appendices contain
additional theory and data not suitable for the main text.
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Don’t you know the poem?
’Water, water, everywhere,
So let’s all have a drink’.
Hќњђџ SіњѝѠќћ
Chapter 2
Theory
2.1 Preface
This chapter presents an introduction to shocks and the eﬀects resulting from a high speed
impact, aswell as examples of how they are often presented. The purpose is to give a theoretical
background for the work, the design of the experiments, and what can be diagnosed. For a
more thorough overview of shocks, Asay and Shahinpoor, Chapter 2 [5] is recommended.
High pressures can be created through either static or dynamic compression. Static compres-
sion involves compressing a sample slowly such that the state is in thermodynamic equilibrium
and the pressure is isotropic in all directions, or hydrostatic. The most suitable apparatus for
this is a Diamond Anvil Cell (DAC). This allows for careful studies since the pressure can be
maintained whilst the sample properties studied extensively. ’Dynamic’ compression by con-
trast uses a shock to compress material, and measurements must be made of the sample whilst
it remains under compression. Often the changes to the shock itself is a probe of the compres-
sion. Because the material is compressed in one direction, the ’pressure’ is not fully isotropic
and is beĴer called a stress state (x). This makes dynamic compression useful for studying
asymmetric behaviour as well as short-lived events such as deformation, failure mechanisms
and phase changes.
2.2 Shocks and Hugoniots
Shocks are often deﬁned as a wave travelling ’faster than the speed of sound’ but this is not
quite correct¹. Material can never move faster than the local speed of sound, as a wave’s speed
deﬁnes the speed of sound. Rather, a shock goes faster than the ambient speed of sound, C0, or
alternatively faster than the C ofmaterial ahead of the shock. This deﬁnes a shock. Thematerial
¹Arguably, shocks are not actually waves at all. They appear as such because they propagate according to Huy-
gens principle but they are non-oscillatory. They do not obey any wave equations, and have no wavenumber. They
are discontinuous changes of state. As such this documents tries to avoid references to ’waves’ where inappropriate.
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ahead of the shock cannot react to the ﬂow of material and becomes compressed by the motion
of the shock front into a diﬀerent thermodynamic state. This increases the pressure, density,
temperature and entropy. Because of the increased density the new state has a higher sound
speed. This aﬀects how fast the shock propagates, hence stronger shocks will move faster.
Shocks are also fundamentally stable and all material behind the shock front is considered
to be in a permanently shocked state. The state does not spontaneously relax back because
the compression is not reversible and generates its own entropy. It must be aﬀected upon
by a release/rarefaction wave which ’releases’ the pressure. These often propagate back into the
shocked state frommovable boundaries such as the edges of the experiment, wheremotion can
increase the volume and relieve the pressure.
Thematerial before and after the shock are described as two equilibrium states, related through
the Rankine-Hugoniot [6] jump conditions. These can be derived through basic conservation
laws, and describe material before and after a discontinuous shock front. They relate the ther-
modynamic pre-shock and post-shock states. We use the thermodynamic symbols E, P, V and
 for energy, pressure², speciﬁc volume and speciﬁc density respectively (where V  1 ). The
variables are related by the Hugoniot jump conditions:
E   E0 = 1
2
(P + P0)(V0   V ) from conservation of energy (2.1)
(P   P0) = 0(US   u0)(up   u0) from conservation of momentum (2.2)
V
V0
= 1  (up   u0)
(US   u0) from conservation of mass (2.3)
Where US and up are the shock velocity and particle velocity respectively. The subscript 0
refers to the pre shocked state. These three equations mean the state can be parametrised by
only two measurements, usually US and up. The shock velocity US is the speed that the shock
front propagates in a material, whilst the particle velocity up is the motion of the individual
particles. The particles pile up and extend the shock front as the shock sweeps past, so US is
always faster than up. At ambient pressures, the shock speed reduces to the sound speed, C0. In
the case of a single shock into a stationary target at ambient conditions then P0 = 0 and u0 = 0.
The impact has one end state and the jump conditions simplify into the following:
E =  1
2
P (V0   V ) (2.4)
P = 0USup (2.5)
²On pressure and stress: In this chapter the relations are derived in terms of pressure P. The use of pressure and
not stress is only valid if the force is isotropic, hence the motion is ﬂuid. This is something of a legacy from when
material strengths were ignored, which also gave rise to the term ’hydrodynamics’. Pressure is only used here as
a conceptual aid. If there is strength, shear, and other realistic material eﬀects then we should be using the term
stress, . When talking about water however the term pressure may be reasonably used.
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V = 1  up
US
(2.6)
Where all values besides 0 are for the shocked state. The data from experiments are mostly
measured as US and up, with other thermodynamic quantities derived from these. One more
equation is used to relate US and up:
US = C0 + sup (2.7)
Where C0 is approximately the bulk sound speed and s is a material constant between 0-2. This
is a simple empirical relationship, and is often called ’the linear relationship’ since it holds true
for a number of metals to high pressure. However, it is empirical, and not universally used³.
For example, for liquids it is often found to be nonlinear [8, 9] and requires second order terms.
Using equation 2.7 we can see that s needs to be positive to ensure the shock speed is always
greater than the soundspeed. This results in a general trend of Hugoniots that curve upwards
in pressure - particle velocity space. Shocks are inherently stable and do not dissipate their
energy as they travel. This upwards curve is important for this stability. In most materials the
sound speed C increases with pressure as:
C =
s
@P
@
(2.8)
Since the peak of awave is at higher compression, awavelet at the peakwill travel slightly faster
than a wavelet in the trough. If the amplitude is high enough then the wave is self-steepening, as
the peak wavelets move to the head of the wave, sharpening like a wave approaching a beach.
However unlike on a beach, the wave is continuously supported so it will not crash. Instead it
will ’shock up’ into a discontinuous face. The shock is also thermodynamically favourable, as
it generates entropy by doing work as heat. This entropy is what makes a shock stable. There
are no real aĴenuation mechanisms of the shock until it encounters a boundary or another
wave. The only thing that prevents it becoming inﬁnitesimally abrupt are microscopic eﬀects
like viscosity and heating in the shock front.
As mentioned, a shock state is eventually ’released’ when it reaches a boundary that can ex-
pand; normally a lower impedance interface and most often the physical edges of the experi-
ment. The volume expansion releases the pressure, and this propagates through the shocked
medium as a release wave at the sound speed of the material. Recall that the speed of sound in
the shocked state is increased, hence the release waves are faster than the shock front and will
eventually catch up and aĴenuate the shock. The material is released isentropically from the
peak state, hence it is adiabatic and any heat generated from the shock is retained. It is common
to approximate the release isentrope as the reverse of the Hugoniot since the Hugoniot and the
³An interesting point by G.I. Kerley [7] notes that since C0 and s are positive constants, then US is strongly a
function of up and that the linearity of US   up graphs is therefore to be expected as they are largely plots of up vs.
itself. Kerley does not recommend scrutiny of materials using US and proposes using the shock speed in the frame
of the particles UF = US   up instead, as it is less linear and more features are visible.
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isentrope paths diverge only at high compressions.
It is important to mention that the jump conditions are only relations between two states, and
do not represent the thermodynamic loading path. To ﬁnd the path a material takes we ﬁrst
rearrange the jump conditions 2.2 and 2.3 to get the shock parameters US and uP in terms of
the thermodynamic variables P and V. Rearranging Equation 2.3 to:
uP = US(1  V
V0
)
And substituting into equation 2.5 gives:
(P   P0) = 0US2(1  V
V0
)
or (P   P0) =

US
V0
2
(V0   V )
Since 10  V0. This is the lets us draw a thermodynamic diagram in P-V space, where the
constant shock gradient is

US
V0
2
. This is the actual thermodynamic path of the shock and is
called a Rayleigh line.
Figure 2.1: A Rayleigh line is the path taken by the shocked material. The area enclosed by the
Rayleigh line is the work done on thematerial, and the area enclosed between the Rayleigh line
and the Hugoniot is energy that goes into entropic heating. Adapted from [5].
The path taken by a shock is represented by aRayleigh linewhilst theHugoniot curves upwards
since d2PdV2 > 0. Because this line is the path taken we can integrate the work done as the area
enclosed by the Rayleigh line. The thin crescent enclosed between the two lines represents
additional work outside the Hugoniot PdV work, and represents entropic heating from the
shock. This is irreversible heat, and will remain with the material upon release.
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Some literature refers to the Hugoniot as the shock adiabat. Whilst the Hugoniot is ’adiabatic’
in the loose sense that there is no transfer of heat, the term ’adiabat’ commonly refers to a
reversible adiabatic path. Since the Hugoniot generates entropy and heat it is not an adiabat in
this sense. To avoid confusion, the ﬁeld of shock physics prefers the term isentrope rather than
adiabat as a reversible compression path.
2.3 Isentropic Compression
An alternative loading pathminimises this heat by compressing along a path of no entropy, the
isentrope. This requires ﬁne control over the compression in order to create a gradual increase in
pressure. The initial sub-sonic compression increases the density and consequently the sound
speed increases too, such that compression can increase faster, exponentially increasing in rate.
This means isentropic compression can still be ’fast’ ( s) but if it exceeds the local sound
speed a shock front will form. The smooth compression proﬁle required to do this is called a
ramp/ramped wave.
The energy jump condition in equation 2.1 diﬀers from the other jump equations in that it does
not depend on any properties of the shock itself, only on the state variables before and after
the shock. This makes it a more general statement about any two consecutive states, and so
we can also apply it to ramp waves. Because it depends entirely on state variables, we can
introduce entropy⁴ by equating the energy change in equation 2.1 to that of the second law of
thermodynamics:
1
2
(P + P0)(V0   V )  TdS   PdV
TdS =
1
2
(P + P0)dV +
1
2
(V0   V )dP
This entropy term can be expressed as a Taylor series:
S = S0 +
@S
@V

0
(V   V0) + 1
2!
@2S
@V 2

0
(V   V0)2 + 1
3!
@3S
@V 3

0
(V   V0)3 + higher terms...
And by expanding around P = 0 and V = V0 the individual terms are:
1st order derivative: @S
@V

0
=
1
2T

P + (V0   V )dP
dV

P=0;V=V0
2nd order derivative: @
2S
@V 2

0
=
1
2T

dP
dV
  2(V0   V )2 dP
dV
+ (V0   V )d
2P
dV 2

P=0;V=V0
3rd order derivative: @
3S
@V 3

0
=
1
2T

 d
2P
dV 2

P=0;V=V0
6= 0
⁴Note: S is the entropy and nothing to do with the previous material constant s.
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The ﬁrst two terms reduce to zero at P = P0 and V = V0, but the third does not. This third order
term expands to give:
S   S0 = 1
12T0
(V0   V )3 d
2P
dV 2

0
+ higher order terms... (2.9)
This means entropy only increases so long as d2PdV2 > 0 and changes 3rd order with volume. This
is a general thermodynamic statement for all waves, and so describes isentropes as well. The
isentrope and the Hugoniot are therefore identical to second order, and in the limit of small
shocks are often treated as the same. Whilst our work might be considered well inside the
’small shock regime’, water is such that we will need to consider these third order terms.
At high compression ratios the theHugoniot is upwards-curving in pressure and so shockswill
always increase in entropy. The same isentrope has d2PdV2 = 0 and obviously entropy does not
increase. A strong shock will result in a hoĴer end state than an isentropic compression to the
same pressure. At the extreme experimental limit, isentropic compression can obtain higher
pressures than shocks achieve, since excessive heat is a barrier to extreme densities. Notice
also that the entropy depends on the volume compression, not pressure (as is often assumed).
This means a very compressible material such as water will see the two paths diverge at much
lower pressures than for most metals. At 1GPa water will see the isentrope diverge from the
Hugoniot, whilst the equivalent behaviour in aluminium occurs at upwards of 300GPa.
In practice compressing along the exact isentrope is not feasible, but crucially entropy is a path
dependent quantity. The isentrope can be approximated by taking a ’close enough’ path and still
stay relatively cool. All isentropic experiments are technically therefore quasi-isentropic. The
term is sparingly used, and experiments are often called isentropic compression experiments
(ICE) all the same.
Ramp compression lends itself to electromagnetic or laser compression experiments, where the
exponential discharge of the pulsed power systems naturally create smooth compression. A
gas gun by contrast naturally delivers a discontinuous shock, but can be engineered to deliver
a ramped wave by impacting with a Graded Density Index (GDI) projectile. Either through
sintering layers of diﬀerent metals or 3D printing a structure, these impactors have a variable
density, and deliver a wave that gradually increases in amplitude as it compresses after im-
pact. Another method of quasi-isentropic compression involves delivering multiple cumula-
tive shockwaves. By shocking and re-shocking with small waves, each introduces less entropy
than a single larger shock. Whilst the pressure compounds with each shock the heat does not
and the end state is somewhere close to the isentrope.
Most solidmaterials are relatively incompressible but asmentionedwater is a particularly com-
pressible liquid. The Hugoniot and isentrope diverge at lower impact speeds/pressures than
most solids, and this makes any water experiments more sensitive to the precise compression
path than most other materials. This puts several constraints on our experiments. The high
compressibility means a ramp wave in water will shock-up suddenly (within  20-30µm into
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the water sample depending on the ramp risetime). To isentropically compress water then,
the method of multiple small shocks across a thin layer are more practical. In addition, to be
impacted in a gas gun the water must be in a watertight, vacuum-tight container, requiring
two window surfaces at least. These constraints lend themselves to a particular experimental
geometry known as a ring-up experiment (see ring-up section 2.6).
2.4 Equations of State
Themainmeasurement for any shock physics experiment is the particle velocity, uP, measured
perpendicular to the shock plane. As discussed, there is no explicit derivation linking shock
speedUS or particle velocity uP, but empirically the relationship is highly linear. Consequently,
data are often ploĴed via equation 2.7 and converted to P-V data via the jump conditions.
Pressure is derived using equation 2.5 and volume with equation 2.6. The relations describe
all pressure and volume states reachable after a shock, ﬁĴed to a funtion called the Hugoniot.
These states however are just one path. To accurately describe material behaviour we ideally
want to describe it at any state, and along any path (for example, the isentrope). This requires
a more complete behaviour called the equation of state (EOS).
Experimentally, nearly all measurements are limited to the surface velocity of a material. Tem-
perature for example, remains very hard to diagnose. To create relations between the thermo-
dynamic state variables, we must make best estimates using the more constrained variables of
pressure and volume/density.
One of the commonest EOS models is the Mie-Gruneisen [10–14] relation where a simple pa-
rameter relates the pressure and energy on the Hugoniot to an isochor:
P   PH =  
V
(E   EH) (2.10)
The parameter   is the Gruneisen parameter or Gruneisen ratio and is deﬁned [10] as:
  = V

@P
@E

V
(2.11)
Despite the simplicity of the equation, the Gruneisen parameter   contains a deep relation
between V and P for solid crystals. Pressure and volume are both responses to a change in
energy, and are themselves related. Consider a strip of metal in a vice. Energy in the form of
heat will cause a pressure change, but the same energy causes a volume change if the strip is
unclamped. The Gruneisen EOS is then a statement about a material’s pressure and volume
response to energy. The relation is captured conveniently with a single local  , and wewill use
it in our examples. An EOS can take many other forms, but is usually a relation of P and V to
E.
The original Gruniesen parameter formulation only considered monoatomic solids [10] and is
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best used for crystals. It is not ideal for polyatomic materials or non-solids [15] and we will
introduce alternatives in chapter 5.
A variation of equation 2.11 can be wriĴen as:
E =

P +K
 

V (2.12)
Where K is the bulk modulus (separated from  ). This ’Toy EOS’ is not the most accurate
method but can be conveniently rearranged to deﬁne both the Hugoniot and Isentrope for
demonstration purposes [16]. We start by combining it with the energy jump condition. By
equating equation 2.12 to equation 2.1 we get:
P +K
 

V  

P0 +K
 

V0 =
P   P0
2
(V0   V )
If P0 = 0 then with some rearrangement this can be wriĴen as:
P =
K
1  (1 +  2 )
(2.13)
where  = 1  V
V0
= engineering strain
Equation 2.13 gives the Hugoniot for this EOS. We can use the same method to derive an ex-
pression for the isentrope using the same parameters. By equating the derivative of Eqn. 2.12
with the second law of thermodynamics:
V
 

dP +

P +K
 

dV = TdS   PdV
Under a condition of no entropy change we can say:
V
 

dP +

P +K
 

dV + PdV = 0
or
Z P
0
dP
P (1 +  ) +K
+
Z V
V0
dV
V
= 0
giving P = K
  + 1
"
V0
V
 +1
  1
#
(2.14)
Equation 2.14 is the equivalent path to equation 2.13 for the isentrope.
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Figure 2.2: A comparison of the Hugoniot and Isentrope from equations 2.13 and 2.14 respec-
tively. The same parameters for a model material were used for both curves.
Both of equations 2.13 and 2.14 are ploĴedwithmodel parameters for comparison in ﬁgure 2.2.
At low volume compression the two follow each other closely. At high compression the two
diverge.
2.4.1 Recentering
Because the EOS relates the Hugoniot to other states it can also be used to ﬁnd the second
Hugoniot of an already-shocked state. This is required when a shock enters a compressed
state, for examplewhen reﬂecting from a high impedance surface. This is known as re-centering
a Hugoniot. Say a material shocked to state (P1;V1) is shocked again to a new state, (P2;V2).
State 2 is not on the principle Hugoniot but lies on a Hugoniot centered on state 1. The locus of
possible second states forms a recentred Hugoniot. We can calculate E2 using a more general
form of the energy jump condition:
E2   E1 = 1
2
(P2 + P1)(V1   V2)
Where E1 is found from the jump conditions from ambient conditions as in equation 2.1. This
makes the second state
and E2   E0 = 1
2
P1(V0   V1) + 1
2
(P2 + P1)(V1   V2)
This can be put into the Gruniesen EOS to ﬁnd the locus of all possible P2 along a second
Hugoniot, which we are calling PH2 . Using these energies and the Mie-Gruneisen equation
2.10 we can rearrange to ﬁnd:
PH2(V2) =
PH(V2) + [P1   PH(V2)] (V2)2

1  V2V0

1   (V2)2

V1
V0
  V2V0
 (2.15)
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Where PH is the principle Hugoniot pressure. This can be repeated for further shocks to states
3, 4 etc. The P-V and P-up graphs of state 2 and the recentred Hugoniot are displayed in ﬁgure
2.3.
Figure 2.3: P-V (left) and P-up (right) graphs depicting a shock reﬂection from state 1 on a
principle Hugoniot for a model material. The recentred Hugoniot and state 2 are shown, as
well as a comparison with the reﬂected principle Hugoniot.
2.4.2 Temperature
Hugoniots of commonly usedmaterials are generallywell constrained by particle velocitymea-
surements, and the jump conditions are simple conservation equations making the conversion
into P and V fairly robust. Temperatures of shocked states are much more poorly constrained.
Temperature is diﬃcult to measure, and the data are sparse, so values aremost often calculated
along the Hugoniot using an assumed thermal behaviour. Since there are fewer data to base
this on, temperature is less accurate than pressures or volumes, even for commonly studied
materials. Temperature is also subject to hotspots, conduction, and is highly path-dependent,
meaning it may vary spatially within an experiment depending on the local conditions. Tem-
peratures along the isentrope are even less constrained, since the isentropic pressure depends
only on the EOSwith the Hugoniot as a reference curve. The isentropemay be a single thermo-
dynamic path but asmentioned, physical experiments are quasi-isentropic. The temperature of
any quasi-isentropically compressed state will lie between the isentrope and Hugoniot. How
close it follows the isentrope depends on how approximately it was isentropically compressed.
Using the Gruneisen EOS, Hugoniot temperature can be found by integrating the entropy. The
method of Walsh and Christian [17] begins by stating:
dS =
Cv
T
dT +
CV  
V
dV (2.16)
and T dS
dV
= Cv
dT
dV
+
Cv T
V
Where Cv is the heat capacity at constant volume. These two terms make up a linear equation
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of ﬁrst order, with the solution [17, 18] (assuming constant Cv and  V ) becomes:
TH() = T0e
    V0e
 
Cv
Z 
0
f()e  d (2.17)
where f() =  dPH
d

2
+
PH()
2
Where  is compression. The function f simpliﬁes further when the US-up relation is linear,
and all temperatures must be in Kelvin. For more information see Forbes [18].
Isentropes do still increase in temperature, but only through adiabatic heating due to volume
changes. The entropy S(V,T) given by equation 2.16 can be integrated to give:
TS = T0e
  
V0
(V V0) (2.18)
Which again is only valid if Cv and  V are constant. Experimentally these mean ramp waves
do not do work as heat, only PdV. It is the ancillary volume changes that lead to a reversible
adiabatic temperature increase.
2.5 Graphical Representations
Shock experiments can be hard to represent clearly, as there are multiple frames of reference,
and many wave reﬂections to account for. We will review two common representations of
shock experiments that will help to describe the shock motion.
2.5.1 Distance - Time Diagrams
Most shock experiments are made from circular discs in order to maximise the time before re-
lease. This means that there is only motion along the target axis, and no lateral motion except
at the edges. This is a state of uniaxial strain, with the stress x. Most of our hydrostatic as-
sumptions require uniaxial strain and for the most part this is reasonable as edge eﬀects take
a ﬁnite time to propagate strain inwards. This lets us reduce the dimensions to position and
time, and graph the experiment in a single 2D plot.
Figure 2.4 shows a distance-time diagram for a simple impact. The distance is Lagrangian, i.e.
not in the laboratory frame and does not take account of the material motion. A ﬂyer impacts a
driver creating a shock state 1. The shockwave reaches the lower impedance backing window
which reaches state 2. State 2 produces a shockwave in the backer but a partial release wave
into the already shocked driver. Shocks that reach the free surfaces release completely to the
unshocked state 0.
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Figure 2.4: A distance-time graph showing Lagrangian positions for a symmetric impact. The
ﬂyer and driver impact creating shock state 1. The shock reaches the lower impedance backer
and partially releases back into the driver. This also creates shock state 2 in the backing plate.
Release waves are shown with variable speeds.
2.5.2 Pressure - Particle Velocity Graphs
When two surfaces impact, the shocked states in each are at a pressure equilibrium. Using
equation 2.5 this means up11US1 = up22US2 . The term US is constant for a given shock state
and is called the shock impedance, Z. At a boundary, Z will determine the particle motion in
response to a shock. A shock propagating into a higher impedance medium results in a lower
up and so the shock will mostly reﬂect. A smaller shock will still propagate through the high
impedance medium. A shock propagating into a lower impedance medium will increase in
up. This sudden motion propagates a strong shock forwards, whilst the sudden movement
will create a release that propagates back through the shocked, high Z medium.
Using equation 2.7, equation 2.5 can be wriĴen as:
P = 0u
2
P (
c0
uP
+ S)
Which can be ploĴed as a curve in P  uP space. These curves represent the Hugoniots of
diﬀerent materials, and the pressures created when shocked to a certain particle velocity. The
advantage of representing impacts this way is that we can show all materials and their states
in one graph. The target and impactor are ploĴed with particle velocity, as well as any later
states. The intersection of the two curves is the P  uP state after impact for bothmaterials, and
the relative pressure of the states determines whether the materials shock up the Hugoniot or
release down.
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Figure 2.5: A pressure-particle velocity graph showing a symmetric impact (an identical ﬂyer
and driver) at velocity V, consistent with ﬁgure 2.4. The impact reaches state 1 at a pressure P1
and a velocity exactly half the impact speed. A lower impedance backer material intersects at
state 2. This has a higher particle velocity u2 and a lower pressure P2. Because it is at a lower
pressure than state 1 the driverwill release down the adiabat to state 2, whilst the backer shocks
up to state 2.
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These graphs become useful when considering an experiment of several layers. From ﬁgure
2.4, if the target has two diﬀerent materials then the shock will interact at the boundary of the
two layers. The interaction will create a second state 2 depending on the impedance of the
two layers. If the layer is of lower impedance (as depicted in ﬁg. 2.5) then its Hugoniot will
be shallower and the material will release⁵ the state to a lower pressure and a higher velocity
(state 1 to 2). This movement propagates back as a release wave that uncompresses the rest
of the driver to state 2. The release wave or rarefaction fan will spread in time as it travels, as
the lower pressure wavelets have a lower sound speed. When the shock reaches the free surface
boundary at the rear of the backer it will release further from state 2 to 0. If the material were
of a higher impedance then its curve will be steeper in P  uP space and state 2 be a higher
pressure, shocking further up the Hugoniot of the driver.
The boundary where the shockedmaterial meets air/vacuum can be thought of as an extremely
low impedance boundary, with liĴle to no energy coupling to the air. When a shockwave
arrives, the pressure is released completely back to ambient conditions and this also propagates
back in to thematerial as a releasewave. Since thiswave travels through high pressurematerial,
the sound speed is now higher than the shock ahead. Hence, given suﬃcient time a release
wave will catch up with the original shockwave and release the stress, dissipating the shock.
Edge release in an experiment will relax it back to P0. Release limits the maximum time limit
for any experiment to the radius of the impact surface divided by the release speed.
2.6 Ring-up Design
The experimental chapter will detail the construction of the target, but the theory behind its
’ring up’ design will be described here. A ring-up geometry involves a thin, low impedance
sample between two thicker, higher impedancematerials. The shockwave enters the low impedance
layer and reverberate between the higher Z surfaces. This creates a stepped wave in the thin
sample layer and the backing plate.
The multiple shockwaves converge towards the impact state of the two high impedance ma-
terials. However, the multiple small shocks are spread in time and so approximate a more
gradual isentropic compression. Hence, the low Z layer is quasi-isentropically compressed,
and to a higher pressure than a single shock would reach.
Often the maximum impact speed of an experiment limits the pressure achievable in low Z
materials. Ring-up experiments are an eﬀective method of reaching higher pressures in liquids
and gases, though not necessarily along the Hugoniot.
Figure 2.6 shows graphs from an imagined ringup experiment. The low impedance target is
sequentially shocked to states 2, 3, 4, 5 and ﬁnally converges to state 1, this being the state
⁵Relaxing/releasing to a lower pressure requires release down the isentrope. Herewe are assuming theHugoniot
is close enough to the release isentrope that we can take small jumps back down along it, but as discussed the
isentrope and Hugoniot diﬀer at high compressions, so this is an approximation.
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of the initial impactors. Assuming the backing material is a transparent window, diagnostics
can measure the motion of the backer interface. States can be deduced by the velocity of the
backingmaterial at the states 3, 5 and 1. Themeasured states lie approximately along the backer
Hugoniot.
2.7 Summary
Shock waves, Hugoniots and isentropes have been introduced and described analytically, and
the diﬀerences between shock and isentropic compression have been discussed in terms of
temperature. Isentropes present a cooler thermodynamic path, but are harder to accurately
analyse.
Graphical representations of impact experiments are important to the understanding of exper-
imental design, and later the presentation of data. An overview of typical graphs has been
given and an example of a ring-up design has been explained in detail. The results chapter will
predominately be velocimetry measurements, given as up-time graphs.
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He had made a chip of ice-nine. It was
blue-white. It had a melting point of
one-hundred-fourteen-point-four-degrees
Fahrenheit.
Cat’s Cradle
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Chapter 3
The Theory of Water
3.1 Preface
This work requires a background knowledge of how water behaves at pressure. Water has
a very complicated behaviour that spans a number of scientiﬁc disciplines. This chapter will
describe the behaviour of water, its solid phases and their computer models. The mechanisms
for freezing water will also be discussed. We will then focus on ice VII and the literature for
this will be reviewed, as well as the historical literature on shock compressed water.
3.2 The Structure of Water
Water is one of the most ubiquitous substances on the planet, and arguably essential to all
life. This is in no small part due to its very particular properties. Because of how mundane
water seems, it is perhaps under-appreciated just how atypically it behaves. A large number of
anomalous chemical, physical and structural features make water a distinct material for study.
3.2.1 Bonding
Most of water’s properties it owes to the hydrogen bonds that form between its molecules. Hy-
drogen bonds (H-bonds) are stronger than Van der Waals bonds but weaker than most ionic
or covalent bonds. They form ﬂuctuating, impermanent structures in water; a dense web of
bonds that give it stability. The bonds are directional, meaning the liquid structures are a scaf-
fold of easily broken but semirigid bonds. This provides a platform to construct more complex
chemicals in, and it is why we associate water so strongly with biology and the chemistry of
life.
The shape of the water molecule and the electron distribution in its bonds makes water a po-
lar liquid, and an extremely good ionic solvent as a result. It exists as a liquid far above the
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boiling point of similar oxides and ionic liquids. Additionally the density of bonding and low
molecular mass gives water a very high heat capacity. This enables it to buﬀer the temperature
ﬂuctuations involved in reactions and remain a liquid. This temperature stability makes it a
solvent to a great many chemical reactions. The stability of water leads directly to the temper-
ature stability and surface chemistry of Earth.
A single molecule of water consists of an oxygen atom with covalent bonds to two hydrogen
atoms at a mean distance of 0:957Å and a bond angle of 104:52° at Standard Temperature and
Pressure (STP) [19]. The O-H bond energy is 492:2 kJmol 1 [20].
Oxygen is electronegative compared to hydrogen, which concentrates the bonding electrons to-
wards the oxygen, creating partial negative and positive charges (+) and ( ). Even though it
is a partial charge, the small size of the hydrogen atom makes its charge density high. This
charge density is the hydrogen bond ’donor’. It aĴracts lone pairs of electrons from other
oxygen atoms, the hydrogen bond ’acceptors’. These form a H bond with a bond energy of
around 23:3 kJmol 1 [21]. The bond is directional as it depends on the orientation of the water
molecule for the oxygen lone pairs. This distribution also makes molecular water polar. The
four spare valence electrons on each oxygen mean it can donate two pairs, meaning a single
water molecule forms four H-bonds in a tetrahedral shape (see Fig.3.1). However the charge
distribution modiﬁes the bond angle of the two covalently bonded hydrogen to 104:52° as op-
posed to the expected 109:47° for a tetrahedron.
The lone pair acceptor electrons can be partially donated to the covalent H-O cloud, meaning
a hydrogen bond can be thought of as partially ionic, partially covalent, and stronger than the
normal Van der Waals interaction in a simple liquid. However water can only bond with four
neighbouring molecules, by comparison liquid xenon can have 12 neighbouring atoms. Whilst
constrained they remain slightly ﬂexible in both length and angle, giving rise to some ﬂexibility
in the crystal structure. Both the covalent and hydrogen bonds change lengthwith temperature
and pressure, butmost of the reduction in length comes from the hydrogen bonded component.
Figure 3.1: Left: The structure of a water moecule with oxygen in red and hydrogen in white.
Right: The tetrahedral structure of hydrogen bonding inwater. Hydrogen bonds form between
partial charges (+ and  ). Adapted from [22] and [23] respectively under a CC BY-SA licence.
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3.2.2 Liquid Water
Liquid water is a hydrogen bonded structure, as opposed to the simple Van derWaals bonding
in liqueﬁed gases. The semi-structured naturemakes it almost an intermediate between a liquid
and an amorphous solid. Due to the slight asymmetry in the O–HO bond each molecule has
6 possible orientations with the adjacent four molecules, but can only reorient itself if there is
a defect that allows it to rotate (i.e. an unbonded atom). This makes hydrogen bonds low in
energy yet a remain a relatively long-lived bond and it is estimated that at any one time a water
molecule has 3.69 H-bonds [24] that ﬂuctuate in strength. This also means that the process of
freezing does not involve the new formation of many bonds [24] but rather they become more
permanent.
Liquid water is semi-structured at the nanoscopic level, with bonds ﬂuctuating at a rate of
10 12 bonds/s [25]. There is growing evidence of ’clusters’ of many hydrogen bonded water
molecules existing in the sea of hydrogen bonds. These are small self replicating clusters of
several molecules that exist the liquid[25].
3.2.3 Solid Ice
With a decrease in temperature all fourHbonds becomepermanent, andwater becomes a solid.
Due to its constrained bond angles, the structure now becomes strained and rigid. The ﬁfteen
[26] solid phases of ice are numbered with Roman numerals. They are numbered in roughly
chronological order of discovery, with the numeral generally withheld until a structure has
been thoroughly established. There are some ices that are arguably not very distinct from one
another, as well as metastable phases that are not the lowest Gibbs state [27]. Ice IV for example
is entirelymetastable and existswithin the stable phase space of ices III, V andVI. There are also
amorphous ices, requiring particular cooling and compression methods to create. The phase
diagram (Figure 3.2) does not therefore include all potential phases, but only the equilibrium
phases.
The structure of ice can be thought of as an oxygen to oxygen laĴice, with either a covalent-
to-hydrogen bond (O–HO) or hydrogen-to-covalent (OH–O) bond. Antisymmetry does
not play a large role energetically and they are usually randomly oriented and omiĴed from
crystal structures. At very low temperatures however, the symmetry of these bonds becomes
entropically important andH-bondswill align to a uniformbonding direction to increase order.
This reordering is considered a phase change, so for many crystal arrangements of ice there is
a corresponding low temperature proton ordered phase with identical structure. Ices VIII, IX, XI
and XV are the proton ordered phases of VII, III, Ih and VI respectively, each with the same
crystal structures.
All ice crystals are tetrahedrally coordinated and diﬀer mostly in the hydrogen bond angles
and the distances to their nearest neighbour. Tetrahedrons cannot tessellate fully in 3D, and
this gives rise to geometric frustration. Close-packed structures do not support open tetrahedral
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linkages very well, making ice particularly sensitive to pressure and leading to many shifting
crystal orientations. PhasesVI andVII avoid this andhave interpenetrating, disconnected cubic
laĴices, at the cost of H-bond strength (see section 3.4)
Whilst there is a large change between liquid and solid water, phase transformations between
ices are largely a maĴer of bending, not breaking H bonds. It is the reorientation that gives rise
to a phase change, not so much the enthalpy of bonding, and there is usually not a great energy
diﬀerence between the energy of adjacent phases. Higher pressures however cause the hydro-
gen bonding to break down entirely and form close packing ionic bonds between oxygen, called
ice X. This potentially leaves hydrogen atoms left as free charge carriers giving extremely high
pressure ices some interesting theoretical electronic properties [28]. These phases are brieﬂy
created and their properties are still speculative.
The common form of ice is called Ih where h stands for hexagonal. Ih is a HCP-like structure
whereas Ic is cubic, and only seen at lower temperatures. Ice is well known for its low density,
but only ice I and some amorphous ices are less dense than water, due to their low packing
eﬃciency. Most solids will expand when melting to allow for the free movement of the liquid
phase. Rigid hydrogen bonds and the tetrahedral structure make solid ice I rigid and ineﬃ-
ciently packed whilst the semi-structured liquid phase packs beĴer, to the point that ice will
ﬂoat on water. This is a general feature of tetrahedrally coordinated solids, and others such as
silica also exhibit this eﬀect. This is to good cause, since the crust of the earth ﬂoats upon the
mantle of our planet as a result. Other tetrahedral liquids include the group IV elements: C, Si,
Ge and Sn, as well as Bi and SiO2. These all have anomalous density changes and heat capacity
jumps as their packing changes and the liquids approach crystals. A good overview of this is
wriĴen by Hujo et al. [29]
A satisfying explanation for the general behaviour of tetrahedral liquids, and the unusual struc-
ture of thewater phase diagram comes fromTanaka [30]. Tanaka designed a two order parame-
ter (TOP) thermodynamic model to describe how a tetrahedral liquid freezes. At low pressures
the short range ordering favours tetrahedral structures that seek to reach the local energyminima.
For tetrahedra though, this does not correspond to a density minima (as ice Ih demonstrates).
In water around 1GPa the longer range ordering begins to reduce the density of the structures
in favour of cubic crystals (ive VI, VII) over tetrahedra. This weakens the H bonds. The region
where these two order parameters compete gives rise to many phases at the pressure transition
from one type of order to the other. This is indeed seen in the water phase diagram, as well as
other tetrahedral liquids. Using this model ice VII is dominated by the second order parame-
ter and its structure depends on long range order, a cubic structure and density minimisation.
This can be seen, as ice VII has 8 nearest neighbour atoms constraining its structure, though is
only hydrogen bonded to 4.
Importantly, Tanaka also made predictions that with a loss of short-range bond ordering, the
viscosity of the water increases and crystallisation is suppressed. This means the ease of vitriﬁ-
cation will increase with pressure. This suggests that the amorphous phases are easier to form
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at pressures beyond the inﬂection in the phase diagram (Figure 3.2). This is not experimentally
veriﬁed.
3.2.4 Amorphous Ice
Water does not only form solid crystals, a number of nonequilibrium amorphous structures
have been seen to form within the ice phase space. These are amorphous ices, and are formed
usually by quenching the liquid phase; lowering the temperature very fast, to below the glass
transition temperature, Tx. The glass transition is always below the melt line, but also below
the homogeneous freezing temperature too. Experimentally, lowering the temperature of a
large amount of water is experimentally diﬃcult because of its high heat capacity.
Figure 3.3: The conjectured phase diagram of the amorphous ices of water. VHDA is omiĴed
as very few of the boundaries are known. TH is the homogeneous limit of metastable water
and TX is the glass transition temperature of the amorphous ice. Below TH and above TX is the
’no mans land’ where metastable water cannot exist. Water must be quenched by at least this
temperature to vitrefy. Adapted from [31].
Most often amorphous ice is obtained through the rapid cooling of liquid water droplets, or
slow deposition of vapour onto a cold substrate, often silica. The ice that forms has no crys-
tal structure but consists of partly-unbonded molecules, like that of a liquid. This is called
Low Density Amorphous ice (LDA) [32]. The diﬀerent techniques used to create amorphous
structures have given rise to a variety of names depending on the methods used, including
Amorphous SolidWater (ASW) and Hyperquenched GlassyWater (HGW). Diﬀraction studies
however have shown them to all be structurally similar [33].
If LDA is compressed, or water is quenched above 0:2GPa then High Density Amorphous ice
(HDA) [34] is created. Releasing the pressurewill transform it back to LDA.HDA is structurally
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distinct from LDA and it has been speculated that the density changes in the amorphous ices
correspond to potential changes in two hypothetical liquid phases, denoted Low Density Wa-
ter (LDW) and High Density Water (HDW). These two theoretically exist with a triple point
hidden within the ice phases and as such unconﬁrmed [31] but they have been well simulated,
and Raman spectroscopy has shown weakening of H-bonds at approximately these pressures
resulting in a shift from ’sparse water’ to ’dense water’ [35].
More recently above 1:1GPa a Very High Density Amorphous phase (VHDA) has also been
reported [36–39]. LiĴle is known about this phase, and whether this is distinct from HDA is
not yet resolved. For more information, a very good review of crystalline and amorphous ice
was recently wriĴen by Fuentes-Landete et al. [40].
3.2.5 Molecular Models
Because water is often featured in physics, chemistry and nearly all of biology, there are a great
many computational molecular models for water¹. Some good reviews of such models are [41]
and [42]. Each model is used within its relevant ﬁeld and as a result is optimised to agree
very well with the parameters for which it is designed for. For example, SPC/E is a popular
water model used as a solvent for biological protiens [43]. It recreates chemical behaviour
and generates electrical constants consistent with experimental values, but fails to freeze until
215K and then forms the wrong ice phase. A good model for simulating water structures is
TIP4P/2005 [44], which reproduces the phase diagram of water well but has a poor estimate
of the dielectric constant and dipole moment of water. Computer models such as these can
predict structural ice arrangements, but these need to be conﬁrmed through experiment.
Classicalmolecular dynamical freezing simulations are also computationally limited. Typically
they run using several hundred atoms over a few nanoseconds. Over these timescales water
often remainsmetastable and for a long time it was not possible to simulate freezing. Svishchev
and Kusalik were the ﬁrst to model freezing by applying an electric ﬁeld [45, 46] to induce the
nucleation in 1994. Using this ’electrofreezing’ technique water freezes over picoseconds. This
can help map out the stable phase diagram for a given model. However, studies of water
under these high electric ﬁelds have found the ﬁeld itself can induce solid-like phases at ﬁeld
strengths on the order of 5 109Vm 1 [47, 48]. These ﬁeld strengths are nearly 3 orders of
magnitude higher than the dielectric breakdown strength of water, and hence are unphysical,
but a recent experimental conﬁrmation of electrofreezing demonstrated a lower electric ﬁeld
(8 107Vm 1) could inﬂuence the freezing point by 15 °K [49] suggesting that surface ﬁelds
have an important role to play in nucleation and growth. Freezing without electric ﬁelds was
eventually achieved by Matsumoto et al. who ran a very long simulation (hundreds of ns)
in 2002 [50]. This has since been repeated [51] but it is fair to say it is still computationally
demanding.
¹For a good list see www.sklogwiki.org/SklogWiki/index.php/Water_models
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In general then, the predictive powers of simulations can ﬁnd stable structures and chemi-
cal behaviour, but individual models have diﬃculty doing both at the same time. As well as
long-range nucleation, the long incubation time of ice VII is computationally demanding and
approximations such as the use of cut-oﬀ lengths in the intermolecular interactions may intro-
duce artefacts in the long range order. Whilst some computational work may suggest freezing
mechanisms and phases, it is not a substitute for experiment. It is beyond the scope of this
work to embark on a thorough MD model but some recent studies are of relevance.
The closest simulation to a shock compression experiment on water was published was by
Aragones et al. [51, 52]. They used a TIP4P/2005 model, compressing several hundred atoms
for about 5 ns at 8GPa and 400K. They reliably saw a transition not into ice VII but into a
’plastic ice VII’ with distinct bcc and fcc phases. Plastic ice is a theoretical structure whereby
water molecules are conﬁned to laĴice sites but are freely rotatable with weak hydrogen bond-
ing. This work suggests that the ﬁrst phase to nucleate under compression is not ice VII but
this previously unseen plastic ice. This is consistent with Ostwald’s Step Rule, whereby the
ﬁrst phase to nucleate in any metastable state is the least stable solid phase. However, having
the same laĴice structure as ice VII, it would he hard to distinguish using x-ray or neutron
scaĴering.
A similar study looking at statically compressed water against a silica surface has found that a
distorted ice VII structure formed in the water layers close to the silica [53]. The strong water
interactionwith Si –OHgroups at the silica surface createdwater layers that experience ’vicinial
constriction’, contributing enough strain to enhance the nucleation pressure of ice by0:6GPa.
This could potentially explain why silica is such a strong nucleator, as the surface water layers
are eﬀectively pre-strained and so the primary nucleation is so much faster.
3.3 Freezing Mechanisms
Given the aims of shock induced freezing we ought to consider the kinetics of phase transitions
and the process by which a liquid becomes a solid. During a phase change the behaviour of
the entire system depends on the molecular behaviour, and assumptions about bulk material
properties are suspended. A phase change is therefore a magnifying probe of the microscopic
kinetics. The brief duration of an impact can make shocks a very useful probe. For example,
a phase change involving a density change will be brieﬂy isobaric as they change from one
volume to the other and this becomes imprinted in the the shock. The measurement of the
velocity proﬁle is the main diagnostic of shock experiments, and what the waves infer about
the phase is a part of the analysis of shock data.
The nucleation and growth of a solid is an intricate process, taking a ﬁnite amount of time.
Ice grows in the liquid as molecules collide onto a pre-existing ice surface in what is largely a
diﬀusion-limited process. A shock cannot simply ’drive’ these kinetics it faster before crystals
have nucleated and are able to grow, hence the duration is beholden to the nucleation. A good
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theoretical model for this, but by no means the only one is Classical Nucleation Theory (CNT)
which we will brieﬂy describe here.
3.3.1 Classical Nucleation Theory
Consider a volume of water metastable to an ice phase. The liquid has a higher Gibbs free en-
ergy (GL) than that of the solid ice phase (GS). Thermodynamically the liquid should crystallise
into the solid phase, but this is arrested since a crystal cannot usually form spontaneously. A
liquid does not have long range order so the system cannot coordinate a bulk, simultaneous
change so as to freeze en masse. Instead, freezing must begin at a local level ﬁrst with nuclei of
ice. These small, locally coordinated regions form a crystal nucleus of several atoms. Once a
crystal surface exists, water diﬀuses onto the surfaces and the crystals grow but creating the
crystal initially has a free energy cost. Nucleation is the ﬁrst step towards crystallisation, and
the nuclei grow at a rate dependent on the Gibbs energy cost G.
Nucleation Rate = NAe
 G
kBT (3.1)
Where N is the number of nucleation sites, A is a coeﬃcient of diﬀusion into the crystal and
G is the free energy cost of creating the nucleus. Increasing N or A, or decreasing G will
increase nucleation rate, being exponentially sensitive to changes in G. Assuming a single
spherical nucleus the driving force to grow will be:
G(r) =
4
3
r3(gL   gS) (3.2)
Where r is the radius of the crystal and gL&gS are the gibbs energy per unit volume of the liquid
and solid phase repsectively. We can see that the energy diﬀerence scales as r3, so the nuclei
have a strong impetus to grow larger. However, this is not the only factor, and the growth
is limited by an eﬀect that constricts the ice sphere. In creating a crystal, the ice has formed
a boundary layer between the water and ice. The ice has a diﬀerent internal energy creating
what is generally called surface energy/tension at this boundary. Surface energy is found on the
boundaries of any two phases and can be likened to an external pressure trying to reduce the
surface area, with the internal ’pressure’ of the crystal growth opposing it.
In the case of ice the surface energy is caused by the dangling hydrogen bonds of the surface ice
molecules. An ice molecule at the edge of a crystal forms fewer bonds than one well inside the
crystal. The dangling groups at the surface will try to bond with adjacent molecules, creating
the surface energy. In the case of a liquid this is also called surface tension, . This driving
force reduces the size of the nuclei. The surface energy opposes the growth of the nucleus
and prevents phase changes from occurring immediately, despite the Gibbs energy diﬀerence
supporting a phase change. In the meantime, the liquid is called metastable since it is not in the
most stable phase for its thermodynamic conditions.
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The nuclei initiate and grow during an incubation period whilst growth and tension aĴempt to
overcome each other, and depending on the environment many nuclei might shrink back to
the liquid phase. Alternatively they may all grow and become crystals, but even a tiny number
of nuclei is enough to begin the process of crystallisation. We can imagine the surface energy
as an external pressure. If we take the total energy of the system E to be:
E =  PLVL   PSVS + A
With the diﬀerential:
dE = (PL   PS)dVS + dA
Equlibriating the pressure such that E=0:
PS   PL =  dA
dVS
(3.3)
Where subscripts L and S relate to the Liquid and Solid phases and A is the surface area of the
interface. Equation 3.3 is a form of the Laplace equation, and the internal pressure is called the
Laplace pressure. The last term scales with inverse radius 1r . The complete form of equation
3.2 is therefore
G(r) =
4
3
r3(gL   gS) + 4r2 (3.4)
Like all r3   r2 relations then, there is a tuning point where the competition of tension is over-
come byG when:
r =   2
(gL   gS) (3.5)
Nuclei smaller than r are not stable and gradually shrink back into the liquid. Nuclei larger
than r will grow and become stable, growing crystallites. Therefore for a metastable liquid to
freeze the nuclei must reach r. This requires a critical Free Energy G:
G =
16
3


(gL   gS)2 (3.6)
Reaching r is the determining factor in the phase change. This can happen through a stochastic
process, with random ﬂuctuations in the liquid eventually reaching a critical size that rapidly
grows. This is called homogeneous nucleation. If a metastable liquid is homogeneous, the nu-
clei form as spheres. This creates large surface areas, which is hard to overcome. Impurities or
inclusions in the liquid container can allow crystals to formwith a lower total surface area. The
surface-assisted growth can reach r where a spherical nucleus could not. This is heterogeneous
nucleation and because it does not need to form spheres to reach r it can occur at lower G
than homogeneous nucleation.
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This means that containers, surfaces and chemical specie can encourage heterogeneous nucle-
ation and prevent the water from beingmetastable. They can be present in the solution itself or
embedded in a surface substrate. Suppose the edges of a water container have a lower surface
tension with the ice than with water. Forming a hemisphere of ice on such a surface reduces
the surface energy as well as lowers the surface area. The surface energy  can be further re-
duced, for example through removing/passivating the dangling ice bonds with a chemical in
the water, or on the surface. The MD simulation discussed earlier [53] is a particularly rele-
vant example of this, where silica surfaces appeared to pre-strain the water layers near their
surface. This eﬀectively reduces the surface energy for ice nuclei, making them much faster
to incubate. Recall the nucleation rate is exponentially related to the driving forces so this can
have a marked eﬀect.
We have been using the example of a solid nucleus in a liquid, but so far this model can apply
to any two phases with a Gibbs energy diﬀerence. For example, solids may also be ’super-
heated’ above their melt temperature but the melting process is very often homogeneous so it
is rarely witnessed. In contrast, is often possible to supercool liquids well below their freezing
temperature. The slow diﬀusive growth onto crystals makes their incubation last longer than
the melting path. This is particularly the case for tetrahedral liquids like germanium, silica
and water. The hysteresis between homogeneous melting and heterogeneous freezing occurs
because of the strong role surfaces play in the freezing mechanism [54]. Water is frequently
found to be metastable across many phases.
For example, air is frequently supersaturated with water vapour in the atmosphere. In 1947
Bernard Vonnegut found that silver iodide had a crystal structure within 1% similar to ice Ih.
It prevented metastablity by lowering the surface energy for nucleation and could ’seed’ ice
crystals from supersaturated water vapour [55]. Powdered silver iodide is still used today to
seed clouds at altitude by condensing the metastable vapour into droplets. His brother, Kurt
Vonnegut was author of the cold-war novel Cat’s Cradle [56], and credits the book’s ’ice-nine’²
MacGuﬃn to his brother’s colleague, the chemist Irving Langmuir.
For gauging nucleation onto a surface, a good visual example is the ’weĴing’ of a droplet.
A droplet of water atop a surface makes a contact angle with the surface. For a hydrophobic
(low surface energy) surface, the contact angle is large and nearly spherical beads form on
the surface. For a ’wet’ (high surface energy) surface the contact angle is low. The low angle
represents a strong surface interaction and surface energy is large compared to the liquid-liquid
or liquid-gas interface.
Something neglected in CNT so far is enthalpy. Enthalpy, deﬁned as E + PV, can be a useful
way to describe heat movement. At constant pressure the change in enthalpy is the energy
change through mechanisms other than by PV work, usually heat. The enthalpy of fusion of
water is positive, also called the latent heat of freezing. This means liquid water has more
internal energy (due to a high heat capacity) sorted in its hydrogen bonds than solid ice. The
²not related to ice IX
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process of freezing involves a release of this heat, since the heat capacity roughly halves for
ice Ih. At ambient pressure freezing water maintains a temperature of 0°C and will only fall
below this once the phase change completes. The enthalpy of the phase change acts as a buﬀer,
maintaining the temperature despite a continuous heat loss. The latent heat capacity of the
ocean is a huge source of temperature stability of Earth during the winter seasons.
On a microscopic scale latent heat means ice nuclei release heat as they grow³. The nuclei
release heat into their surroundings, warming the metastable liquid and decreasing the Gibbs
energy diﬀerence. This slows their growth and can prevent nucleation all together. This eﬀect
is the basis of a mathematical boundary value problem for partial diﬀerential equations called
the Stefan problem. Itwill not be derived here but to simplify, because the nucleation both creates
heat and depends on the temperature it is extremely sensitive to any heat diﬀusion in and out of
the system. If the nucleation surface has a high thermal conductivity it will conduct heat away
from the crystal helping tomaintain the growth. This is the dominant solidiﬁcationmechanism
in metals, for example. A poorly conducting surface may prevent crystals from nucleating, or
prevent them from nucleating close together, as the liquid between crystals heats up.
Often when crystals precipitate out of a supersaturated solution, they depend on concentra-
tion gradients. Because of the adsorption at the crystal, there exists concentration gradient that
increases away from the surface. Therefore the preferred direction of growth is along the gra-
dient, away from the surface. This asymmetry is called a morphological instability and results in
unstable crystal growth. As the crystal grows away from the surface it reaches more saturated
liquid. The unstable growth creates narrow crystal dendrites that grow as branching, tree-like
fractals. This can be commonly found in the paĴerns of snowﬂakes, grown in supercooled
cloud vapour. Whilst this normally occurs with a concentration gradient, it is possible where
there is a temperature gradient too. A temperature gradient that decreases away from a surface
is unusual so this is rarely experienced. The latent heat produced at the surface acts similarly to
a concentration gradient, and heats the liquid near the surface. This makes nuclei grow along
the temperature gradient away from the surface, and a similar dendrite paĴern emerges. This
sort of growth is called constitutional supercooling.
In our work, a 5GPa compression means the characteristic crystal size ought to be 0:3–1:7µm
[1]. As shown in ﬁgure 3.8 previous work shows growth well exceeds this, suggesting the ice
does not grow in perfect spheres. Instead the nucleation sites are relatively sparse, and nucle-
ation occurs along channels with liquid water in-between. This may be a sign of constitutional
supercooling, but the temperature gradient needs to be very abrupt at the surface for it to in-
ﬂuence the nucleation.
As Dolan notes [1], nucleation theory does not belie the fact that the actual mechanisms for
nucleation on a substrate are largely unknown. The early work on similarity of the structure
of silver iodide to ice Ih suggests similar crystal structures can be important, but silver iodide
³We have generally neglected to mention heat transfer until now as most shock experiments are considered
adiabatic. The adiabatic condition begins to lose validity on small length scales.
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is not especially hydrophilic. Surface weĴing and high surface energy substrates are another
possibility, as well as the unique surface of silica. There is even evidence of a ’preactivation’
hysteresis [57] where potentially icelike monolayers persist on surfaces well above the melting
temperature. It is unlikely that a deﬁnitive conclusion can be given as towhy silica and sapphire
surfaces show their distinctly diﬀerent behaviour but we can aim to contribute observations to
the existing body of knowledge.
3.4 Ice VII
Figure 3.4: Left: The ice VII cubic cell, adapted from [58]. Right: The interpenetrating laĴice
structure for ice VII, adapted from [59].
Ice VII consists of two interpenetrating body centred cubic (Ice Ih) laĴices with bond angles of
109:5° [60], close to a tetrahedron. As a result it has 8 nearest neighbours, only 4 of which are
bonded at a distance of 2:80Å [60]. It is not however, twice the density of ice Ic, but 1:66 g/cm3
[60] since the H-bonds are lengthened by the interpenetration. The stretched H-bonds are not
as strong and so it is the repulsion from the 8 nearby atoms that constrains the structure. Ice VII
represents the ﬁrst such phase where the hydrogen bonding plays less of a role, and as result
it is more stable at high temperatures than other ices. Ice VII is likely found inside icy planets
andwould limits themaximum theoretical depth of planetary oceans, since a suﬃcient column
of water will freeze into ice VII at the ocean bed.
Ice VII has a variety of peculiar properties, even for water. It is the only crystal ice known
to be able to incorporate signiﬁcant amounts of salt [61] which also reduces its volume [62,
63] changing the melting behaviour in the process. It is highly metastable outside its phase
region [64] and can even be brought to atmospheric pressure when cooled below 77K [65].
The hydrogen bonds in ice VII are believed to symmetrise above 15GPa [66–68] but since the
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structure stays much the same this is not considered a phase change. The melt line is also
somewhat disputed [69] and requires some discussion.
Data for the phase boundary is rare, since rather than tabulated data, melt curves are frequently
published as ﬁts to the Simon–Glaĵel equation [70]:
Pmelt = P0 + a

Tmelt
T0
)
c
  1

(3.7)
Where a and c are ﬁĴed parameters. As such, the curves in ﬁgure 3.5 are all ﬁts based on
experimental data. What follows is a chronological discussion of data for melt line of ice VII.
The melt line of ice VII has not been seĴled on since its discovery in 1937. First described by
P. W. Bridgman [71], the observed data for the melting curve of ice VII have varied without
consensus for nearly 80 years [72, 73]. It is possible that this is due to uncorrelated experimen-
tal methods. The static pressure community has used a variety of pressure and temperature
standards for static pressure cells, as well as several diﬀerentmethods for determiningmelting.
There are often concerns of incomparability in the ﬁeld, and this is particularly borne out in the
data for ice VII.
In 1937, Bridgman used a volume change to determine his original curve whilst in 1963 Pisto-
rius et al. [74] measured an electrical resistance drop to extend the melt line to 20GPa. In 1978
Mishima et al. [75] used the electrical resistance across amanganin pressure gauge to determine
the melt line. These measurements determined the melting electrically, and were all found to
be generally consistent (see ﬁgure 3.5).
After their earlier measurements Pistorius et al. took new measurements in 1968 [76] using a
diﬀerential thermocouple to detect the melt line and foundmuch higher temperatures for melt
(again see ﬁgure 3.5). After this, pressure cells were generally replaced by diamond anvil cells
to compress samples which matched this new curve well. In 2000 Datchi et al. [77] determined
the melt using optical and ﬂuorescent observations. This was also found by Lin et al. [78] using
Raman scaĴering to determine melting, and by X-ray scaĴering paĴerns.
Dubrovinskaia and Dubrovinsky [79] used the disappearance of a diﬀraction paĴern to deter-
mine a melt curve that falls in between the two trends. However they acknowledge in their
own paper the calibration scale may have been erroneous.
Since Datchi, Lin and Pistorius used three very diﬀerent methods to agree on the melt line it is
more reliable, and hence the Datchi curve will be used in the rest of this document. The lower
curve likely represents some structural change in ice VII that changes the electrical conductiv-
ity. Unfortunately the misaĴributed lower curve persisted for some time in the literature, and
modern papers still cite Pistorius’ 1963 curve [74] as the liquid boundary.
Whilst this lower curve has been misaĴributed as a solid-liquid boundary it was not based on
erroneous data and measures a real eﬀect, supported by more recent work. In 2005 Goncharov
et al. used Raman spectroscopy [81] to diagnose the ’dynamic ionisation’ of ice VII and transi-
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Figure 3.5: The ice VII melt line as found from experimental static compression. Data is shown
where available, whilst curves are ﬁts to unpublished data. The data follow two trends, with
the lower temperature boundary corresponding to a change in electrical properties, whilst the
upper boundary is likely the true melt line. Data are from [71, 73–75, 77, 78, 80, 81]. Data from
[79] and [82] were omiĴed due to doubts about their validity.
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tion into ’dynamically disordered ice VII’ along a very similar line. In 2013 Liu et.al. [83] made
conductivity measurements in a diamond anvil cell that matched Pistorius’ [74] 1963 data (al-
beit only below 3:2GPa).
In 2004 Frank et al. [73] experimentally determined what they considered a melt line based
on x-ray diﬀraction measurements of the f110g peak. It is hard to reconcile this with other
diﬀraction results that were generally at a much higher temperature, unless the loss of the
f110g peak corresponds to the transition to dynamically disordered ice VII. It is possible that
this dynamic ice VII is a ’plastic ice’, or a partially conductive phase [61, 84].
This boundary has since been replicated using MD simulations as well. Takii et al. [84] ﬁrst
suggested a ’plastic’ phase existed below the melt line in 2008. This has been conﬁrmed by
other simulations [51, 52, 85] but is not formally recognised as a true phase as of yet. The plastic
phase is less dense than ice VII and consists of water molecules bound in an ice VII laĴice, but
free to rotate and reform H-bonds as if a liquid. The structure is not conclusively agreed upon.
Recent neutron diﬀraction has demonstrated anomalies in this region but were inconclusive as
to its nature [86, 87]. However NMR studies of water on silica surfaces described the interfacial
layer with amorphous silica as looking like plastic ice [88].
Mochizuki et al. [89] ran a simulation that found a ’partially plastic ice’ that diﬀered slightly
from the plastic phase described by Takii et al.. Rather than looking for phases this work tested
the freezing pathways at pressure and found that water would either freeze into a perfect sin-
gle crystal of ice VII very quickly (200 ps), or would spend much longer as an intermediate
metastable phase⁴. This intermediate phase consisted of a large unit cell (Z=21) that tended
to form into individual grains and was slower to grow, not completing within the simulation
(15 ns). On occasion the simulation was ﬁlled with the metastable phase and did not transition
to ice VII at all.
It certainly appears that a distinct region of ice VII exists that is on the cusp of discovery, but the
speciﬁc details of its behaviour are uncertain. It is however quite conceivable, speciﬁcally, as
the temperature of ice VII increases it is reasonable to assume the hydrogen bonds will weaken
and increase the rotational freedom andcv of water molecules. Meanwhile the pressure is high
enough that long range order maintains an ice VII like structure. It will be worth considering,
but without in-situ dynamic x-ray diﬀraction, we will be unable to make any comments from
our results.
Recent high-pressure DAC experiments by Schwager and Bohler above 15GPa found a very
diﬀerent liquid-solid boundary [82, 90] that has begun to get some traction in geophysical ﬁelds.
It is important to note that this work started at 15GPa and has been extrapolated to lower
pressures. Their work claims a melt line far hoĴer than all previously work but makes very
liĴle mention of the discrepancy, suggesting no reasons as to why. There is liĴle experimental
information and no rawor ﬁĴeddata is given. Kimura et al. [91] found theirworkmimicked the
Schwager data from 49-72GPa, but oﬀset at much lower temperatures, and crucially consistent
⁴Again consistent with Ostwald’s step rule, that is, generally the most unstable phase crystallises ﬁrst.
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with the previous data of Goncharov et al. [81]. Ahart et al. [92] published data in 2014 that
supports Kimura, and it appears as if the Schwager curves are in error. In the absence of any
second corroboration with the Schwaeger data, we will continue using the curve of Datchi et
al. up to 15GPa.
3.5 A History of Shocked Water
The shock compression of water to high pressures has a signiﬁcant history in scientiﬁc litera-
ture. Early 20th Century work was mostly static compression, and Ice VII was ﬁrst discovered
this way by P. W. Bridgman in his 1937 paper [71, 93] where he noted the signiﬁcant entropy
and volume change in the liquid-ice VII boundary. Some early dynamic studies were done
in 1941 by the German high speed photography pioneer Schardin [94] (also cited in [95, 96])
where it was observed that bullets ﬁred into water and Carbon Tetrachloride (CCl4) exhibited
a darkening around them at 1800ms 1 but not at 800m s 1. Later naval reports by Snay and
Rosenbaum [97] gave Hugoniot data as passing through the Ice VII region as it was described
by Bridgman.
The earliest plate impact work, and the seminal EOS is arguably by Walsh and Rice [95, 98] in
1957, where they comprehensively described the Hugoniot and parameters from shock exper-
iments. They ﬁnd the shock adiabats pass very close to the ice VII phase between 3–3:5GPa
and speculated that partial volume freezing might occur. Importantly Walsh and Rice could
not see the darkening described by Schardin in their optical tests and provided a reﬁnement
over the Snay and Rosenbaum data. Their EOS has been extensively used, and was adapted
further by PapeĴi and Fujisaki in 1968 [99], Copwerthwaite and Shaw in 1970 [100] again by
Baconin and Lascar in 1973 [101].
Al’tshuler et al. [102] did a lot of unpublishedworkwithwater from the 1950s and believed they
saw a phase transitionwhen they observed darkening on a streaked imaging experiment. They
observed a discontinuity in the shock Hugoniot at around the same pressures and aĴributed
this to a phase change. This result is somewhatweakened by the fact that subsequent published
work could not replicate the darkening [103] and despite the signiﬁcant personal reputation of
Al’tshuler, some suggested it was an experimental artefact [96].
Kormer [104] extended the Walsh and Rice EOS in 1968 and at the same time managed to see
a ’diﬀuse scaĴering’ of optical light when water was doubly-shocked (that is, when a shockwave
reﬂects) reminiscent of Al’tshuler’s work. This result was further investigated by Yakushev
et al. [105] who found the water scaĴered light and appears to darken⁵ upon shock-reﬂection
from lithium ﬂuoride windows. This apparent darkening disappeared when their windows
were coated with an acetone-based lacquer. This signiﬁcant result was not widely cited in
⁵The term darkening as used in some literature incorrectly implies the water is becoming opaque. More likely
it is that crystal growth is introducing many scaĴering surfaces which reduces the optical transmission. The ice and
water is still transparent.
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english scientiﬁc literature until Dolans work in 2003 [1]. Duval and Graham in their 1977
review concluded that the maĴer was then very much unseĴled [96] .
Hamann andLinton [106] ﬁrstmeasured the conductivity ofwater in 1969, extendedbyMitchell
& Nellis in 1979 and G. Lyzenga in 1980 [107] but this work was not published until 1982.
Lyzenga [108] measured the temperatures of shocked water from 50–80GPa. Mitchell and
Nellis [109] measured high pressure conductivity, conﬁrming that conductivity increases by
several orders of magnitude at around 10–20GPa, aĴributed to shock-induced dissociation.
This has also been linked to shock-induced polarisation in water [110].
These results led to more work above 10GPa to simulate the interiors of gas giants [111–114]
and to the discovery of a ’superionic’ phase of high pressure ice, possibly involved in the elec-
trical dynamo that generates the planets’ magnetospheres. Laser breakdown in water has also
become a frequently studied experiment [115] and is often coupled with spontaneous Raman
spectroscopy. Spontaneous Raman spectroscopy measurements have been used since Holmes
et al. [116–118] used them to conﬁrm a structural change in the O-H bonds of shocked wa-
ter. Recent work has aĴempted to extend the water Hugoniot to these much higher pressures
but will not be included in this chronology. Instead focus is drawn to the ice VII phase below
15GPa and whether or not the Hugoniot passes through it.
Building on earlier Russian work [119, 120], Rybakov [121–123] assembled several Hugoniots
including the conﬂicting Al’tshuler and Kormer data, and concluded that the water Hugoniot
passes through the ice VII phase between 2 to 16GPa. This was based mostly on an apparent
’kink’ in the Hugoniot data. However not only did this use the 1963 Pistorius melt line for Ice
VII but Rybakov developed an EOS that gave temperatures 14% lower than Kormer’s.
Given the dearth of experimental data one would expect the issue of shocking into ice to be
very clear⁶ by now, and recent papers still discuss freezing along the Hugoniot [124, 125] as
concluded fact. On inspection Rybakov’s conclusions rely mostly on the slight curve in the wa-
ter Hugoniot being a phase change, and not through direct observation. We recall that there is a
separate, structural change expected in liquidwater, and as Dolan [1] and Schulze [9] point out,
liquids tend to have nonlinear Hugoniots regardless of phase changes. It may also be possible
that the Hugoniot passes through the phase but is just unable to nucleate. The implication of a
phase change at 3GPa aﬀects all data above this pressure, since the experiments are no longer
measuring a single wave and cannot use simple jump conditions. However, the consensus is
still divided, after over 5 decades of research.
The extensive work of Dolan et al. [1, 3, 126–128] presented something of a breakthrough, and
provided a quite comprehensive look at the eﬀects seen in previous studies. It provided conclu-
sive evidence that freezing does occurwithmultiple shock compression (using a ring-up design)
and that the isentrope traverses into the ice VII phase. The crystal growth and ’darkening’ was
imaged and a subtle volume decrease was also seen when the layer was suitably thin. Water
would not freeze under compression between sapphire windows and this was later investi-
⁶No pun intended.
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gated on the pulsed power Z machine along with cubic zirconia which also did not nucleate.
Water was ramp compressed to 13GPa and it was found at approximately 7GPawater reached
the limit of metastability and would rapidly freeze.
Dolan’s work demonstrated a clear case for isentropic freezing, and what the phase change
looked like, but did not actually preclude freezing along the Hugoniot. The volume change
found byDolan is subtle and not observable unless using very thin ﬁlms ofwater, hence inmost
other work it would be undetectable. This means optical extinction (the loss of transmission)
is the strongest indicator of freezing. Earlier work [103, 104] with the exception of Alt’shuler
show no such optical changes under single shock compression. Whilst Dolan’s results do not
rule this out, it does appear unlikely that single shocks are able to nucleate ice.
One last observation on the historical discrepancies is suggested here after noticing that few
experiments note their initial temperatures. If there is one thing that water changes with, it is
temperature. There have been very few investigations [129] of the eﬀect of initial temperature
on the water Hugoniot. If the Hugoniot is indeed sensitive to the initial temperature then it
may account for variations in single shock observations. Most papers do not mention any tem-
peratures so it is not possible to tabulatemost historical data, but it is telling thatmost historical
experiments that observed freezing were conducted a few hours drive North-East of Moscow,
whilst many of the experiments that did not observe ice were North-West of Santa Fe in the
New Mexico desert.
3.5.1 Temperatures
Being optically transparent, the shock temperature of water can be measured, giving tempera-
ture datawithin the shocked volume - a rare thing in the ﬁeld. However it is experimentally dif-
ﬁcult to measure temperatures below 1000K, so most experiments assume temperature based
on an EOS, often back to the 1957 Rice and Walsh EOS [98]. This made no actual tempera-
ture measurements and uses a constant Cv assumption in line with most metallic EOS of the
time. Pyrometry data on water was not published until 25 years later by Lyzenga [108], and
discussed at length by Ree [130]. A couple of unreferenced points from Kormer [104] suggest
data existed at least as early as 1968. Low pressure ﬂuorescence data was published by Justus
[131], and more pyrometry was reported by Brazhnikov [132] in 2004 and XiaoJuan in 2011
[133]. However none of these data cover pressures from 1–7GPa (see ﬁgure 3.6.
Brazhnikov’s 2004 pyrometry data are particularly interesting. They conducted explosive im-
pacts and measured anomalously high temperature spikes lasting 300 ns after impact, con-
trasting with the Rice-Walsh EOS. After the initial spike the temperatures decreased to a lower
plateau more consistent with the expected Hugoniot. This suggested their temperature spike
was due to an interaction ’of a complex nonthermal nature’ at the impact surface. They sug-
gested thewater and themetal impactor surface reacted chemically. Brazhnikov’s data suggest
the temperature is released at the point of impact and not throughout the volume, possibly the
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Figure 3.6: Actual temperature data for shocked water, with the Ice VII phase diagram super-
imposed. All data points are frommeasured Hugoniot temperatures, with the exception of the
Rice & Walsh (Red line) and Holmes et al. (+) who used the Rice-Walsh EOS. They are ploĴed
here to demonstrate the commonly presumed Hugoniot. The Brazhnikov data diverges from
the expected temperature below 20GPa. [77, 90, 98, 104, 108, 118, 132, 133]
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result of a chemical reaction.
Another suggestion that has not been investigated is the enthalpy change due to the break-
down of the hydrogen bonding network in water. The disruption and weakening of H bonds
in the liquid phase begins around 1GPa [134] and persists up to 12GPa [118] and under sud-
den compression ought to release a large amount of latent heat, even without a phase change
occurring. If heat is released when CV drops this could make the Hugoniot skirt around the ice
phase. This would also mean that isentropic experiments underestimate their temperatures.
With a lack of published data, temperature estimates below 10GPa are uncertain. Temperature
data do not exist sincemeasuring temperatures below1000Kwith pyrometry is a challenge. We
suggest ﬂuorescence or calibrated Raman spectroscopy might be able to help pull out accurate
shock temperatures, but discourage the use of aluminium surfaces in favour of gold.
3.5.2 Ring-up Experiments
Figure 3.7: The experimental design of D. Dolan’s ring-up experiments onwater. The projectile
housed a mirror and used a transparent impactor, allowing the sample to be imaged through
the liquid. This required a keyed barrel on the gas gun to ensure the projectile (andmirror) did
not rotate. However, with no mirrored surfaces the velocimetry measurements must be done
on separate shots. Adapted with permission from D. Dolan [1].
The thesis and subsequent papers led by Dan Dolan [1, 3, 126–128] represent a signiﬁcant foun-
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Figure 3.8: Data fromD. Dolan’s ring-up experiments onwater. Top Left: Optical transmission
for experiment T4, water between quarĵwindows impacted to 3:47GPa. Top right: VISAR ve-
locity history for experiment V2, water between quarĵwindows impacted to 5:03GPa. BoĴom:
Framing camera images of water from three quarĵ impacts at diﬀerent pressures. The lower
three images are the end states of the upper three images. The ﬁeld of view is approximately
920µm 750µm. Reproduced with permission from D. Dolan [1].
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dation for this work, and it is worth going into detail over some of their results and conclusions.
In his thesis, a 1” gas gun was used to conduct experiments on water cells in a ring-up conﬁgu-
ration, not unlike this work. Measurements of velocity, optical transmission and imaging were
taken individually on experiments. The transmission experiments used fully transparent cells
and so no velocity history is available for them. Z-cut quarĵ and fused silica windows were
found to cause a large drop in transmission, whilst a-cut Sapphire did not. So long as at least
one window was quarĵ there was a drop in transmission. The lowest pressures seen to freeze
was estimated at 2:57GPa. Supplemental experiments using soda lime glass also showed a
phase change.
Four experiments were repeated used a framing camera to capture images of crystallisation
over a small scale (see Figure 3.8). Three quarĵ cells crystallised at 2:7–5GPa, and the fourth
using sapphire windows at 5GPa did not see any change. They demonstrated that freezing did
occur with quarĵ but not with sapphire, and that the crystals were not uniform but grew from
sparse sites interspersed with pockets of water. Below 3GPa the freezing had limited initiation
sites and the speed of the phase change depended on the growth from these sites. Higher
pressures increased the number of initiation sites, and the phase changes became nucleation
dominated, where the phase change depended more on the creation of new nucleation sites
rather than the growth of old ones. All experiments had a duration of1µs from impact to the
conclusion of the phase change.
Four more experiments were repeated to ascertain whether any mechanical eﬀects of freezing
could be seen, again with three quarĵ cells and one sapphire. A VISAR system measured
a mirrored rear window. In the ﬁrst experiment, this mirror had a thin quarĵ buﬀer plate
bonded with epoxy over it. This epoxy layer introduced unwanted reﬂections and was not
used for later shots. The experiments showed particle velocity for quarĵ cells reached a peak
below the calculated liquid values and continued to decline from the steady state over 1µs
(see Figure 3.8). The sapphire experiment closely matched the calculated velocity history for
unfrozen liquid. The explanation was that the freezing process involved a volume change that
results in a velocity decrease.
Dolan later went on to continue his work at Sandia National Lab where the team used the
pulsed power Z machine to ramp-compress water between sapphire and cubic zirconia win-
dows in a stripline conﬁguration [3]. This demonstrated that contrary to previous work, sap-
phire could show a fast phase change if compressed quasi-isentropically above 7GPa with a
brief dip in transmission. It was assumed to be ice VII, and the speed of the transition suggests
this was homogeneous nucleation [4].
Since Dolan’s work, a Chinese team has also performed ring-up experiments. They impacted
water to below 2GPa [135–138] and measured apparent drops in transmission well before the
ice VII phase region. They propose these brief transmission losses are a liquid-liquid phase
transition. However other work by Li [138] at the same team aĴributes a loss of transmission
at 1:28GPa to freezing. There are no wave proﬁle measurements to conﬁrm a volume change,
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but they notice the eﬀect not seen unless using quarĵ windows, similar to Dolan’s ﬁndings.
They use a strange form of the Gruniesen parameter that overestimates the value at compres-
sions over 0.8, so it is possible that the water is at a lower temperature than they believe, and
are transitioning into ice VI instead. Nevertheless is it interesting that transient light loss has
appeared at lower pressures than previously seen.
3.6 Summary
An overview of water theory has been presented, and the literature concerning ice VII and
the shock compression of water has been discussed. From this previous work, we posit the
following:
• Water has been conclusively seen to freeze above 2:5GPa using quasi isentropic compres-
sion between quarĵ, fused silica, soda lime glass and lithium ﬂuoride windows but this
phase change is absent using sapphire and zirconia windows.
• Above 7GPa a qualitatively diﬀerent phase change occurs.
• Below 7GPa, nucleation appears to begin on the surface of the window material and is
pressure dependent. A volume change and a loss of optical transmission are the charac-
teristic signals of this phase change.
• Surface coatings may inhibit the phase change [105] but it is unclear what the coatings
would do.
The eﬀect of sapphire and of surface coatings are clearly signiﬁcant in understanding the phase
changes of water under impact. Due to the short duration of the experiment the phase change
may not occur at all if there is not a nucleating surface. What is unclear are some of the speciﬁcs
of this surface nucleation. For example:
• Do metal coatings prevent nucleation entirely and what are the implications for velocity
measurements?
• The iceVIImelt line is uncertain, and suggests twodistinct regions. MDsuggests unstable
phases may nucleate preferentially under dynamic pressure, notably a ’plastic ice’ that
appears similar to ice VII. Do these experiments probe a suitable region to see this?
• What speciﬁcally causes the nucleation on silica surfaces, and could a deposited silica
coating promote the nucleation on a sapphire substrate?
• Is the phase change seen above 7GPa fundamentally diﬀerent to the one at lower pres-
sures?
• Can we observe anything more speciﬁc about the solid phases? No simultaneous trans-
mission and velocity measurements have been made on a single experiment.
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Nucleation is a nebulous ﬁeld and so to simplify the problemweneed to reduce our parameters.
We will omit all but two windowmaterials, sapphire and fused silica. We will also try to avoid
impurities in the water and surface textures that might aﬀect nucleation. The hypotheses are
as follows:
• Mirrors are expected to inhibit nucleation just as sapphire does.
• Sapphire does not nucleate ice VII below 7GPa, nor do most metals.
• By contrast, silica is expected to nucleate ice due to its particular surface chemistry with
water.
• A silica coating ought to induce nucleation on sapphire surfaces just as with fused silica,
conﬁrming the surface chemistry as the nucleator. After conﬁrming the eﬀect of silicas,
other surface coatings and additives may be tested.
• If the metastable limit exists, it ought to be observable with anywindow above 7GPa, not
just sapphire.
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Chapter 4
Experimental Methods
4.1 Preface
This chapter outlines the design of the experiment, the diagnostic equipment used in the ex-
periment, and assembly of the targets. The subsequent chapter will describe the analysis of the
diagnostics data. Nine experiments were conducted at the Imperial College plate impact facil-
ity. Time on the gun was very limited, and the design was iterated between scheduled ’runs’.
Shots within this document are designated S1-S9 in chronological order, and additionally FS
for fused silica and SA for sapphire windows, and lastly the chronological number per window
type.
4.2 Imperial Gas Gun
The large bore gas gun is a single-stage light-gas gun with a 100mm bore designed for plate
impacts. It has a swappable breech reservoir of either 30 or 100 litres of helium, rated up to
700 bar through the use of a boosting pump. It ﬁres by bursting two scored brass diaphragms
(see ﬁgure 4.1) and can accommodate a variety of sabot designs and lengths depending on the
momentum and tilt requirements. It can ﬁre an 600 g sabot at up to 1600ms 1 and a 4 kg sabot
up to 860ms 1.
The sabot is ﬁred down the 5m barrel into an evacuated target chamber at approximately
1 10 5 bar. The short barrel necessitates the higher than normal charging pressure. The tar-
get chamber has a static frame mounted to the base of the chamber and not aĴached to the
barrel.
Approximately 1:5m behind the target chamber is a debris shield with a mylar seal to the ex-
pansion tank which is evacuated, but to a lesser vacuum. The tank in total is a 2m diameter
cylinder, with a volume suﬃcient enough to allow the charge gas to expand to prevent over-
pressure above 2 bar. It also houses amomentum trap for the debris, the steel ’catcher can’ ﬁlled
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with compressed rags interspersed with 1/2” steel plates to take away momentum. The breech
and barrel experience signiﬁcant recoil due to the large momentum of the projectile and gas,
so the barrel is sealed radially to the vacuum chamber and can freely recoil on rollers whilst
remaining sealed. The momentum of the barrel and breech is captured by shock absorbing
pistons along its length.
The gun ﬁres a polycarbonate sabot down a steel tube, and the motion of the sabot generates
a static charge in the barrel and frame that temporarily raises the gun’s local voltage. This
creates an electrically ’noisy’ environment temporarily on the ground plane, making electri-
cal measurements diﬃcult. The frame is in electrical contact with the mounting plate, but all
experimental samples were electrically isolated using PTFE sheets, with the exception of the
S1-FS-1. This ground noise meant that sensitive voltage measurements such as triggers were
designed so as to ﬂoat and used BNC feedthroughs to the chamber for both live and ground.
Anything within the chamber was liable to be destroyed by debris, so as a rule of thumb any-
thing placed in the chamber must be if not disposable, then inexpensive. This made using
optics inside the chamber costly as they must be replaced every shot. More expensive equip-
ment like cameras and lighting always stay outside the chamber. The exception to this was
a shielded thermocouple reader placed inside the chamber to measure thermocouples glued
onto the target, which was recorded via USB.
4.2.1 Gun Tilt
The signiﬁcant diameter of the gunmakes precision alignment necessary at nearly every stage.
Poor alignment can introduce errors on the order of hundreds of nanoseconds across the impact
surface and will create a shockwave that is not truly aligned to the plane of motion, which
contradicts our assumptions about a uniaxial state. With a small tilt the timing errors can be
compensated for, but to ensure precise data surfaces must still be aligned as ﬂat and parallel
as possible.
The target is mounted on a series of concentric rings which themselves are mounted on a rigid
frame bolted to the base of the vacuum chamber (see ﬁgure 4.2). The frame is mechanically
isolated from the barrel of the gun, as the breech and barrel experience signiﬁcant recoil during
ﬁring. The vibrations involved in ﬁring travel down the barrel and would aﬀect the alignment
before the sabot emerged from the muzzle, so instead the target ’ﬂoats’ from the barrel on the
static frame. The frame experiences a signiﬁcant impulse not from the sabot, but from the gas
the follows the sabot. From shot to shot this gradually warps the frame, and because of this the
target frame must be realigned between every shot, and occasionally replaced altogether.
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Figure 4.1: The Imperial College 100mm Gas Gun
Top: A schematic of the Gas Gun (not to scale). The breech has two brass diaphragms (in
yellow). Each can withstand half the full breech pressure, P1. To ﬁre, the central chamber is
evacuated, and the two diaphragms burst in quick succession.
Below: A photo of the Imperial 100mm Gas Gun (in blue) with the 100 litre breech at-
tached. The rear section of the chamber is slid back to allow access to the main experimental
chamber. The optical bench and oscilloscopes to the right of the barrel are the diagnostics
area.
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Figure 4.2: Left: Render of the experimental chamber with the Target Frame. The static frame
aĴaches to the base of the chamber to isolate it from the vibrations of the barrel.
Right: The experimental chamber with shot S5-SA-2 loaded on the target frame. The
alignment plate can be seen holding a sacriﬁcial steel ring, into which the target mounts (target
ring not visible). The experiment holds three water cells. In this experiment the visible cell is
being imaged through the turning mirror. The mirror obscures the other two cells which are
diagnosed with PDV.
Figure 4.2 shows the frame holding the 1” thick steel alignment plate mounted at three points.
The mounts themselves are externally and internally threaded, but the two threads are incre-
mentally diﬀerent pitches. By rotation of the three mounting rings the plate can be aligned to
micrometer accuracy. To measure the alignment a ﬂat brass plug is inserted into the barrel and
the alignment plate is clocked ﬂat using a micrometre gauge. Adjusting the alignment every
shot aims to minimise tilt to about 1milliradian.
The alignment plate holds a reusable but sacriﬁcial steel ring aĴached with brass bolts to avoid
warping. The steel ring is machined ﬂat to make a true surface for the aluminium target ring.
The target ring is a 160mm diameter lapped aluminium ring, onto which the experiments (tar-
gets) are aĴached. It is held onto the steel ring with nylon bolts and is designed to be sacriﬁcial,
as even though the projectile does not strike it, the gas and the debris from the impact will dam-
age it beyond reuse. These three increasingly sacriﬁcial rings may seem superﬂuous but they
are necessary for the gun to maintain a good tolerance from shot to shot.
One unfortunate aspect of the shortened barrel is that the projectile is still accelerating as it
leaves. As such velocity diagnostics are usually mounted on the target itself andmeasure close
to impact, rather than using a more standard time-of-ﬂight measurement at the barrel using
laser light-gates. The centre of each experiment holds a PDV prove for this purpose. The tilt
measurements used bare ﬁbre, unshifted PDV to get an accurate tilt measurement (see sections
4.3 and 5.2.2).
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4.3 PDV
To prepare for experiments, an eight-channel PDV system was designed, spliced and housed.
Due to the availability of equipment and the diﬀerent requirements of each experiment, the
speciﬁc PDV system varied from shot to shot. The system described here as an example of the
concepts of PDV in general.
Photonic Doppler Velocimetry (PDV) (alternatively known as Heterodyne Velocimetry or Het-
V) is a relatively recent diagnostic [139, 140] that uses low cost communications-grade ﬁbre
optics and a high power ﬁbre laser to make an interferometer system. Used as an alternative
to the more common laser-based VISAR (Velocity Interferometer System for Any Reﬂector)
diagnostic, PDV can be split into several ’channels’ to measure multiple velocities with the
same laser making it convenient for multiple measurements. Commonly the laser is around
0 = 1550nm and must by exceptionally stable to ensure the Doppler shifted frequency varies
on account motion only and not say, the temperature of the laser cavity.
The laser is shone into a circulator (1 to 2 on Fig 4.3) and exits out of the probe to the mov-
ing surface. The circulator completely isolates 2 from 1. The light is Doppler shifted upon
reﬂection, with a frequency shift proportional to the velocity of the surface. The reﬂected light
re-enters the same ﬁbre and back into the circulator. The circulator isolates this light again (2
to 3 in Fig 4.3) and directs it to a 2:1 coupler, mixing it with non-Doppler shifted light. The two
frequencies of light mix to create a beat frequency:
fbeat = fmoving   fstationary = 0
2
v (4.1)
The natural frequency of 0 = 1550nm light is many THz, but the beat frequency created is on
the order of GHz. This frequency can be measured on a fast optical digitiser and recorded by
a suitably fast oscilloscope. The recorded signal is a superposition of the two signals:
Isignal(t) = I0 + I1 +
p
I0I1sin(fbeat(t) + ) (4.2)
Where I0 and I1 are the unshifted and shifted signals and  is a phase oﬀset. The third term is
the only time-varying component, and contains the beat frequency. We can fourier-transform
the signal to give the frequency with time, and hence velocity.
The advantage of this system is that one laser can power multiple ﬁbre probes, and the optics
involved in the channels are not prohibitively expensive. Fibre optics are also havemuch beĴer
losses than free space optics or electrical cable allowingweaker signals to bemeasured. Another
often overlooked advantage is that that the third term in Eqn 4.2 has an amplitude proportional
to the square root of the intensity of both signals. This means that a very weak dopper shifted
signal can be ’ampliﬁed’ by a strong reference signal, I0 and still retain the beat envelope. This
helps make PDV very sensitive even in low light levels, and probes can receive < µW of light
and still measure a velocity (depending on the surface quality). The disadvantages of PDV are
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the expense of the digitisers and the oscilloscope required to measure the beat frequency, as at
faster speeds require considerable bandwidth. The experiments used variously a Tektronixr
DPO 71604 16GHz or a LeCroyrWavemaster 816Zi-A 16GHz for upshifted PDV. A LeCroyr
Wavemaster 8420A 4GHz was used for recording unshifted PDV.
Figure 4.3: A standard PDV channel (within dashed box) for either ﬁrst or third generation use.
The variable optical aĴenuators (VOAs) allow the power to be controlled to each arm to avoid
damage to the detector. Spools of cable represent long ﬁbre cables that are considered lossless.
The basic channel consists of the laser input entering a circulator, with the ﬁrst output going to
the probe and the return output joining the reference beam in a 50:50 spliĴer, which then goes
to the detector (see ﬁgure 4.3). The light reﬂected into the probe can vary in intensity depend-
ing on the surface ﬁnish and the probe alignment, hence the light into the detector must be
limited to avoid damaging it. In our design an inline powermeter is placed after the circulator
to measure the power returned from the probe, and another on the reference input to mea-
sure the reference power it is mixed with. Without knowing the initial power and alignment,
aĴenuators are placed on both the main laser and the reference inputs to protect them.
Because of the relatively recent creation and advancement of the technique there are various
’generations’ that roughly follow the chronological development:
• ’Generation 0’ systems do not actively mix any light, but instead rely on the backreﬂected
light from interfaces within the system before the light is Doppler shifted, for example at
the ﬁbre-air interface. This is best used with a bare ﬁbre as a probe, cleaved at 90°. An
inexpensive system.
• ’Generation 1’ systems split the light into a ’probe arm’ and a ’reference arm’ before the
circulator and then recombine them after the circulator, as this is more dependable than
relying on backreﬂections.
• ’Generation 2’ Introduced triature detection whereby the light from the probe is split into
3 paths and each measured 120° out of phase with each other. This method is not widely
used.
• ’Generation 3’ took the reference arm and passed it through an acousto-optic frequency
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shifter. This provides a permanent frequency oﬀset to the reference arm, and means a
constant velocity signal. Originally a radio signal processing technique, this is called
heterodyne detection. Heterodyne detection uses more bandwidth of the oscilloscope,
but is advantageous because the stationary signal is now apart from the 0V noise level
(or ’baseline’). In practice this means that it is easier to align the system and verify it is
working correctly, and the data analysis becomes easier. A more eﬀective method can be
done by using an entirely separate laser with a slight frequency oﬀset for the reference
arm. This way, multiple channels can use the same pair of lasers without the need for a
frequency shifter per-channel (and all the extra calibration that involves). Generation 3
arguably gives the most precise data, provided a suitable oscilloscope exists.
The ’generations’ are occasionally explicitly referenced, but generations 1 and 3 are the most
commonly used and in literature may be referred to as ’frequency shifted PDV’ and ’un-shifted
PDV’.
There are several adaptations to the basic PDV premise [141], for example two circulators can
be used to improve the isolation of the reﬂected light and two particular methods allow many
more channels, saving expense. By spooling optical cable to create a suﬃcient time delay, the
same oscilloscope channel can be used to measure the signal from two or more probes, called
time multiplexing. Another method involves using multiple reference lasers with staggered
frequencies and similarly recording two or more probes on the same oscilloscope channel,
called frequencymultiplexing. Frequencymultiplexing the same signal several times such that
the signal overlaps can be used to measure extremely fast speeds, beyond the bandwidth of a
single oscilloscope, to speeds in excess of 50km/s [142].
4.3.1 Alignment
The alignment process for PDV is important due to the inability to see the actual beam. The
method used for all PDV was as follows: Assuming a frequency shifted system, the user starts
by aĴenuating both beams. Themain laser is set to a low power, using the aĴenuator to allow a
small amount of light to the probe, on the order of microwaĴs. The probe is then alignedwith a
kinematic mount to ensure proper reﬂection. Once the probes are aligned, the laser power can
be brought up to a suitable power depending on the number of probes being used. Similarly
the reference laser power should start low and be gradually increased by the aĴenuator, as it
shines directly to the detector.
The end of the ﬁbre / probe head represents a circular aperture like a pinhole, and will diﬀract
the light and produce an infra-red Airy disk paĴern. When aligning, tracking back and forth
the X and Y mounts enables the peak brightness to be found. It is good practice to to scan well
past the apparent peaks to avoid seĴling on a secondary ring.
The combined power of the reference and laser signals should not exceed the maximum power
of the detector, and ideally should be well below it. During an impact the reﬂecting surface
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will deform and tilt. If the probe is misaligned this tilting could greatly increase the light on
the detector. Not only could this damage the detector but it causes the signal to ’clip’ at the
top and boĴom of the oscilloscope as the amplitude exceeds the maximum voltage. Whilst this
does not invalidate data, it makes for poorer sine ﬁĴing to the beat waves. Careful alignment to
the peak brightness helps to minimise these problems, but shocked surfaces can also undergo
microspallations and other surface changes that change the reﬂection signiﬁcantly.
4.4 Imaging
The velocity history as measured by PDV provided indications of a phase change, but this sig-
nal was subtle. A second indication of a phase change coinciding with the PDV would greatly
improve the certainty of any conclusions. The initial purpose for the framing camera was to
image individual freezing crystals of ice as they formed. This would provide quantitative data
on the freezing processes and further verify that freezing had occurred if PDV data was am-
biguous. The worry was a loss of transmission would not be conclusive in and of itself, since
comminution of the window (the fracture into small pieces) may look similar to the crystallisa-
tion. However, imaging the microscopic structure would reveal the speed the structures grew.
If breakup of the window material was the cause, the cracks would propagate at the speed
of sound in the window material (5:8 kms 1 or above). If freezing crystals were scaĴering
light then the growth would be much slower, and not more than the sound speed of water
(1:4 kms 1).
A framing camera was used to take images through the water samples. The custom Invisible
Vision (IVV) Ultra High Speed 12/24 (UHSi) framing camera is a 12-frame intensiﬁed fram-
ing camera capable of 500 million frames per second (5 ns interframe). The camera takes an
F-mount lens and focuses the image onto a f/2 holographic kaleidoscope system that splits the
image 12 ways onto an S25 photocathode sensitive to 200-850 nm light. The photocathode
works by exciting photoelectrons onto a 40mm custom microchannel plate (MCP) capable of
gating 12 segments independently. The MCP uses a high voltage to accelerate the photoelec-
trons from all 12 images onto P46 phosphor converting them to photons. The photons continue
onto a 12-bit, 4872x3248px, 7:4µmpixel CCD. The photocathode is capable of an intensiﬁcation
of 105  6.
The decay of the P46 phosphor means that 12 more images can be taken 10µs after the ﬁrst 12
have decayed, hence it is sometimes referred to as 24-frame. 10µs is too long to be of use, and
the camera only ever took 12 images in any experiment.
A pixel size of 7:4µm gives the sensor a maximum resolution of 67.5 lp/mm (Nyquist limit =
1
2pixel ). Each image is 1000x860 pixels and the optical system’s resolution is quoted as 350 TV-
lines (175 line-pairs) per picture height. This means the resolution of each frame is 27.5 lp/mm,
or 4.9 pixels per line pair. This close to theNyquist limit imageswill always appear aliased, and
resolution is limited by the optical system. When the MCP is at a high gain voltage the images
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blur further, presumably from electrostatic repulsion in the intensiﬁer. The intensiﬁcation was
balanced by the eﬀects on dynamic range and image quality, and was nominally set around
75% of its maximum gain.
In addition to an intensiﬁed image, nanosecond high speed images require a great deal of light.
This criterion that caused considerable diﬃculty in preparation for the shots. The microscopic
image required ﬁeld of view of around 1mm2 to capture crystallisation. The gun chamber was
some 2m in diameter and the camera could not reasonably be placed inside it, so a largemagni-
ﬁcation path was built. The magniﬁcation signiﬁcantly reduced the amount of light returning
to the camera.
Figure 4.4: The emission spectra of the Bowensr Gemini 1500 Pro xenon ﬂash lamp, measured
using an Oceanviewr USB2000+ spectrometer. The spectrometer was conﬁgured for IR and
did not measure below 550nm, but the visible emission peaks correspond to xenon and there
is a large broadband component in the visible.
The light source also needed to be outside the chamber and focus to as small a point as possi-
ble. A number of light sources were tested, including several lasers, a ﬁbre coupled tungsten-
halogen lamp, several superbright LED tiles, an arc lamp, a xenon ﬂash lamp and, for some
time, a pulsed laser beta ampliﬁer cavity with the rod removed. Lasers proved to be too coher-
ent and produced fringes, even with the coherence length reduced. The white light methods
were tested, but ultimately the brightness of each depended largely on how it close it could be
positioned, and how collimated it could be made over the 2:5m optical path.
Ultimately it was decided that a Cordinr model 605 xenon ﬂash unit was best. After the ﬁrst
two shots however, this was requisitioned and the lamp was changed to a Bowensr Gemini
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1500 Pro or a Bowensr Espirit 1500 xenon ﬂash lamp. Both are rated as ’1500Ws’ with a WaĴ-
second being a Joule stored on the capacitor bank, however this energy is distributed across
the whole discharge and is not very meaningful outside promotional literature. The xenon
bulbs are made from UV-transparent fused silica but whilst the peak emission of xenon is in
UV (see ﬁgure 4.4) there is a large amount of broadband white light. The peak brightness is
reached 125µs after ﬁring and was comparable to the Cordinr unit. These xenon lamps were
not the brightest sources tested, but rather were capable of being focuseed to the brightest
spot, as well as easily charged and reliably triggered. The Bowensr units used a Universal
Spot AĴachment which consisted of a reﬂective chamber surrounding the bulb, a diﬀuser, and
then a planoconvex lens pair to project the diﬀuse image. This gave an even illumination to the
target.
After illuminating the target, light reﬂected back through the same optical path through the
chamber window to the camera, requiring a very shallow angle of incidence between ﬂash and
camera. This meant the camera and illumination needed to be co-linear as much as possible,
whilst still magnifying the image and both traversing 2mgun chamber. The physical size of the
optics limited how co-linear the two optical paths could be, and so a 50:50 plate beamspliĴer
was used to combine the image and the illumination paths to the target, reducing the light by
75% (see ﬁgure 4.5).
The ﬁrst aĴempts focused the ﬂash onto the target and magniﬁed the reﬂected light through
a simple lens pair. The xenon bulbs are approximately 70mm across and 10mm deep, and so
were not pointlike but an extended light source. This meant they could not be fully collimated
or demagniﬁed without some divergence. With a diﬀuser placed in front of the bulb, the illu-
mination was more even, and the diﬀuser could eﬀectively be imaged to the target. The width
of the diﬀuser meant the para-axial rays still tended to diverge making the system a challenge
to optimise.
The microscopic setup is depicted in Figure 4.5. After two shots using the microscopic system
it was decided that the magniﬁcation did not justify the time involved, the poor image qual-
ity or the low light levels. The results can be seen in ﬁgure 6.4. No cracking of the window
could be seen in these images. Without requiring such intense magniﬁcation the criteria were
relaxed whilst an f /4 Nikkorr 500mm telescopic lens became available. This was mounted
on the framing camera body and provided all magniﬁcation and focussing (see Figure 4.6).
100mm square, /10 ﬂat turning mirrors were used to send light to the target and back. Not
only did this reduce the optics that were inside the chamber, but having smaller optics and no
magniﬁcation of the light source meant the paths could be colinear and a beamspliĴer was not
needed (See ﬁgure 4.6). As such the light levels were much higher and the gain could be set to
use the full bit depth of the CCD. The ﬁeld of view captured the entire rear window, seen in
experiments from S4-SA-1 onwards.
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Framing Camera
Flashlamp
Target
f=1000mm
f=50mm
f=1820mm
f=350mm
beamsplitter
Figure 4.5: The high magniﬁcation imaging setup:
The red dashed line follows the illumination path: The ﬂashlamp ﬁred onto a 3” square
opal diﬀuser. It reﬂected from a 12” f=1820mm parabolic mirror and through a 6” f=350mm
planoconvex lens. It entered the chamber via half of the 14” window. Inside the light traversed
a 1m gap to the target. A 100mm turning mirror sent the beam through an adjustable 2”
f=50mm achromatic lens pair onto the water sample.
The dashed green line follows the imaging path: The image reﬂected back to the beam-
spliĴer which sent the image out of the chamber. The image was re-collimated by a f=1000mm
achromat inside a lens tube to avoid stray light. The image was projected directly onto the
internal diﬀuser that acts as an image plane. The ﬂash and camera were isolated from each
other with black panels.
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Framing Camera
Flashlamp
Target
f=500mm
Figure 4.6: The second lower magniﬁcation imaging setup. This used a f=500mm telescopic
lens to replace the magniﬁcation optics, saving enough space to allow the incident reﬂection of
the lamp with no need for a beamspliĴer. The illumination and imaging paths are as above.
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4.5 Triggering
Measurements taken with digital equipment need to have a reliable trigger to signal when to
begin recording. Oscilloscopes can measure for a long ’window’ of time, relaxing the accuracy
required of them. However when using multiple pieces of equipment the synchronisation of
these diﬀerent measurements requires their relative timing be known to good accuracy (see
Chapter 5). For example, if we require an accuracy of 10 ns consider that a sabot at 1 kms 1 will
move 10µm in that time. Therefore the trigger system accuracy not only requires a nanosecond
precision, but a physical tolerance of less than 10µm.
As mentioned, the gun did not use a normal light-gate system for velocity measurement and
triggering, as the sabot still accelerated after it left the barrel. Velocity was measured through a
PDV probemounted through the target face. It was not possible to use the PDV signal as a trig-
ger however, as the PDV signal naturally oscillates, and amplitude does not reliably increase
on impact. The arrival time can be deduced in hindsight by the analysed PDV signal, but it
still cannot be used to trigger other equipment. The gun ﬁres by bursting a diaphragm that
opens the breech, but this is also not reliable as the time it takes the diaphragm to rupture and
open, and the acceleration down the barrel are all pressure-dependent. These measurements
are ’jiĴery’ in that they have a variance far larger than a nanosecond.
Typical experiments on the Imperial gun used piezopins or a barrel-mounted make pair. A
piezoelectric pin is a length of cable capped with a piezoelectric crystal that is embedded in
the target face. The cap of the pin is then lapped ﬂat with the rest of the target, ensuring the
position is precisely known. When the sabot strikes the face, the piezoelectric crystal releases
a large voltage into the cable, giving an accurate time of arrival. This was aĴempted, but not
only was it diﬃcult to drill holes in the large window face of the targets, the transient voltages
generated by the pins might also aﬀect the water nucleation. Piezopins were dropped early on
in the development and it was decided to use a mixture of make-pairs for triggering. A make
pair is fundamentally a switched circuit. The incoming sabot brushes two soft metal contacts
to complete the circuit. With an impedance matched circuit the risetime is fast enough that the
precision is only limited by the position of the contacts. Gen 1 PDV probes measured time of
arrival and tilt.
A pair of copper-clad microwave cables (RG405) were stripped to their core and ﬁxed in front
of the barrel tomake a basic contact switch that the sabot would touch as it left the barrel. These
formed the trigger circuit for the oscilloscopes and did not have to be very precise, but needed
to be reliable. The gun was evacuated before a shot, but the vacuum was such that the sabot
could still compress a thin pocket of gas ahead of it. If frail wires were used in the make pair
then this ’gas blast’ had the potential to push the wires out of the way of the sabot and there
would be no trigger, and no data. Therefore a second trigger was also used for redundancy.
The RG405 core was stiﬀ enough to resist the gas blast but briĴle enough to be sheared away
by the sabot and not impede the ﬂyer plate.
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Figure 4.7: A schematic of the diagnostic arrangements.
Black cables are BNC feedthroughs for the trigger circuits, red doĴed lines are ﬁbre optic cables
for PDV (four cables per bundle) and black doĴed lines show the approximated line of sight
for the camera.
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The trigger circuit was mounted at end of the barrel, so the circuit completed some 250µs
before the impact occurred. The vibration of the make pins ahead of the sabot meant a barrel-
mounted trigger system would still not be precise enough for the camera. The camera images
were taken over 3µs from impact, so the camera used an entirely separate trigger circuit to
the oscilloscope, to avoid noise between circuits. The camera circuit was another make pair,
and instead of rodlike cable it used sheets of 25µm brass shim that were clamped onto the im-
pact window (see ﬁgure 4.12a). The shim could be pulled taught across the window surface,
ensuring the trigger would occur reliably just before impact. Importantly, the window sur-
face provided a known location fromwhich to reliably trigger, and the electrical insulation the
window provided ensured the circuit would not close before the impact.
GND
+V
R1(230k)
C1(1pF)
R2(230k)
+ Output
Figure 4.8: A diagram of the conditioning circuit for the triggering system. The switch on the
right hand side was the point of contact for the sabot.
The trigger was conditioned through a circuit (see ﬁgure 4.8) but was still found to be disrupted
by the electrical noise from the gun. Rather than use the circuits as a trigger, the outputs were
sent to two Tektronixr 4000-series oscilloscopes which would record the voltage spikes. The
internal logic on the oscilloscopes then reliably determined the time of triggering and output
TTL signals to function generators. Importantly the scopes would save a record of the voltage
pulse that caused the trigger, so as to beĴer diagnose any triggering problems. The function
generators could be programmed with delays to each output for the PDV oscilloscopes and
camera with relevant precision (see Fig 4.7). In order to verify the relative timing and syn-
chronise the camera images with the PDV data, a third data acquisition device was used - a
multiple channel Agilentr Acqiris Instruments 1GHz digitiser, referred to here as the Aquiris.
The output triggers from all devices were sent to the Aquiris so that the relative times of the
events could be accounted for afterwards.
4.6 Target Design
The target design was a long iterative process and changes continued after the experiments be-
gan. After an experiment was constructed and shot, reﬁnements weremade for the next, but by
S3-FS-3 a fairly consistent design was chosen and experiments were made and shot in ’batches’
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to beĴer ﬁt the tight schedule for the gas gun. The design process and early experiments are
described here.
4.6.1 Early Designs
The ﬁrst experiments were not designed as ring-up experiments. The ﬁrst two experiments
aĴempted to test the ramping eﬀect of fused silica and see whether a single ’ramp-shock’ could
freeze thewater. They also testedwhether the freezing ’signal’ could be seenwith PDV.Neither
had been experimentally conﬁrmed from other work, so S1-FS-1 and S2-FS-2 whilst diﬀerent,
formed a foundation for later experiments.
To avoid release from the 100mm impact face for as long as possible, all designs used a large
single plate as the ﬁrst frontwindow¹. The time to releasewould then be distance from the edge
to the centre of a cell, approximately 30mm divided by the release wave speed of the window.
For fused silica this gave approximately 5µs before edge release at the PDV. The other type of
release was from the free surfaces of the windows. The ﬁrst design consisted of two fused silica
windows compressing between them a 1:7mmVitonr o-ring, creating a water cell. Vitonr is a
synthetic rubber, used for its inert chemical properties. The ﬁrst release wave in S1-FS-1 came
as the shock reached the free surface of the 3mm rear window. This limited the experiment
to approximately 1:5µs. Later experiments used 6:35mm windows so surface release arrived
after at least 2 µs.
Circular silica or quarĵwindows larger than 100mm andwithin reasonable ﬂatness tolerances
were prohibitively expensive, however a supplier of square plates was found at an achievable
price. The front fused silica windowwas a 152mm 152mm 6:35mm square plate of excep-
tional parallelism and ﬂatness to /10, made from Spectrosilr 2000 fused silica (a high-purity
UV grade). These were originally to be used as photomasking plates for microchip lithogra-
phy so they were high quality and readily available. However, their square shape made them
awkward to orient within the circular mounts. For the ﬁrst design, the rear window was a
3 70mm fused silica disc, also made from Spectrosilr 2000.
The windows were clamped onto the target ring using an aluminium rear plate that initially
bolted through watercut holes in the front window. The assembly clamped together, sealing
water inside the o-ring (see Figure 4.9). The rear plate also mounted the diagnostics behind the
water sample. A 1:4mm aluminium spacer helped to align the o-ring, and provided a limiter
to the compression of the o-ring. Whilst Vitonr was chosen for excellent chemical properties
with water, it was not especially compressible and ultimately put a great deal of stress on the
plates.
All targets aĴached to an aluminium target ring using six M5 bolts at 120mm. The sixfold
symmetry of the aĴaching bolts could not easily arrange around the fourfold symmetry of the
¹Throughout this document the term ’front’ refers to the impacted face whilst ’rear’ refers to the side facing away
from impact. ’Free’ will normally refer to the window face with vacuum, as in the ’free surface approximation’.
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Figure 4.9:
a) A photo of shot S1-FS-1 being assembled. The two central PDV probes are aĴached, and one
tilt PDV to the left.
b) An exploded representative diagram of experimental design I (not to scale). From top to
boĴom: The two PDV probe paths (red dashed line), the rear plate, the half coated rear win-
dow, the water-ﬁlled o-ring and aluminium spacer, the half coated front window, the target
mounting ring and the incoming ﬂyer.
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Figure 4.10:
a) Photo of S2-FS-2.
b) An exploded representative diagram of S2-FS-2. From top to boĴom: The PDV probe and
camera line of sight, the rear plate, the halfmirrored rearwindow, thewater-ﬁlled PTFE gasket,
the fully mirrored front window, the brass trigger shim (gold lines), the target mounting ring
and the incoming ﬂyer.
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152mm square plate, so six holes were watercut into the square silica plates to bolt through
and clamp the two pieces together. This introduced a weakness to the plates by concentrating
the compressive stresses around the cut holes. This was demonstrated the ﬁrst time the target
was assembled, when the clamping force shaĴered one of the fused silica pieces. The second
assembly was carefully torqued to a lower amount, but consequently had sealing issues when
tested in vacuum.
The PDVprobeswere collimating probes held in kinematic stands on the rear plate. Twoprobes
were used in S1-FS-1 to probe the one cell. One probed the front surface of the water cell whilst
the other probed the rear of the water, with alternatively deposited coatings for each (see ﬁgure
4.9). This would give the signal as it entered and exited the water. Four other probes at larger
radii measured tilt and the proﬁle of the fused silica ramp from the front window. One of the
four tilt probes probed a translucent coating so as to capture the impact velocity. No imaging
was designed for this experiment.
The ﬁrst iteration’s largest ﬂaw was using an o-ring as the seal. This put a lot of strain on the
window surface. The ﬂaw became apparent during assembly, and this design was only ﬁred
once before adapting it for the second shot. The seal was changed to use a 250µm PTFE sheet
as a gasket for the water. Whilst PTFE has a similar low compressibility to Vitonr the gasket
distributes the force creating a larger sealing surface whilst reducing the stress on the window.
To achieve a beĴer seal the smaller rear windowwas replacedwith a second square fused silica
plate (see Figure 4.10). The larger sealing area meant more force was required to clamp the two
plates together hard enough to seal. A torque limiting wrenchwas used tomore evenly tighten
the bolts holding the structure together.
The framing camera was also used for the ﬁrst time to image this design, using the long range
microscope from ﬁgure 4.5. As mentioned earlier, a number of lighting conﬁgurations were
aĴempted for this experiment, but an issue with the camera meant the images for S2-FS-2 were
not recoverable. Having been adapted from the ﬁrst iteration it was decided tomanufacture an
entirely new batch of three-cell targets, taking on board what had been learned from the ﬁrst
two shots.
4.6.2 Design III
The need to have multiple water cells as well as the weaknesses introduced by water-cuĴing
holes into the silica plates necessitated a redesign. The PTFE spacer made a good seal to the
window and could be clamped into place before the rear windowswere ﬁĴed. Previous targets
involved assembling multiple layers and sealing the water in one action, so this reduced the
complexity of assembly.
In the redesigned target the gasket was clamped onto the front window by the rear plate ﬁrst.
Three 1”10mm thick rear windows were used to create three individual water cells in the
gasket that could be sealed from the back. The three rear windows were held in by small
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Figure 4.11: a) A photo of shot S5-SA-2 demonstrating the three-cell design. Thick yellow
cables are FC/PC ﬁbres for tilt measurement. Thin yellow cables are PDV probes. The optical
post mounted towards the camera would hold a 100mm turning mirror for the imaging cell
(leftmost).
b) An exploded representative diagram of experimental iteration III (not to scale). From
top to boĴom: The PDV probes and camera line of sight, the rear plate, the mirrored rear
windows, the water-ﬁlled PTFE gasket, the front window, the brass trigger shim (gold lines),
the target mounting ring and the incoming ﬂyer.
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rings clamped onto the rear plate. The rear plate was made out of thicker 12mm aluminium
to account for this additional clamping force. A series of M3 holes were tapped in the rear of
the plate to aĴach optics, PDV probes and any other mirror or stand that might be required. A
central PDV probe also provided a dedicated measurement of impact velocity. S3-FS-3 was the
ﬁrst to use this design. There were minor changes to later designs, but the general structure
remained the same.
The sapphire targets required some small changes owing to the diﬀerent sized windows, start-
ing with S4-SA-1. C-cut sapphire disks of 5 120mm were sourced from SP3 Plusr for the
driver window, along with 10 25mm rear windows. Sapphire has a much higher sound
speed than silica, at 11:23 kms 1 in the c-axis [143]. Because of this, the release from the win-
dow surfaces would arrive much sooner than the silica experiments. The ﬁrst shock reﬂected
from the water would re-enter after approximately 900 ns, so the sapphire needed to ring up
quickly to be able to study thewater for a reasonable amount of time. This was done bymaking
the water layer thinner than before, using a 127µm FEP (a ﬂuoropolymer with similar prop-
erties to PTFE) sheet. Again the sheet was quite incompressible and the water layer was very
close to the thickness of the gasket. These experiments are a similar thickness to those by Dolan
[1] and there was not a worry that the shocks would not be isentropic enough.
Starting with S4-SA-1 a diﬀerent brand of probe was used for the upshifted PDV (OzOptics
1:6mm collimating probe, C-lens, 200µm spot size -60dB) and FC-PC ﬁbres were mounted
in reamed holes for 1st Gen PDV tilt measurements (see yellow cables in ﬁgure 4.11a). Full
technical drawings of all experiments are presented in Appendix E.
4.6.3 Cell Design Considerations
To create a water cell required creating a structure that could not only seal under vacuum, but
could maintain the purity of the water until the experiment could be loaded and shot. Purity
of the water was an ever present issue, since the existence of dissolved chemical species and
undissolved structures could aﬀect the nucleation of water. For the removal of all doubt, purity
had to bemaintained asmuch as possible. Thiswasmademore diﬃcult because of the chemical
behaviour of ultrapure water.
Ultrapure water, variously referred to as Milli Qr or type 1 water is deﬁned largely by its
resistivity of 18:2MΩcm 1. This requires a minimum of dissolved salts, gases and organic
compounds and requires continuous ﬁltration to maintain purity, as well as storage in PTFE
containers under ultraviolet light, with no contact with atmospheric air. Pure water is a very
strong ionic solvent but most water is not truly pure and has a wide range of chemical species
already dissolved. This makes everyday water relatively benign. Whilst when puriﬁed it is
a much stronger solvent and will leach ions from nearly any container. Its purity is therefore
time-limited. When tapped, the ﬁltration system measures the resistivity at the tap giving a
value commensurate with the purity.
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If the water is not stored in an inert container it will dissolve and dissociate its surroundings,
with the most noticeable being CO2 in the atmosphere. CO2 will begin to dissolve in the water
and produce carbonic acid, lowering the pHwithin 4-5 hours if in an open container. Thewater
is not chlorinated either, so microbial and fungal growth will not be slowed. Glass and certain
plastic containers will leach impurities into the water over a period of days. Surprisingly, if
pure water is in contact with more than one metal it will set up a galvanic voltage due to the
diﬀerent electrochemical potentials of the twometals. This is usually associated with saltwater
corrosion, but since the pure water does not have any dissolved ions the initial dissociation
current with metal is very high. Pure water acts as a strong electrolytic solution and if left
sealed, galvanic corrosion within the cell can result in the stripping of aluminium mirrors and
the re-deposition onto any cathodic metals, such as brass.
The construction therefore needed to be made from non-ionic materials that ideally have a low
dissociation in water. The issue of purity required that the materials be limited to mostly fused
silica and sapphire, aluminium and Teflonr (PTFE). More information on the window ma-
terials is presented at the end of the Analysis chapter. To limit the exposure to atmospheric
CO2 it was also required that the target be assembled on the day of the experiment from water
sourced from a Milliporer machine the same morning. This turned out to be more of a con-
straint than anticipated, as it meant the preparation and ﬁring of the experiments could not
exceed a working day.
4.6.4 Assembly
The target had to be ﬁlled on the day of the experiment as pure water could not be stored.
This was conﬁrmed when a delay to shot S6-SA-3 required the target to be left over a weekend.
Upon return the aluminium mirrors had entirely disappeared and bubbles had formed in the
water. It was suggested that this was an alkaline reaction that had dissolved the layer creating
aluminate ions(Al(OH)4 – ) and evolving bubbles of hydrogen gas. One other potential cause
was the Al6061 T6 cell, an aluminium alloy with traces of magnesium. This gives it a more
anodic galvanic potential than pure aluminium and may have been enough to strip the thin
mirror away in a few days. Ultimately this accident was not resolved but conﬁrmed that the
experiments must be assembled on the day and shot as fast as could be achieved.
Early designs had planned to ﬁll the cell with water from outside the chamber, but this had
problems, such as knowing the ﬁnal thickness of the water layer or whether any bubbles had
formed. The targets were therefore ﬁlled prior to loading into the chamber and vacuming
down. This was not ideal as it meant assembly must be done at the same time as ﬁlling.
The assembly process began by obtaining the water for the experiment from the chemistry
department which had a Barnstead EASYpurer RoDi system. The water was decanted into
a clean polycarbonate container noting the time and date. The target was cleaned with 100%
ethanol and the water degassed in an ultrasonic bath to minimise microbubbles. The target
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Figure 4.12: a) Photograph of the impact face of shot S7-SA-4. Visible through the sapphire
is the gasket sealing the water and ethanol. A small bubble can be seen on the top of the
lowermost seal. The rightmost cell is the imaged cell and as such was obscured by a mirror
coating. Also visible boĴom right is the brass shim for triggering the camera.
b) Photograph of S6-SA-3 being leak-tested. Cells were individually sealed with coloured dyes
and vacuum tested. The dye left marks whereas any pure water leaks would just evaporate.
The dye also demonstrated whether there was any liquid intermixing.
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was assembled loosely until the rear windows need to be inserted. At this point a syringe was
used to drop water into the cell. The gasket is not under pressure at this point, so the water is
held only by surface tension. When the window is layered on top the excess liquid is expunged
into the gasket. The window had to be lowered at a gentle angle so that the displaced air did
not form a bubble but escaped to one side. If a bubble formed in the thin ﬁlm of water it could
not be ’pushed’ out with force from above. The surface tension of water bubbles increases in a
thin ﬁlm of water, and cannot not be easily overcome. The bubbles become rooted between the
surfaces and the window assembly must start again. This in combination with the triple-cell
target in particular meant that targets could be assembled several times over before a perfect
ﬁll. Once the rear windowswere in place with a continuous ﬁlm of water underneath, the bolts
could be tightened with a torque wrench. Through a painful process of trial and error, the M6
bolts used to clamp the assembly were torqued to 3Nm whilst the M3 bolts that held the rear
windows on were torqued only to 1Nm on account of them being over a much smaller bolt.
After sealing, each cell was given a brief vacuum test to below 1Torr for 30 minutes and in-
spected to ensure it had sealed. This also dried the target of any expunged water in the gasket.
The thickness of windows and components were measured both prior to assembly and after
assembly with a micrometer and depth gauge. The thickness of each water cell could be de-
duced from this. With suitable torque, it was found the water cells formed layers nearly exactly
the thickness of the gasket, suggesting minimal compression of the PTFE sealed in a vacuum.
In some cells ethanol was used in place of water. Prior to testing there was a worry that the two
might mix, so extensive leak tests were carried out with coloured dyes (See ﬁgure 4.12). The
dyes showed water expunged from the cell would spread to the edges of the gasket where it
evaporated when the target was vacuum tested. The PTFE gasket was redesigned with radial
channels that wicked liquid and separated the three cells from each other, ensuring no overspill
could mix (see ﬁgure 4.12). The water cells were ﬁlled and sealed ﬁrst, after which the ethanol
could be ﬁlled. Ethanol was harder to ﬁll than water on account of its lower surface tension.
This made placing the window more diﬃcult without trapping a bubble.
After assembly the prealigned PDV probes and the tilt probes were aĴached. A thermocouple
was epoxied to the rear plate and an optical post mounted for the turning mirror. The PDV
was aligned and the target was mounted in the gun chamber. After mounting and re-aligning
optics, the gun chamberwas sealed and took approximately an hour to vacuum to an acceptable
pressure. Depending on the speed of the shot the boosting of the gas pressure could also take
up to 40 minutes. The shot would normally take place late in the afternoon meaning the water
was around 9 hours from being tapped to being shot. However, it was mostly stored in a
sealed boĴle and was only brieﬂy exposed to the air during the assembly process. From then
on it was sealed again, hence it did not have a signiﬁcant time to dissolve gases or dissociate
surfaces besides those of the experiment.
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter the experimental equipment and diagnostics have been described. The arrange-
ment in the chamber of the target, and the optical paths for the imaging have been described.
The process for designing the target has been discussed, and the constraints of the design ex-
plained. The construction and assembly of several iterations has also been detailed.
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Chapter 5
Analytical Methods
5.1 Preface
This chapter will describe the methods of analysis for the experimental data to come. Adjust-
ments to data in the name of ’corrections’ will be described explicitly. The analytical models
for calculating pressure and temperature are also discussed.
5.2 Data processing
Experimental data requires considerable post-processing and adjustment to correct for unphys-
ical eﬀects. To make the interpretation of the data unambiguous, the analysis will be explicitly
detailed here. The full data are presented in appendix D. Chronologically, the corrections are
as follows:
Data from PDV are recorded on oscilloscopes which have relative time delays from the cables,
ﬁbres and triggering methods. This requires compensating for each cable length and subtract-
ing the internal delays on the speciﬁc oscilloscope being used for the measurement.
Each target involves three identical cells, so the three measurements are spatially distinct. The
tilt of the impact introduces a diﬀerent shock arrival time for each of the three cells. Once the
tilt is measured, time adjustments correct for the position of each cell.
Once the timing has been corrected the PDV data can be compared. PDV data requires analysis
in Fourier space to extract the frequency and therefore velocity data. This velocity is oﬀset by a
constant amount, in the case of upshifted PDV. After correcting, smaller velocity adjustments
aremade to account for the changing refractive index of thewindow as it becomes compressed.
The camera images require corrections to account for dark noise on the CCD, as well as nor-
malising the variable intensiﬁcation between frames. For shots S8-FS-4 an S9-FS-5 calculations
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were made to adjust the intensity behind the translucent aluminium layers (See appendix C for
the method).
The development of hydrocode models of the experiments provide expectations for ideal be-
haviour for design and comparison with raw data. Most modelling was done using AUTO-
DYN, and the material models were custom made for this purpose.
5.2.1 Timing Corrections
Establishing a deﬁnitive time in an experiment is not always possible. The detection, transmis-
sion and recording of events is always ﬁnite, so a threshold must be made. Where an eﬀect will
signiﬁcantly aﬀect the timing it will be corrected for, but where the uncertainty is less than 1 ns
it has been assumed to be small.
∆t
A
B
Scope 1
Scope 2
Internal
Trigger
Delay
Transmission
+ Cable Delay
Transmission
+ Cable Delay
Figure 5.1: Two events A and B happen with separation t and are recorded on two oscillo-
scopes, 1 and 2 respectively at times denoted by black arrows. To calculatet the relative trig-
gering delay on the oscilloscopes must be known (requiring a third timing device, the Aquiris)
and the cable delays for eachmeasurement (doĴed lines) must also be known. The cable delays
are subtracted from the oscilloscope data and the trigger delay is subtracted from Scope 1.
Good timing requires a knowledge of the equipment used. For example, oscilloscopes and
other multichannel detectors are reasonably assumed to measure simultaneously across all of
their input channels, however their output signals are often not synchronised. Their output
signal varies depending on the make, model and internal clock speed. This is complicated by
the fact that equipment varies between experiments. We describe in table 5.1 the record of
delays used for the corrections. The previous chapter described the ’average’ equipment.
By design, it was the relative timing of events that was most important, and so small delays
to the triggering systems did not aﬀect the accuracy of this. However, having so many com-
pound delays in the data made it diﬃcult to analyse before all timing corrections were made
so triggering jiĴer was still minimised. All data ultimately had three timing corrections made
for every measurement. A tilt delay at the target, a transmission delay to the detector, and a
cable delay from the detector to the oscilloscope and Aquiris. The estimated time the impact
entered the water layer was taken from the tilt delays and used as the origin of the time scale.
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Shot Designation Cable Delay (ns) Transmission Delay (ns) Internal Delay (ns)
PDV Camera PDV Camera PDV Camera
S1-FS-1 -50 - -40 - -90 -
S2-FS-2 -50 - -40 - -90 -
S3-FS-3 -50 -60 -40 -6.6 -90 600
S4-SA-1 -50 -35 -40 -6.6 -90 50
S5-SA-2 -50 -35 -40 -6.6 -90 50
S6-SA-3 -50 - -40 - -90 -
S7-SA-4 -50 -60 -40 -6.6 -90 100
S8-FS-4 -50 -35 -40 -6.6 -90 600
S9-FS-5 -50 -35 -40 -6.6 -90 600
Table 5.1: Table of cumulative time delays to data.
Transmission Delays
Whilst it is not entirely necessary to determine a complete chronology of events, wemust know
the relative time if we are to compare images and PDV data. The ﬁrst delays are from trans-
mission. The experiment is physically far from the detectors and the signals travel through
free space, ﬁbre optic cable or coaxial cable. The speed of light limits how soon the camera
observes the impact, so at approximately 2m away all images will be delayed by 6:6 ns relative
to the event. Similarly PDV will measure Doppler shifted light after 10m of ﬁbre optic cable.
A common approximation is that light will travel at cri in a glass ﬁbre, with c being the speed
of light and ri being the refractive index of the core. This gives a 50 ns delay to all PDV data
at the point of measurement. Each PDV channel also has 90 ns of spooled cable, but this is the
same length and their relative times are the same. Hence, the oscilloscopes had 50 ns subtracted
and the framing camera images had 6:6 ns subtracted from their timing for transmission to the
detector.
In addition to optical transmission, cable delays occur in the electrical signals from detectors.
For example, as the framing camera images are taken, the camera outputs a voltage propor-
tional to the MCP gating voltage. Eﬀectively this sends a signal as each image is taken. These
travel through coaxial cables to the Aquiris. Some cables had their delays measured to the
nearest ns, but their transmission is well approximated as 23c or 5 nsm 1 and this was gener-
ally used. All the relative cables are recorded on a digital acquisition system called Aquirisr.
The Aquiris functions like an oscilloscope using a bank of U1063A cards. These are multiple
channel 1GHz data acquisition systems connected to a PC. The Aquiris was not fast enough
for recording fast data, but was ideal for synchronising timing between oscilloscopes and other
devices. By using identical cables (or knowing the cable lengths) and knowing the internal
delays of each piece of equipment (see Fig. 5.1) and their transmission delay, the relative timing
can be deduced from the Aquiris. This was used to relate image timing to the PDV.
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Tilt Correction
Due to the high speed of shockwaves in solid materials, and particularly across the wide target
face (100mm), the planarity of the impact is important for timing. Great care was taken to lap
ﬂat and align the impact faces to1µm, but during acceleration the sabot can still pitch within
the barrel, called balloting. A thin ﬂyer can also deform during acceleration introducing axially
symmetric distortion. The consequence of this is that the impact is always tilted by some small
angle (see Fig. 5.2) and the shockwave is not planar. This does not arrive at one time across the
experiment, but rather sweeps across the face from edge to edge. Tilt introduces timing oﬀsets
on the order of 100 ns/milliradian (depending on the material soundspeed). Since this is a
real eﬀect it is not exactly an ’error’, nevertheless the impact times can be ’realigned’ to remove
tilt by measuring and making appropriate adjustments.
Tilt is correctable by measuring the impact from multiple points around the same radius, and
deducing a tilt correction from this. The correction is applied to the PDV data at the relative
positions, and also to the IVV images. Since the PDV and IVV data are mostly from spatially
separate points they each require a separate correction to be made. The following method is
mostly derived from the functional form described by Mitchell and Nellis [144].
b
c
a
d
Figure 5.2: An exaggerated diagramof contributions to tilt. A longer sabotwill reduce balloting
(a) in the barrel, which contributes to the overall tilt (b). The distortion to the faces (c) will
aﬀect tilt as well so the two faces are made thick and lapped ﬂat. The impact surface has tilt
measurements (d) across its face.
Because of the nature of tilt, the time of arrival (TOA) of a shock is variable and must be aver-
aged. The TOA is averaged between opposing tilt probes to ﬁnd the TOA at the centre of the
ﬂyer. Tilt times are then relative to this central point. If a measurement failed then that pair
cannot be used to average the time, as it would skew the ’centre’ towards the failed probe, but
the opposing probe can still be used in the ﬁt later. For an impact face with six equally spaced
probes the average arrival time would be:
tavg =
1
3

t1 + t4
2
+
t2 + t5
2
+
t3 + t6
2

(5.1)
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Figure 5.3: Schematic of equation 5.2. The impact is tilted at an angle  relative to the target,
and hits probes 1-8 at diﬀerent times depending on their angular distribution and their radius
on the target. Equation 5.2 is ﬁĴed to these points for each radius and inner points are used for
a second ﬁt to equation 5.2 using the same phase oﬀset. The graph displays the distribution
around the average time, sweeping from boĴom to top.
An arbitrary angular frame of reference is needed. For our experiments 0° was centred on the
top of the target as mounted in the chamber (or ’North’). We assume the ﬂyer plate impacts
on an edge ﬁrst, and sweeps across the face as the two surfaces meet. The angle of ﬁrst contact
can be estimated from the order in which the probes are triggered, and reﬁned later. The time
of arrival at each point should vary from the earliest to the latest as a cosine, with a phase
oﬀset corresponding to the angular separation  from the point of ﬁrst impact. Each probe is
separated by an angle  (for example, with 4 probes  is 90°). The time from the TOA for each
probe is ﬁĴed to:
(t  tavg) =  Rtan()cos(+ i)
v
(5.2)
Where R is the radius at which the probes are placed,  is the tilt angle,  is the angle from the
point of impact to the ﬁrst/last probe, i is the angular separation of the i-th probe from ﬁrst to
last triggered, and v is the velocity of the impact. The amplitude of the cosine, Rtan()v should
be ﬁĴed separately to the phase of the cosine, .
Two probes at diﬀerent radii should give two cosines of diﬀerent amplitudes but the same
phase , as well as TOA at R = 0. The tilt probes are at larger radii than the water cells and
this usually results in a diﬀerent tavg. Another equation is needed to ﬁnd the correction at the
relevant radius. The correction tc is:
tc = (tR=0   tavg)(1  R
2
b
R2a
) (5.3)
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Where Ra and Rb are the outer and inner radii respectively. If the ﬂyer is thin it may be dis-
torted and give a diﬀerent tilt at each radii. Using equation 5.3, corrections for a parabolic
shockwave could also be made, as tc will be positive or negative depending on the concave or
convex distortion of the ﬂyer. In our experiments however the distortion to the impact faces
was assumed to be ﬂat. This is not unreasonable since the two surfaces were thick enough not
to distort and were all lapped ﬂat to 1µm. Flatness of every impact surface was inspected with
a sodium lamp interferometer for planarity. This uses interference bands to measure ﬂatness
to an accuracy of less than 294 nm.
The arrival times were ﬁt to equation 5.2 and based on the ﬁts of  and  the corrections for the
centres of all three cells (at diﬀerent R and ) were deduced using equation 5.3. In all experi-
ments with the exception of S1-FS-1 the experimental tilt was below 1:6milliradians leading to
no more than65 ns of correction in any experiment. Due to diﬃculties positioning more than
four probes around the three cells, the experiments have either 3 or 4 tilt probes per shot.
5.2.2 PDV Analysis
PDVmeasures a high frequency ’beat’wave,where the frequency is proportional to theDoppler
shift of the probe light, and hence the velocity of the surface. The physical diagnostic and its
theory was described in the previous chapter.
The analysis of the signal is centred around the Matlabr ’spectrogram’ function. The function
uses a continuous-time STFT (short-time fourier transform) which takes segments of the oscil-
lating signal and after being multiplied by a window function, performs a fourier transform
to pick out the dominant frequencies. These are then ploĴed as a scaled colour map and the
window is moved along overlapping with the previous window. This analysis technique is be-
coming a fairly standardmethod for analysis of PDVdata and the spectrogramswere produced
and interpolated through the use of a Matlab routine developed by AWE called ’HetVtool’.
The variables for the spectrogram function are mainly the windows and how they overlap.
The FFT is most eﬃcient when the length of a window is easily factored, so typical window
lengths are usually powers of 2, from 512-2048. Once the FFT is done, the window is moved
along, with an overlap from the previous window. The overlap must therefore be smaller than
the window length. Larger windows give beĴer frequency resolution at the cost of temporal
resolution. An overlap close to the window length improves the temporal resolution of the
spectrogram. The tuning of these two parameters allows for multiple analyses of the same
dataset to resolve diﬀerent features in time or space (limited to the ﬁdelity of the raw data).
For example, to resolve a constant velocity a larger window should be chosen so the velocity
is more accurate. Data in chapter 6 are mostly single analyses, but occasionally data may have
been constructed from multiple analyses, where mentioned.
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Oscilloscope ’beat’ signal Fourier-transformed window segment
a) b)
FFT Spectrogram
c)
Figure 5.4: Stages of PDV Data analysis: a) PDV directly measures the doppler shift as a beat
wave recorded on an oscilloscope. Pictured in a) is the voltage for a shockmeasured on a Gen 1
system. A length of the data is selected using a Hamming window and fourier transformed to
give b) in frequency space. The data is then iterated in time and repeated, eventually building
the spectrogram c) in velocity-time space. The peak frequencies correspond to the velocity.
Figure c) is interpolated to give the velocity proﬁle of the shock.
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Velocity Corrections
When a shockwave in a material reaches a boundary to vacuum it is assumed to reﬂect com-
pletely into thematerial. This wouldmean the velocity of the outermost surface is exactly twice
the particle velocity. This is called the free surface approximation. The free surface approximation
implies the shock and release behave identically. Since release is isentropic it can be diﬀerent
to a shockHugoniot inmanymaterials. Thermal eﬀects along the isentrope actually counteract
the opposite eﬀects caused by material strength and porosity, leaving the free surface approxi-
mation surprisingly accurate for most materials [145]. However, in low strength, compressible
materials the approximation does not work so well and tends to overestimate the velocity by
approximately a percent [145]. Where mentioned in the results, free surface velocity values
have been halved (vtrue = 2vapp).
Amore accurate approach discards this approximation by aĴaching a transparent windowma-
terial onto the measured surface and measuring the surface through it. The wave is measured
entering the window material and so avoids an approximation, since we know the window’s
shock impedance. There is however, a diﬀerent correction we must make in this case, the win-
dow correction.
A shock wave increases the density of the windowmaterial as it enters, and in turn this causes
a change in refractive index that makes the path length of the light longer. At the same time the
window is being compressed and is geĴing thinner, decreasing the path length. The Gladstone-
Dale approximation assumes that the change in refractive index has a linear relationship with
compression of the window, and therefore these two eﬀects cancel each other out. This is not
the case for all materials and a slight correction must usually be subtracted from the overesti-
mated velocity. Window materials in shock experiments are typically characterised by their
deviation from the G-D relation. [146–149]. The corrections used for fused silica, sapphire and
water are discussed here.
Fused silica was originally studied by Barker and Hollenbach [150], who noticed window cor-
rections varied with velocity in 1970. Setchell [146] revised the normal correction formulae in
1979 and represented the true velocity utrue to the apparent velocity uapparent as a power law of
the form:
uapparent   utrue = u = c1uc2p (5.4)
Where c1 and c2 are ﬁĴed coeﬃcients.
For fused silica the optical path is more complicated than other materials because of the ramp-
ing behaviour seen in the elastic region. Within the elastic limit a more complicated analysis
was proposed by Setchell [146], but Jones and Gupta [151] found that whilst the ramped por-
tion requires careful analysis, the corrections for the single shock afterwards are adequately
corrected by equation 5.4. Since for our purposes it is the peak velocities which are of interest
the corrections of equation 5.4 are used for fused silica windows¹.
¹This means the ramped portions of the fused silica waves are inaccurate by a small amount
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Unfortunately the available data for fused silica [146, 150, 151] was intended for VISAR and so
uses 532 nm light, inadequate for our PDV.We have no recourse but to create a correction based
on quarĵ data. We assume that the index of refraction of fused silica has the same wavelength
dependence as quarĵ. From this, we use a recent comparison of between the window correc-
tion of quarĵ at 532 nm and 1550 nm by Jensen et al. [152]. Quarĵ’s refractive index changes
linearly with density, so the index for the two wavelengths are separated by a constant oﬀset
of -0.0188 (relative to 532 nm). The z-cut quarĵ correction is:
uapparent   ureal = u532 = 0:0953up whilstu1550 = 0:0765up (5.5)
Where the up is in kms 1. Given that the wavelength dependence is linear in density, the
ratio v532v1550 =1.246 is constant. Assuming fused silica has the same refractive index change with
frequency, we apply this ratio to the fused silica correction. Using the velocity correction from
Setchell [146]:
uapparent   ureal = u532 = 0:02600u0:6680p
becomesu1550 = 0:01963u0:6680p (5.6)
With up again in kms 1. For sapphire, the correction is quite linear with density, in which
case the apparent velocity becomes linearly related to the true velocity [153]. There is also data
at 1550 nm, so using the value for 1550 nm light from Jensen et al. [152], the velocities were
corrected by a constant factor:
ucorrected =
ureal
1:7284 0:0031 (5.7)
This has been shown relevant for use in ramped as well as shock experiments [154]. Water has
an almost perfect Gladstone-Dale relation [155] and so no window corrections are necessary
for PDV through water (S1-FS-1 only). Corrections required for ice VII are unknown and not
applied due to the uncertainty in the thickness at any given time.
5.2.3 Image Post-Processing
The 12 frames taken by the camera are recorded on a CCD as one image. The light is split into
12 identical paths and separately intensiﬁed on a segmented intensiﬁer. The optics involved
are not perfect and so there are necessary corrections from frame-to-frame. The whole CCD is
slightly vigneĴed due to normal spherical aberrations, but this is not distributed evenly as each
frame comes from a one-twelfth segment of the CCD (see ﬁgure 5.5). In addition, because the
intensiﬁer has individually gated MCPs that amplify the light to each frame, each segment has
an individual voltage channel. Intensiﬁcation very sensitive to the voltage so variations in the
calibration aﬀect the ampliﬁcation of each frame resulting in a variable brightness. These occur
in addition to any artefacts from the optical path, such as internal reﬂections. Fortunately these
are consistent across shots and can be corrected for by ﬂatﬁelding the image and normalising
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the brightness of each frame.
Figure 5.5: The raw ﬂatﬁeld for the CCD. Visible are the 12 segmented frames as well as the
vigneĴing. Note: due to the way the intensiﬁer works the central region of the CCD is not
usable, hence the double-height frames only capture one image.
Standard image processing applies a darkﬁeld correction, then a ﬂatﬁeld correction to each
image. This removes CCD noise and any optical vigneĴing. An even ﬂatﬁeld was not always
possible to take with the optics in the chamber. As such, a general ﬂatﬁeld was conﬁgured
for the camera and applied to every image. The varying brightness in each frame was nor-
malised by taking the average intensity from pre-shot ’background’ images. The corrections
were applied as follows:
C =
(R DF ) (PS  DF )
FF  DF (5.8)
Where C is the corrected image, R the raw image, FF and DF are the ﬂatﬁeld and darkﬁeld
values, andPS is the averaged brightness of the pre-shot image. Because the pre-shot image also
included the dark plate surrounding the water cell (see ﬁgure 5.6), the outer area was masked.
The intensity was only averaged over the central region fo each frame. Each frame was then
normalised according to the highest intensity frame. This was so as to avoid normalising any
frame’s brightness down and losing low-light features.
The images that featured a partly coated window (S8-FS-4 and S9-FS-5) presented a problem.
The thin coating simultaneously absorbed 20% of the light and reﬂected 10% (see appendix
C for method). This meant the eﬀective dynamic range was reduced to 90% of the uncoated
region. However this was a change in apparent brightness. Due to both reﬂection and absorp-
tion at the layer the dynamic range of the water transmission was only 10  80% of the uncoated
surface. This skewed the apparent transmission at both high and low light counts. It made the
coated region appear darker than the uncoated region, but in low light levels appear lighter.
There is even an optical illusion in ﬁgure 6.4 between frames 4 and 5, where an apparent bright-
ening in the top, coated surface is in reality caused by the rapid darkening of the lower, un-
coated half. Once corrected, the levels can be seen to drop at a similar rate, and to a similar
extinction. The only signiﬁcant eﬀect is a time delay (graphed in chapter 6).
The images also had frame to frame ’jiĴer’ caused by the CCD not mapping images identically
onto the frames. This was corrected for using an image alignment algorithm, but had to be
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Pre-Shot image Darkﬁeld Noise (enhanced) Flatﬁeld
a) b) c)
Raw Image Corrected Cropped Image
d) e)
Figure 5.6: The image processing for S4-SA-1 frame 10. This uses the Pre-Shot image as a
pseudo-lightﬁeld. The background, the darkﬁeld noise (shown with enhanced contrast) and
the raw image from the experiment are all processed with the ﬂatﬁeld acording to equation 5.8
and then cropped.
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done after all corrections were made, due to any image subtraction or ﬂatﬁelding. The images,
with the exception of those from S3-FS-3were also cropped purely for convenience, and images
of the partially coated windows were rotated so that their division was horizontal.
5.3 Analytical Models
To assist in the design of the experiments as well as the analysis of data after the experiments,
an analytical computer model was used. Having no in-house hydrocode, ANSYS Autodynr
13.6 was used. Autodyn is a commercial ﬁnite element solver for structural and ﬂuid dynamics
with an emphasis on impact simulation. However, there were some limitations of the model
that limited its eﬀectiveness. The model parameters and the material models used with the
hydrocode are presented here.
Autodyn comes with material models preloaded and these were run with a coarse mesh size
of 1 to 0:5mm to model a fully 3D cell to assess the designs and evaluate when release waves
would reach the surfaces of interest. Once the ring-up geometry was tested, smaller mesh
simulations were done using an axially symmetric 2D model to test designs.
A mesh resolution study found issues with the thickness of the water cell. The thinnest water
layer was 127µm thick. To resolve this in suﬃcient detail ideally required a mesh in the water
of at least 10µm. To accurately simulate the surface interaction the windows ought to have the
same mesh resolution as the water, or else the coarser mesh imprints a repeating structure on
the ﬁner water mesh. AĴempts to use a graduatedmesh did not work, as the shock accelerated
into the ﬁner mesh giving inaccurate timing. The solution was to model both windows in the
same resolution as the water, at the cost of computational time.
In addition, the high compression of the water required the use of an Adaptive Lagrangian-
Eulerian (ALE) mesh over the liquid to avoid excessive geometric distortion. This was not
a problem on its own, but coupling the ALE mesh to the lagrangian window meshes meant
simulations took another computational toll. To quickly iterate designs and test predictions
between the experimental shots the simulations needed to run ideally within a day.
A compromise was found whereby the large 3D models used a coarse mesh to evaluate the
designs. As long as the release did not disturb the experiment until late-time (several µs) the
geometry was assumed to be suﬃcient. Then, a time-eﬃcient 1D model was simulated using
a much ﬁner 5µm mesh. The 1D model was actually a 3D column of single mesh units with
boundary conditions applying no lateral movement. In this way the column sustained an arti-
ﬁcial uniaxial strain state. This let the simulations run with a ﬁner resolution at a useful speed.
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Figure 5.7: An example Autodyn simulation featuring a 25mm cell impacted on the left side,
and meshed to 200µm. This diagram has been cut away to show the central axis. The water in
the central region is under uniaxial compression and is at the same pressure as the two sapphire
windows. The radial release from the edge of the water propagates radially inwards, and will
limit the length of the 1D state. 3D simulations like this helped design the geometry, whilst
later, ﬁner meshes were used to simulate in detail.
5.3.1 Material Models
Autodyn came preloaded with a library of material models, but on inspection some were not
ideal. For example, the water model was not referenced and purely linear, whilst there was
not a fused silica model included. For this reason, With the exception of Aluminium we pre-
dominately used our own material models. Later in the project, simulations using SESAME
tables were ran on our behalf and we were able to compare our models to established material
databases. We were reassured to ﬁnd they agreed to a good approximation.
Aluminium 6061-T6
This 6000 series alloy of Aluminium is a very common alloy used in aerospace for its high
strength. It is 95.8-96:8% aluminiumwith various additives, notably 0.8-1:2%Magnesium and
0.4-0:8% Silicon. In contrast to other materials, Aluminium 6061-T6 in the Autodyn material
library was reliably referenced, and so was used. It uses a shock EOS and Steinburg-Guinan
strength model (Table 5.2). Aluminium was chosen for its high strength, good machinability,
and has a shock impedance close to that of fused silica.
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Al 6061-T6
Parameter Symbol Value
Density  2:703 g cm 3
Gruniesen Gamma  0 2.114
Shear Modulus G0 27.6 GPa
Yield Stress Y0 290 MPa
Maximum Yield Stress Ymax 680 MPa
Hardening Constant  125
Hardening Exponent n 0.21
Shear Derivative wrt P GP 1.8
Shear Derivative wrt T GT -17MPa/K
Yield Derivative wrt P YP 0.018908
Melting Temperature Tm 1220 K
Table 5.2: Model Parameters for Aluminium 6061-T6.
Fused Silica
Silicon dioxide (SiO2) or silica has a tetrahedral structure with two commonly found phases,
alpha quarĵ and fused silica. Quarĵ is a naturally occurring crystal mineral with a density of
2:648 g cm 3, whilst fused silica is made by the rapid cooling of liquid quarĵ and has an amor-
phous structure with an ambient density of 2:204 g cm 3 [156]. They both undergo a transition
at about 8.8GPa [157] to stishovite with a sharp increase in density to 4:287 g cm 3. There are
several other polymorphs and minerals of silica and silicates play an important role in the geo-
physical sciences. Another phase, Coesite (2:920 g cm 3) is thought to play a role in the unusual
release behaviour in fused silica.
Fused silica may be variously preﬁxed as fused, vitreous, amorphous or glass quarĵ/silica.
Historically the transparent ’fused quarĵ’ wasmade from crushed natural quarĵ, and used for
high quality optics. Fused silica meanwhile was made from quenched molten sand and was
opaque/translucent. Some timemid-20th-century [158] and somewhat confusingly, chemically
processed sand began to be used instead of natural quarĵ in making fused quarĵ. Later, syn-
thetic silicon dioxide replaced sand in fused silica, creating ’synthetic fused silica’. The control
over impurities in the synthetic mixmade synthetic fused silica optically superior to traditional
fused quarĵ. The word ’synthetic’ is nearly always dropped though, meaning fused silica is
now the optically superior product. This distinction is perhaps moot, since the terms fused
silica, fused quarĵ and vitreous silica are now used almost interchangeably unless the UV/IR
transmission is of particular importance. There is very liĴle appreciable diﬀerence between the
mechanical properties of the diﬀerent names, and in scientiﬁc literature their use tends to vary
mostly with geographical location. To avoid confusion, the term fused silica throughout this
document refers to synthetic fused silica unless explicitly stated.
Fused Silica has an interesting nonlinear property when compressed around its elastic limit.
Its bulk modulus of 46:0GPa decreases with pressure and the material densiﬁes up to around
3GPa. This makes the shock speed US decrease with pressure, meaning the peak of the wave is
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Figure 5.8: Combined data on the nonlinear US   up behaviour of fused silica. Data from [108,
150, 159–162]. The data below 33GPa is ﬁĴed with a 5th order polynomial and 95% conﬁdence
bands are also ploĴed.
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slower than the bulk. The eﬀect of this is when shocked a large precursor ramp extends ahead
of the shock front. At impact speeds below 2kms 1 the shocks decay into ramps as the wave
propagates. This eﬀect is seen under static compression as well, despite the diﬀerence in tem-
perature [163]. The ramp-shock behaviourmakes fused silica useful for isentropic compression
but diﬃcult to accurately model. It is not therfore widely used as a window material but can
be used to shape waves.
The shock properties of fused silica were ﬁrst published by Jerry Wackerle in 1962 [159] with
additional work by Barker and Hollenbach in 1970 [150]. They described the interesting ramp
behaviour as a densiﬁcation rather than a phase change, as the compression is only irreversible
beyond 3GPa, where the amorphous state undergoes a gradual phase change into what is
believed to be coesite [163].
As mentioned in chapter 2, Gruneisen parameters tend to be inadequate for polyatomic ma-
terials [15] and silica is a good example of this. A standard US   up line will not accurately
represent the behaviour (see ﬁg 5.8), nor will a polynomial EOS ﬁt well to compression. Whilst
hydrocodes can accept bilinear ﬁts (that is, two straight US   up lines interpolated together),
AUTODYN does not accept negative coeﬃcients for the ﬁrst order coeﬃcients. This presented
something of a challenge to properly include in the model.
The data presented in ﬁgure 5.8 below 33GPawere ﬁĴed using a damped least squaresmethod
to a 5th order polynomial (shown on ﬁgure 5.8). The mean squared error of the ﬁt was taken
to be the residual sum of squares divided by the number of degrees of freedom. This ﬁt was
converted to a P  up curve and used to calculate accurate peak compression states from mea-
sured surface velocities. This more accurate ﬁt was not compatible with Autodyn but could be
used to give accurate pressure states from measured velocities.
Our Autodyn fused silica model used a previously published polynomial EOS that takes into
account the nonlinearities of fused silica [164] but does not ﬁt especially close below 500ms 1.
As such it gives accurate peak pressure states but does not capture the ramp-shock motion of
the fused silica. This model was used to analyse the velocity data in Autodyn, and to check the
ring-up times and unforeseen wave reﬂections. Some of these simulations are included with
the data in the next chapter.
Sapphire
’Sapphire’ refers to single crystals of aluminium oxide ( –Al2O3). It can also be called alumina
and as a mineral it is called corundum. At 9 on the Mohs scale², it forms an exceptionally hard
HCP crystal. When suitably pure it is transparent and mineral specimens are used as gem-
stones. Their natural impurities give them a variety of colours. Red gems are called rubies, and
although blue specimens are commonly called sapphire the term actually refers to any other
colour. Synthetically made sapphire has very few dopants and is transparent to IR and UV.
²A 1-10 scale of hardness with diamond being 10. Corundum deﬁnes 9.
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This coupled with its hardness makes synthetic sapphire a good optical material, sometimes
called ’sapphire glass’ (although it is not amorphous).
The samples used in these experiments were monocrystals grown synthetically using the Ky-
ropoulos method, where large single crystals (or boules) are slowly drawn out from crucibles
of molten alumina. The entire boule is monocrystalline and seeded to obtain a particular crys-
tallographic orientation as it is drawn. Fortunately this allows large circular crystals to be pur-
chased. Sapphire’s material properties are not isotropic [165] and certain crystal axes have
higher sound speeds or exhibit birefringence. All experiments used windows with their face
oriented in the c-cut axis for minimum birefringence.
It should also be mentioned here that aluminium metal surfaces readily oxidise in air to form
an amorphous layer of aluminium oxide some 3nm thick, but can be up to 15 nm on aluminium
alloys [166]. This is nonporous, and has similar chemical properties to sapphire, making alu-
minium chemically resistant and somewhat hard to scratch, however it does not have the alpha
structure of a sapphire crystal.
The sapphire Hugoniot in contrast to fused silica is exceptionally linear, and very well known
within our pressure range. The shock EOS for Sapphire was taken from Jones et al. [167] who
speciﬁcally ﬁĴed the following to c-cut sapphire in the elastic region below speeds of 0:5 kms 1:
US = (11:208 0:013) + (0:89 0:07)up (5.9)
With values in kms 1. This was chosen over Fat’yanov et al.’s more recent paper [168] because
Jones uses speciﬁcally c-cut data below the elastic limit, as well as having lower quoted er-
ror. However, Fat’yanov does conﬁrm the optical properties of sapphire are consistent over
this pressure range and sapphire is not expected to darken or emit any light³. The window
correction for 1550 nm light was taken from Jensen et al. [152].
Water
As well as having a nonlinear Hugoniot, pre-existing water EOS tend to have very particular
ranges of validity, at pressures either higher or lower than needed. A common tendency is
to treat water as any other solid with a linear US   up relation and a constant Gruniesen. As
found in several previous studies the Gruniesen parameter is not constant [13, 108, 130, 169].
It was decided to use a similar method to that used for the fused silica model [164] to create an
analytical model for use in Autodyn and for deriving pressures.
Like silica, the nonlinearity of the water Hugoniot is poorly represented in US-up space. Rather
than try to include second terms, if we use a polynomial EOS the data can be ﬁt beĴer to a curve
in compression. PublishedUS and up data below 20GPawere tabulated, using jump conditions
to deﬁne E, P and V where omiĴed and calculate the compression,  = V0V   1. This data was
³Impurities/dopants in sapphire can emit light on shock compression, like a lasing ruby rod. With suﬃcient
sample purity and at low pressures this is avoided
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used to construct a P- Hugoniot for water. P- are beĴer constraints for water because their
derivative logically must be positive. The polynomial EOS is third order in pressure but with
additional energy terms. The commonest form is:
PH = P0 + a1+ a2
2 + a3
3 + (b0 + b1)E (5.10)
E in this case is energy per reference volume. The ﬁrst three ai parameters are mostly the pressure
contributions on the adiabat, whilst the last term is the thermal contribution to the shock.
Figure 5.9: P- data for water [95, 102, 108, 109, 118, 119, 160, 170–172] with a polynomial best
ﬁt. The ai parameters are ﬁrst reduced to a cubic polynomial f(). The historical ’kink’ observed
by Al’tshuler can be seen compared to other data.
Using themethod from [164], b0 is theGruniesen parameter at ambient pressure so b0 = 0.5 [108,
169]. b1 is the ﬁrst order Gruneisen term, ﬁĴed to 3.1 to best match the parameter’s behaviour
(see Figure 5.10). Ideally we would use a third but Autodyn does not accept b2 terms. Using
these b0 and b1, and with energy being:
EH =
PH
2

H
H + 1

(5.11)
(From the jump conditions) We can rearrange equation 5.10 to:
f() = PH()

1  1
2
(b0 + b1)

1 + 

(5.12)
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Where f() is then ﬁĴed to a third order polynomial:
f() = a0 + a1+ a2
2 + a3
3 (5.13)
The parameter a0/P0 was ﬁxed at 0, and a1 = 0c20 = 2:233GPa such that in the limit of P = P0
then Us ! C0 for water. This form is compatible with Autodyn and can be used to calculate
accurate pressures from velocity history data, since:
up =
Pr
P

1
 + 1
 (5.14)
Giving a P-up curve. Whilst we have an accurate Hugoniot, to calculate temperatures requires
a full equation of state. The temperature is path dependent, and analytically this means the
temperature must be calculated at each step of the ring-up and the Hugoniot re-centred ac-
cordingly. In the case of fused silica where the shocks become smoothed out this would require
a continuous calculation using a method of characteristics or iterated wave model. Using the
EOS in a hydrodynamics code like Autodyn is more convenient, but limits how the tempera-
ture are calculated. The EOS developed by Dolan is incompatible with Autodyn and diﬃcult
to integrate into other codes [18]. A comment on the temperature of Dolan’s EOS is included
in Appendix B.
The temperature calculations in Autodyn are not accurate to say the least. Following personal
communication with an employee it was discovered that Autodyn does not consider Temperature
and Entropy to be state variables. As a result shock heating is not calculated at all. Any tempera-
ture change is just adiabatic heat summed over each cycle. The program is able to get pressure
from the material models which are reasonably accurate and internal energy can be used to
derive a temperature, but this is the isentrope temperature and never the Hugoniot. This was
discovered unfortunately late in the thesis. Tabular EOS’ such as SESAME tables include tem-
perature and when used as an alternative should give adequate temperatures, but due to the
closed nature of SESAME tables their validity is uncertain.
For modelling temperatures in water then, SESAME 7150 was used with Autodyn. Simula-
tions of each experiment could be run. Fortunately, the SESAME pressures and velocities were
found to be consistent with those calculated analytically from our models. The heat capacity
assumptions of the SESAME table are unknown however and the temperatures were much
lower than anticipated (see section 7.2.4).
In summary, the ﬁts for for aluminium, fused silica, sapphire and water were developed and
used to analytically convert raw data into pressures. The 7150 SESAME table for water was
used in Autodyn for modelling the pressure and temperature history and were found to coin-
cide with the calculated values, at least in pressure space. However the ﬁĴed models for water
and fused silica were preferred as these are of a known accuracy and uncertainty.
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Figure 5.10: Published estimates for  (V) from [13, 95, 108, 109, 169] along with our linear
best ﬁt. Gruniesen data are scarce, and of unknown accuracy. Few data are published, but the
various aĴempts at a ﬁĴed function do show a trend. Above a compression of 0.66 theGruniesn
parameter declines.
5.4 Summary
The analysis of the experimental data have been detailed, and their correction and adjustment
has been explained explicitly. The simulations and the material models used for simulating
experiments have been described and the analytical forms for calculating pressure and tem-
perature have been developed.
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Without the hard liĴle bits of marble which are called
’facts’ or ’data’ one cannot compose a mosaic; what
maĴers, however, are not so much the individual bits,
but the successive paĴerns into which you arrange them,
then break them up and rearrange them.
The Act of Creation
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Chapter 6
Results
6.1 Preface
This chapter presents the data from the experiments. The experiments varied between shots, as
detailed in chapter 4. The conﬁguration of each target changed depending on the results from
previous shots, as uncertainties were addressed. For this reason, the results are presented shot
by shot with a preface that explains the intentions of each experiment.
The data will not be presented chronologically and will instead be grouped by window mate-
rial. This is to provide context for the diﬀerences between shots. The experiments are desig-
nated Shot S1-S9, corresponding to their chronology and further designatedwith their window
material and the number per window (see Table 6.1).
With the exception of shots S1-FS-1 & S2-FS-2, the sabots used were 200mm long and the ﬂyer
plates were 10mm thick and made from Aluminium 6061 T-6.
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6.2 Fused Silica
6.2.1 Shot S1-FS-1
Shot Number S1-FS-1
Impact Velocity 995:0 1:0ms 1
Windows Fused Silica
Water Depth 1:4mm
Peak Pressure 5:55 0:29GPa
Cell 1 Water (PDV x2)
PDV 1 Front of Water Sample
PDV 2 Rear of Water Sample
Imaging none
PDV 1
Flyer Plate
Water
PDV 2
Rear
Front
Fused Silica
Given the ramp-shock behaviour of fused silica, it was considered potentially possible to com-
press water past the solid ice boundary with a single ramped impact. Water is a relatively low
impedance material, so to reach a high enough pressure from a single impact required an im-
pact speed of 995m/s. For reasons beyond our control only the 30 litre breech was available, so
in order to achieve this speed the mass of the sabot was signiﬁcantly reduced. The ﬂyer thick-
ness was reduced to 9mm and mounted on a shorter sabot of 150mm. A shorter sabot risks
balloting, and the measurable tilt for the shot was the highest measured at 2:3milliradian.
As discussed in chapter 4 this was an early target design. It featured a single 1:4mm thickwater
cell, and no imaging was ﬁelded. The PDV was arranged in such a way as to have two probes
5mm apart at the centre of the cell. The two cell windows had alternate mirror coatings on
half of each surface. This way, the PDV could detect the wave as it entered and left the water
sample. Being from the same point the two probes were expected to be similar, but they ended
up giving quite diﬀerent results (see Figure 6.1). This is believed to be caused by the mirror
coatings present on each surface.
Probing through the water also allowed ameasurement of the optical transmission of the water
layer. Probe 1 had 10% of the returned light split oﬀ and sent to a THORLABSr DET10C 1GHz
DC digitiser. If frozen, light would be scaĴered and the PDV light would decrease. The fast
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PDV detectors are not be so sensitive to this as they are AC coupled and their amplitude varies
with the beat wave of the PDV signal. A DC detector is able to measure the amplitude of the
returned light and if the detector was slow enough the PDV oscillations would not aﬀect this
measurement.
The optical path for PDV probe 1 crossed the layer twice, through 2:8mm of water. Given the
strong absorption of 1550 nm light by water the laser power had to be increased to 77mW be-
fore a suitable signal was returned. This meant the majority of that light was absorbed by the
water. A disc of water 70mm in diameter and 1:4mm thick has a mass of 5:77 g. Given the
heat capacity of 4:181 J g 1K and a power of 77mW the temperature of the water will increase
at a rate of 3:2K s 1. Of course allowing for heat conduction this heat will ﬂow into the target
and the heat capacity of aluminium will assist in cooling, but fused silica is a thermal insula-
tor so this will not be immediate, hence and the water was likely locally heated above room
temperature. For this reason this method was not repeated in later experiments.
PDV
The ﬁrst feature from PDV 1 on ﬁgure 6.1 shows the impact entering the water from the fused
silica. At low velocities the ramp is hard to separate from the PDV baseline noise so there is a
short gap in the data. The shocked portion of the wave is used as the time at which the shock
entered the water, as opposed to the uncertain start of the ramp. The ramp is later overtaken
by the shock within the water (as evidenced by the shock that leaves the water in PDV 2). The
initial impact reaches 931 5ms 1 corresponding to 3:12GPa in the water. 200 ns after the
impact there was a small step up to 945 3ms 1.
PDV probe 2 measures the shock leaving the water into the fused silica. This happens 470 ns
after impact giving a particle velocity of 488ms 1 corresponding to 5:55GPa in the water. This
wave exhibits a gradual decrease from peak velocity to 477ms 1. The last feature comes from
the shock reaching the non-AR-coated free surface on the back of the window, hence it is de-
tected by both PDV probes. Probe 2 reaches 477 2ms 1 and shows no decline, whilst probe
1 reaches the same peak before a marked decline from its peak to 459 3m/s until release.
The explanation for the slight increase in the ﬁrst wave of PDV 1 is not known. Potentially, if
thewater freezes into ice VII there could be awindow correction, thatwill increase the apparent
velocity of the PDV through the water. Other explanations are an elastic precursor from the
aluminium ﬂyer persisted in the fused silica. At 470 ns the velocity in probe 1 steps up again.
This increase is deﬁnitely due to an unapplied window correction from the fused silica being
compressed.
The motion of the probe 2 is consistent with the volume reduction from a phase change seen
by Dolan [1], This would conﬁrm that the freezing can occur with a single wave passage, if the
wave is not a shock. What is unclear is why the phase change is taking place at 5:55GPa since
the initial impact at 3:12GPa is suﬃcient pressure to begin to freeze.
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The motion of the free surface (that is, the window boundary with the vacuum) is evidence
that the mirror coatings have a role to play in which surface is freezing. PDV 2 saw a velocity
decrease at thewater-mirror interface but by the time thatwave reached the back of thewindow
this signal was not seen. The small peak possibly ’decayed’ in the fused silica, this being just
above the pressure that fused silica displays ramped behaviour. At the same time PDV 1 shows
a deep decline at the rear window as if echoing the wave seen in PDV 2. Importantly, this drop
in PDV 1 reaches a lower velocity than the drop in PDV 2, suggesting a larger volume change
occurred at the unmeasured face.
The implication is that the freezing occurs on the surface that is not mirror coated, and thus
not being measured. PDV 2 detects changes at the front surface of the water at 3:12GPa, whilst
later PDV 1 inadvertently detects freezing on the rear surface at 5:63GPa. The volume change
is proportionally larger than that measured by PDV 2, implying a larger volume was frozen at
the surface that saw a higher pressure.
This would explain why there were historically no velocimetry measurements of water freez-
ing until D. Dolan. By aĴempting to measure the wave with velocimetry the mirrors prevent
the phase change from occurring. With a large body of water, the volume change would be
insigniﬁcant. Having a very thin sample means we can measure small volume changes and
the free surface lets us infer the motion of unmirrored surfaces.
Light Levels
Some of the light from probe 1 was split oﬀ and the intensity measured with a DC digitiser.
Despite beingDC, the ’beating’ of the PDVwas still apparent, so a 120 point adjacent-averaging
ﬁlter was applied to smooth the Doppler beats. However this ﬁlter would not smooth out the
signal at low frequencies correctly. Indeed some PDV analysis could be done of the DC data
to conﬁrm the timings matched that of the front surface PDV data.
Long before the impact, the intensity showed a gradual increase to its peak brightness (not
shown on graph). This is believed to be light reﬂecting from the impact face of the sabot as it
approached. This would imply that the mirror coating was not completely reﬂective, possibly
coupled with the high power to that PDV probe.
The intensity is constant as the shock enters the water, and it is only 470 ns after the impact
whereupon its intensity falls extremely fast (within 5 ns) to approximately 65% of peak. This
corresponds exactly to the wave reaching the rear surface of the window. The light remains
at this level until 965 ns from impact when the signal slowly declines to just 10% over 100 ns.
This corresponds with the ramp wave arriving at the rear window. The intensity then slowly
declines to around 3%.
We assume the intensity is a measure of transmission of the water. The timing of the loss
suggests a very fast freezing occurring at 5:55GPa that scaĴers the light. This is consistent
with the PDV data that suggested that PDV 1 only saw freezing occurring at the rear surface.
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However, the fact that there is only a partial loss of light is strange, as freezing is expected to
lead to near extinction of the light. The laĴer drop corresponds to the wave reaching the free
surface, which should not aﬀect the water layer in any way.
On further analysis, the PDV 1 signal appears most intense at the motion of free surface. Recall
that the power for PDV 1wasmore than ten times the typical power due to infra-red absorption
in the water. 5% of that light is expected to reﬂect from the fused silica since it was not AR
coated. Compared to the actual PDV signal, this would be 50% of the signal. We therefore
believe that the ﬁrst loss is from freezing, and as the wave reaches the free surface the tilt of the
experiment removes the additional reﬂection and the intensity falls again to 0%.
It is not possible to measure the absolute transmission loss in the water. It is expected that the
water should lose almost all transmission leaving only the surface reﬂection. Since the exact
proportion of reﬂected light cannot be veriﬁed, all that can be said for certain is that there was
a signiﬁcant drop in transmission at the shock reﬂection.
6.2.2 Shot S2-FS-2
Shot Number S2-FS-2
Impact Velocity 1101:2 1:5ms 1
Windows Fused Silica
Water Depth 0:500mm
Peak Pressure 7:31 0:42GPa
Cell 1 Water (PDV & Imaging)
PDV 1 Rear of Water Sample
Imaging Failed
Camera
PDV 1
Flyer Plate
Water
Rear
Front
Fused Silica
Shot S2-FS-2 was a single cell target, using a modiﬁed design described in chapter 4. Given the
uncertain freezing signals from S1-FS-1 it was decided to impact at a high speed again and try to
diagnose the freezing using the camera. Firing at a speed of 1101m/s required an even shorter
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sabot of 100mm and a 9:6mm aluminium ﬂyer to reduce weight. This reduced sabot luckily
had a low tilt of 0:8milliradian. The o-ring seal was replaced with a 500µm PTFE gasket to seal
the water. Whilst it worked beĴer than the o-ring, the PTFE was not very compressible and
there were issues holding vacuum. Later experiments used 250µm as a minimum thickness.
The smaller volume of water also prohibited the use of a second PDV probe as in the ﬁrst shot.
The energy absorption by thewaterwas deemed too high for a reduced volume and introduced
an unknown contribution to temperature. Thermocouples were not being used as standard at
this point in the design.
As detailed in chapter 4, a microscopic imaging system was designed, extensively tested, and
was ﬁelded on this shot for the ﬁrst time. Unfortunately and to lasting regret the camera trig-
gered but did not properly transfer the data from the camera and the images were unrecover-
able.
PDV
With no images, the experiment was diagnosed by the sole PDV probe, ﬁelded aside the imag-
ing. It should be noted that in this instance the front surface of the water cell was completely
mirror coated. Hence, thewater beneath the PDV probe is not in contact with any silica surface.
This allows us to investigate whether freezing occurs in fused silica at higher pressures, past
the metastable limit expected at 7GPa.
The ﬁrst wave on Figure 6.2 is from shock leaving the water sample 159 ns after entering, at
553m s 1 corresponding to 6:28GPa. It was relatively stable for 145 ns until the velocity de-
clines, just before a jump to a peak of 588m s 1. The timing corresponds to the second re-
ﬂection in the water. Autodyn simulations expect this to be a square wave at 645m s 1 and
7:34GPa. That it declines instead suggests a phase change took place on arrival of the second
shock. Unfortunately the PDV quality degrades soon after this event.
Nothing else is detected in the water but the free surface moves with the expected ramp-shock
after 1389 ns. The ramp reaches 550m s 1 but declines, and after 180 ns it again reaches a peak
of 588m s 1 and declines to 576ms 1. This motion echoes the movement earlier in the water
whilst the Autodyn simulations again show the expected step. This all suggests a rapid volume
change upon reaching 6:28GPa.
This would appear to be homogeneous nucleation in silica, as seen in later sapphire experi-
ments. Theoretically this phase change should not be surface dependent, but it has never been
tested with a material other than sapphire until now. It would appear that the homogeneous
nucleation is indeed surface independent.
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6.2.3 Shot S3-FS-3
Shot Number S3-FS-3
Impact Velocity 587:8 2:3ms 1
Windows Fused Silica
Water Depth 0:247mm
Peak Pressure 3:91 0:23GPa
Cell 1 Water (Imaging)
Cell 2 Water
Cell 3 Ethanol
PDV 1 Water in Cell 2
PDV 2 Ethanol in Cell 3
Camera
PDV 1
Flyer Plate
Ethanol
PDV 2
Water
Fused Silica
Rear
Front
After the results from experiments S1-FS-1 and S2-FS-2 it was decided to conﬁrm that this could
be compared to previous work. Experiment S3-FS-3 was an aĴempt to recreate previously
publishedwork, and so demonstrate that their results could be repeatedwith the equipment. It
was impacted at 587:8 2:3ms 1 reaching a peak pressure of 3:91GPa. Thiswas the ﬁrst target
using design III. It also included the use of the framing camera for the ﬁrst time successfully.
Cells 1 and 2 were ﬁlled with ultrapure water and cell 3 was ﬁlled with ethanol. Ethanol does
not feature a phase change at these pressures, and so functioned as a ’control’ to conﬁrm any
phase changes were speciﬁc to water.
PDV
The precursor ramp of fused silica is evident in ﬁgure 6.3. The ramping behaviour is evident
at the ﬁrst wave, and so the steps expected of a ring-up were ’rounded’ considerably. There is
a kink around 216m/s that corresponds to the ﬁrst reﬂection of the ring-up and is not a phase
change. The ethanol and water ring-up diﬀerently due to ethanol being less compressible than
water [9, 173] but the peak state of bothwill be at the same pressure, since the ring-up converges
towards a silica-on-silica impact state. Approximately 360 ns after impact the ethanol reaches
a peak velocity of 340m/s whilst the water peaks at 337 1ms 1. The water then pulls back to
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323ms 1, around 380 ns after reaching peak. This represents a 4% reduction in velocity from
peak, consistent with previous work [1]. The ethanol signal also shows a general decline from
peak pressure until the wave reaches the rear surface of the window, 1:1µs after impact.
What causes the decline unclear but it may have something to do with the fused silica as the
free surfaces late in time do not decrease by the same extent (see appendix D). This second pair
of waves is seen towards the end of ﬁgure 6.3.
Images
To trigger the camera the brass shim for the trigger system lay atop the impact surface. There
was a concern that if the shim was either slack or crimped then it might protrude ahead of the
surface and trigger the camera early. Too large a delay however, and the camera might miss
the event. The delay was set to the expected arrival time based on the desired impact speed.
The camera used a long-range microscope system to view a small are within the water cell.
Unfortunately this magniﬁcation system had very low light, and gave a very shallow depth of
ﬁeld. Upon impact the cell moved out of the depth of ﬁeld and lost focus. Whilst the image
quality is generally poor, the corrected averaged intensity can be measured (in the lower half
of ﬁgure 6.4) and shows a gradual decline in optical transmission. The loss of transmission
is not uniform, but occurs in patches with a spatial distribution that decreases in time. This
suggests a paĴern of crystal growth. If this were comminution (the breakup of the window),
the crack propagation would occur at 5:9 kms 1 which is not the propagation speed seen.
Frame 1 shows the image prior to shock and demonstrates the uneven, vigneĴed illumination,
as well as a series of dark spheres of varying sizes. These were not seen during the set up of
the target and are believed to be bubbles. They reduce in size after the impact in frame 2, and
are not visible by frame 3. Another artefact visible is a scan line, seen as a dark vertical line
down the image with a dark gradient to one side. The CCD cyclically wipes thermal shot noise
prior to triggering. The camera did not have any internal delay assigned and so took an image
mid-cleaning-cycle. Due to their arrangement on the CCD, only frames 1 and 7 are unaﬀected
by this.
Later frames do not have many visible features³ but the intensity values can still be averaged
and are presented below the images. The average was takend from the top right quadrant of
each frame, since it was free of scan lines and bubbles in all 12 frames. The loss of transmission
coincides with the impact itself, and not with the later velocity decline seen in ﬁgure 6.3 sug-
gesting the imaging cell freezes earlier than the PDV cells. The 200 ns interframe time makes
it hard to estimate precisely when the transmission loss begins, but frame 2 spans only 100 ns
into the shock and has a perceptible decline in light. This suggests the nucleation is faster than
expected.
³The images are signiﬁcantly clearer in the digital version of this document
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Figure 6.4: Framing camera image montage from S3-FS-3. The images had a 200 ns exposure
and interframe. Time is measured from when the shock enters the water. Due to low light
levels and signiﬁcant noise a false colour map has been applied.
Below: A graph of the averaged intensity of each frame. After normalising (see appendix
C) the images show a clear decline in transmission. After this experiment the camera was
serviced to correct the MCP voltages and make the intensiﬁcation less variable.
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6.2.4 Shot S8-FS-4
Shot Number S8-FS-4
Impact Velocity 599:6 0:7ms 1
Windows Fused Silica
Water Depth 0:247mm
Peak Pressure 3:98 0:23GPa
Cell 1 Water (Imaging)
Cell 2 Water (w/ Partial Mirror)
Cell 3 Water
PDV 1 Water in Cell 2
PDV 2 Water in Cell 3
Camera
PDV 1
Flyer Plate
Water
Partial
Mirror
Mirror
PDV 2
Fused Silica
Rear
Front
This experimentwas intended to be the same speed as S3-FS-3. Due to amis-calibrated pressure
gauge at the gun breech, the speed of the sabot was nearly 12ms 1 higher than intended at
599:6ms 1. Compensating for this, S9-FS-5 was 9ms 1 slower than S3-FS-3, at 578:9ms 1.
The peak pressures for all threewere approximately 3:9GPawhich iswithin the expected range
for freezing.
The imaging system for this shot and all subsequent images used the lowermagniﬁcation setup.
This gave more light and a larger depth of ﬁeld that let the images retain their focus at the cost
of resolution. A larger ﬁeld of view meant most of the diameter of the cell (some 18mm) was
visible. This meant the opportunity to test multiple surface coatings in contact with the water.
The camera also had its internal delay increased to avoid scan lines.
It was decided to coat half of the rear window with an experimental coating of aluminium.
The window was masked oﬀ and coated with a layer approximately 4 nm thick (see Appendix
C). This would create a thin surface of aluminium/aluminium oxide between the water and
the fused silica window whilst remaining translucent for imaging. The front surface was fully
mirrored, so the water in the partially coated region had eﬀectively no contact with the fused
silica. Later tests would reveal this coating was not evenly distributed and contained gaps to
the silica beneath.
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To verify what was occurring, the two PDV cells simulated the conditions in the imaging cell,
albeit reversed. Cell 3 featured water with an uncoated front surface, as in S3-FS-3. Cell 2 had
the front surface partially coated. The rear surfaceswere fully coated for the PDVmeasurement.
PDV
The PDV data for S8-FS-4 was generally poor due to low light levels at the probe. The sig-
nal is variable and noisy, and cut out after less than a microsecond. The free surface signal
was clearer, but also suﬀered from a loss of light. The spike at around 1:6µs is an artefact of
this signal loss. The PDV data was particularly poor when reﬂecting from the mirrored water
surfaces, whilst the signals reﬂecting from the free surface were much beĴer. This was seen
throughout experiments, and suggests that something degraded the aluminium coating after
impact.
The ringup is seen similar to S3-FS-3, reaching apeak of 349 4ms 1, corresponding to 4:03GPa.
There is a slight downwards trend in the fused silica window relative to the partially coated
cell. It does not decline as clearly as seen in S3-FS-3 but this could feasibly be due to the general
noise in the PDV signal. Later, the free surface reﬂections show a decline in the fused silica rel-
ative to the mirrored cell, but the water in the mirrored cell does also dip in velocity. Around
1:6µs in PDV 2 a loss of light to the probe creates an artiﬁcial jump. Overall and despite poor
PDV, there is a suggestion that the water in contact with the fused silica declined faster than
that in the partially mirrored cell.
Images
The images were 165ns exposures and 165ns apart meaning they integrate light for their entire
duration. The camera used a gain of 45 giving a beĴer dynamic range for the bit-depth of
the CCD. In ﬁgure 6.6 the top half of each frame has the translucent aluminium coating. This
coating absorbs some light and so appears darker than the lower half before the impact. It also
reﬂects some light, which causes problemswhen comparing the two halves visually. The lower
half looks through only fused silica to the water cell.
Small regions appear to darken close to the edge of the window immediately upon impact,
from frame 7 onwards. Occurring around the circumference of the window, these are thought
to be from a wave propagating radially inwards from the circular window boundary. Since
the eﬀect is not distributed uniformly, one suggestion is that that during the ﬁlling process
microscopic bubbles may have collected around the rim of the window. These collapse under
impact producing a small radial wave that causes the eﬀect. This pulse potentially puts the
water under tension, whereupon it cavitates. The cavitating vapour bubbles would scaĴer
light creating dark regions like a crystal, but would likely be short-lived. On inspection, a small
bubble is visible towards the edge in photos taken before experiments (see ﬁgure 4.12a)). The
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Figure 6.6: Framing camera image montage from shot S8-FS-4. The images are 165ns exposure
and interframe. Time is measured from when the shock enters the water.
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exact pressure state the edge regions are under is uncertain, and should not be compared with
the central regions of the window. The central region remains under uniaxial compression for
the duration of the images.
The transmission of the water declines rapidly from frame 9, 351-516 ns from impact. The ab-
sorption by the aluminium coating makes a comparison diﬃcult from the images. There is a
slight optical illusion between frames 8 and 9 that appears to make the upper half appear to get
lighter. Figure 6.6b shows the normalised intensity for both regions, with the aluminium sur-
face corrected for reﬂection and absorption (see appendix C). Between frames 8 to 9 the water
behind the silica surface undergoes a rapid, even loss of transmission. The water beneath the
aluminium layer loses transmission but later in time, and is not as evenly distributed. Regions
appear in frame 9 which appear be a coarser paĴern of darkening that spreads from nodes,
suggesting of a diﬀerent sparser nucleation with denser/more localised growth. However the
coarse patches extends across both halves. In frame 12 there is potentially a pair of dark lines
that extend across the last frame.
It is suspected that these lines come from poor cleaning with an optical cleaning cloth used
to clean the surfaces prior to assembly. The cloths are pulled taught across an optical surface
whilst wet with ethanol, and as the trailing edge wipes the window the ethanol evaporates
leaving a dust free optical surface. This requires a steady constant tension or the cloth can
slip, leaving the ethanol to evaporate oﬀ the surface, leaving dust or lint behind. The two
parallel lines suggest a slip occurred and the impurities have seeded nucleation. The coarser
darkening is suggested to be due to impurities as well. This highlights the cleanliness required
to accurately study nucleation.
The observations are consistent with nucleation on the window surface, but does not coincide
with the delay seen by the PDV and previous work. The water in contact with the bare silica
darkens earlier and evenly suggesting there was no diﬃculty in seeding themicrocrystallites of
ice. The average light intensity of the two halves fall at a similar rate. Since the pressure is the
same for both regions, the growth stages take place at the same rate which is to be expected. The
partial aluminium coating then seem to aﬀect the incubation time for the nuclei only. Recall
that the coatingwas later discovered to be partial. It is likely then that the aluminiumprevented
nucleation leaving growth only where gaps to the silica existed.
As it became apparent that aluminium was aﬀecting the crystallisation, so too was it clear that
the images and PDV data were not directly comparable. The images have a mirrored front
surface with a silica rear surface in contact with the water. This was reversed in the PDV cell
with the rear surfaces mirrored for PDV. If mirrors inhibited nucleation then the PDV data
nucleates on the front surface only. The wave needs to make an extra pass to transmit this
event to the PDV surface. Not only did the phase changes occur at diﬀerent surfaces, but they
occured at diﬀerent pressures too. The pressure created at each surface diﬀers as the water
rings up, making the water at the rear surface initially at a higher pressure. This must have
occurred in the VISARmeasurements of D. Dolan too, and may go some way to explaining the
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’delayed’ nature of the phase change.
6.2.5 Shot S9-FS-5
Shot Number S9-FS-5
Impact Velocity 578:8 1:4ms 1
Windows Fused Silica
Water Depth 0:24mm
Peak Pressure 3:85 0:22GPa
Cell 1 Water (Imaging)
Cell 2 Water (w/ Partial Mirror)
Cell 3 Water
PDV 1 Free Surface of Cell 1
PDV 2 Water in Cell 2
PDV 2 Water in Cell 3
Camera
PDV 2
Flyer Plate
Partial
MirrorMirror
PDV 3
PDV 1
Rear
Fused Silica
Front
The results seen in ﬁgure 6.6were interesting enough to repeat in a second experiment, butwith
improved cleanliness. Rather than half-half, the image cell had one third partially coated, with
two thirds uncoated and in direct contact withwater. The uncoated two thirdswere identical at
the water surface, but on the free surface one of the thirds was fully mirrored. PDV 1measured
this free surface motion. Since the mirrors appeared to inhibit the nucleation, mirroring the
free surface in this way aĴempted to address how the nucleation occurred, and ascertain how
comparable the image cell was with the PDV cells. The two PDV cells were as in S8-FS-4.
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PDV
The PDV signal persisted for an even shorter duration than S8-FS-4 before the light was lost, as
shown in ﬁgure 6.7. The velocity of the water reached a peak of 335 5ms 1, corresponding
to 3:85GPa. The PDV data show a marginally lower velocity for the silica surface, PDV 3,
declining to 327 5ms 1 consistent with S8-FS-4. The free surfaces later in time are actually a
beĴer comparison of the three cells. The two cellswith silica surfaces, PDV 1& 3 show signs of a
velocity decrease and phase change, whilst the mirrored PDV 2 does not. This too is consistent
with the previous shot.
Free surfaces are subject to distortion by fused silica, but this should not change their relative
behaviour. The free surface wave of PDV 3 has a lower peak than the mirrored PDV 2, suggest-
ing a phase change. Later in time it almost seems to almost oscillate, as if the phase change was
only partial, but nevertheless stays below the doubly-mirrored PDV 2. Meanwhile the imag-
ing window PDV 1 reaches somewhere in-between the two, and stays level for longer than the
PDV 3. This suggests a more sustained phase change occurrs in the imaging cells. The images
observe a phase change closer to PDV 1 than PDV 3.
Images
The rightmost trisector of the frames in ﬁgure 6.8 (relative to the orientation of the image)
is the uncoated surface. The lowermost region looks through the aluminium layer and so is
initially slightly darker. The topmost region has the free surface fully mirrored, and a bolt
head protrudes above it housing PDV probe 1. The PDV probe is focused on the centremost tip
of the coated region. As before, the water loses transmission upon impact, but the area with the
PDV probe is not looking through any water, and so does not darken. The brightness of this
region can be used to calibrate against the background normalisation, verifying the method.
The largest change in transmission occurs in frame 7, 334-448 ns after impact, consistent with
S8-FS-4. As before, the silica surface loses transmission faster than the partially mirrored re-
gion. However, the partially mirrored section loses transmission more evenly than the coarse
paĴern of S8-FS-4. On inspection, we see that the smaller features do appear present, but in
a ﬁner distribution. Frame 5 shows the onset of more edge bubbles. These occur at the edge
of both the coated and uncoated regions, and as before darken but do not expand far into the
centre.
The averaged transmission is similar to S8-FS-4, in that the rate of growth is relatively similar
for both surfaces, and the nucleation on the partially aluminised surface is simply delayed by
some 200 ns. Comparing the timing with the PDV it again seems the phase changes occur
earlier than the PDV data implies.
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Figure 6.8: Framing camera image montage from shot S9-FS-5. The images are 165ns exposure
and interframe. Time is measured from when the shock enters the water.
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6.3 Sapphire
6.3.1 Shot S4-SA-1
Shot Number S4-SA-1
Impact Velocity 444:7 0:7ms 1
Windows Sapphire
Water Depth 0:127mm
Peak Pressure 5:24 0:41GPa
Cell 1 Water (Imaging)
Cell 2 Water (w/ SiO2 coating)
Cell 3 Water
PDV 1 Water in Cell 2
PDV 2 Water in Cell 3
Camera
PDV 1
Flyer Plate
Water
PDV 2
Silica
Coating
Rear
Front
Sapphire
The sapphire targets all used a design much like S3-FS-3. Sapphire has no ramping eﬀect giv-
ing a much sharper ’step’ in the ringup. The steeper Hugoniot of sapphire means that shots
required a lower impact speed to reach the equivalent fused silica pressure. It also has a much
higher sound speed than fused silica hence the experiment had less than a microsecond be-
fore surface release. This necessitated a thinner gasket of 127µm to allow the ring-up to reach
peak pressure in time. The thinner gasket also meant that there would be many more ’rings’ to
the proﬁle. The increased number of reverberations helped keep the sapphire ring-up quasi-
isentropic, whilst in the case of fused silica the ramping eﬀect contributed in the same way.
Based on previous work, sapphire was not expected to undergo a phase change at these pres-
sures. The hypothesis being that the sapphire surface could not nucleate the phase quickly
enough to observe. Aluminium forms an oxide layer similar to sapphire too, so this shot was
therefore a conﬁrmation of both since the imaging systemwould observe the aluminiummirror
and sapphire directly.
If fused silica windows promoted freezing and aluminium layers inhibited it, then it was rea-
soned that a silica layer deposited onto sapphire might be able to nucleate a phase change,
contrasting the other sapphire cells and conﬁrming the eﬀect is conﬁned to surfaces. The sec-
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ond PDV cell therefore used identical sapphire windows but with a silica coating in contact
with the water. Coating silica was beyond our capabilities, so the sapphire window used in
cell 2 was purchased speciﬁcally with a silica coating above the PDV mirror. As part of the
commercial mirroring process, the aluminium mirror in cell 2 was coated with a layer of SiO2.
This is often used to improve the scratch resistance of optical mirrors. This was a 92 nm layer
of amorphous SiO2 deposited via reactive magnetron spuĴering.
PDV
The PDV data is presented in ﬁgure 6.9 and shows the two cells ringing up in sapphire to a
peak velocity of 118 1ms 1 or 5:28GPa. After 500 ns the PDV suﬀered a brief loss of light in
both channels that coincidedwith a small oscillation in velocity, but shortly after both returned
to the same velocity and remain at a constant speed until 900 ns after impact when the wave
reﬂecting oﬀ the front window returns.
The steady velocity contrasts with the decline seen in fused silica, demonstrating that the phase
change does not occur. What is signiﬁcant though, is that the spuĴered SiO2 coating is also
unchanged. It may be speculated with hindsight that the small oscillation may be caused by a
bubble, similar to those seen in ﬁgure 6.12. The lack of any prolonged drop in velocity suggests
it is a temporary disturbance and not a phase change.
Images
S4-SA-1 and S5-SA-2 were the ﬁrst shots to ﬁeld the camera with the single large diameter lens
(400mm f /4). Much more light was available and rather than the 200 ns exposures a reason-
able image was captured at only 10 ns exposure. This led to briefer images with the hope of
capturing shorter events and crisper images, but with hindsight this left large gaps between
frames that went unrecorded.
The image is impacted between frames 6 and 7 in ﬁgure 6.10 and there is no obvious sign of
freezing compared to the fused silica experiments. The stepped edge release waves of sapphire
can be seen travelling radially inwards from the circumference of the rear window, and have
been measured to be approximately 12 kms 1. These were not seen in previous images due to
the slower release speed in silica and a longer exposure time.
Despite interesting release eﬀects around the edges, no clear loss of transmission occurs in the
central region of the water cell. This supports the expectation that no signs of freezing will be
observed at a similar pressure to the fused silica experiments, and is consistent with the PDV
velocity histories in ﬁgure 6.9.
The initial impact reverberates in the front window and re-shocks the water after 900 ns. This
is captured in frame 11 as a large dark region, and is reduced by frame 12 indicating a brief
loss of light that does not persist. It is not uniform, which may be due to tilt in the impact,
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Figure 6.10: Framing camera imagemontage from shot S4-SA-1. The images are 165ns exposure
and interframe. Time is measured from when the shock enters the water.
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and does not occur near the edges where the water is undergoing radial release. The sapphire
window is higher impedance than the aluminiumﬂyer, so thewave in the frontwindow reﬂects
internally and does not release. The arrival of this wave in the water will increase the pressure,
but subsequent steps will release. It is believed the dark region seen in frames 11 and 12 is
due to the water brieﬂy being under tension, and the dark region is cavitation. The cavitation
does not extend to the radially released regions since they are not under compression. The
exact pressure state in the water is uncertain in these two frames, since the free surface of the
windowbegins tomove thewindow just as frame 11 is taken andmulti-stepwindow correction
is required. However using the Autodyn simulations as a guide we can deduce the timing of
the reﬂected waves.
6.3.2 Shot S5-SA-2
Shot Number S5-SA-2
Impact Velocity 442:9 1:0ms 1
Windows Sapphire
Water Depth 0:129mm
Peak Pressure 5:17 0:41GPa
Cell 1 Water (Imaging)
Cell 2 Water (w/ SiO2 coating)
Cell 3 Water
PDV 1 Water in Cell 2
PDV 2 Water in Cell 3
Camera
PDV 1
Flyer Plate
Water
PDV 2
Silica
Coating
Rear
Front
Sapphire
The previous shot captured images showing no freezing in a sapphire cell, but the silica coated
cell did not follow our hypothesis. It was decided experiment S5-SA-2 would repeat S4-FS-1
with similar conditions but would image through a cell with a silica coated window. The silica
might possibly lose transmission without signiﬁcant volume change, hence S4-SA-1 might not
have detected any velocity change. The repetition would hopefully ﬁnalise whether or not a
phase change was occuring.
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PDV
As seen in ﬁgure 6.11 the velocity history is very much the same as the previous experiment
(ﬁgure 6.9). PDV 1 reached a peak of 116 4ms 1, corresponding to 5:17GPa. This experi-
ment did not see a loss of light in the PDV, and stayed remarkably consistent. This supports
the previous result that the silica does not undergo a phase change. However the uncoated
sapphire window showed a loss of light later in time and a small oscillation as a result. This
may be aĴributed to bubbles as in S4-SA-1, especially in light of the imaging data in ﬁgure 6.12.
The two experiments together conﬁrm that there are no indications of a phase change, even
if there is a silica surface present. This suggests that it not simply the presence of silica that is
required to nucleate ice. This is expanded further in the next chapter.
Images
The images from S5-SA-2 are comparable with those of S4-SA-1 in exposure, and the pressures
reached are also similar. Unfortunately the system triggered earlier than S4-SA-1 so the features
in frames 11 & 12 in ﬁgure 6.10 are not veriﬁed for a second time.
Three rings can be seen emanating from point sources nearly immediately after impact, with
smaller rings around the circumference. Prior to impact there are small marks at some of the
points where the rings emanate from, that may possibly indicate a defect existed prior to the
impact, most likely a bubble. All cells were thoroughly inspected prior to the sealing of the
experimental chamber and the beginning of the vacuum/ﬁring procedure. This could take up-
wards of two hours, and in the meantime a bubble may have formed. Unfortunately this may
have occurred in PDV cells throughout this work. With hindsight, this is one of the most sig-
niﬁcant technical shortcomings of the experiment.
The speed of the ring’s expansion is hard to measure precisely, but appears to be around
4 1 kms 1. This corresponds to the sound speed of water at 2 to 8GPa, that is, the pressure
expected in the cell over these frames. This is suitable evidence that the features occur within
thewater and are not something in the sapphire window, as the expansion is much slower than
the 11 kms 1 sound speed that sapphire would exhibit. Neither is this nucleation and growth
from the silica surface, as this could not emanate so fast.
The initial dark points grow with time and a circular wave emanates, consistent with a shock
formed from bubble collapse [174–176]. The ring-like waves darken towards their leading edge
but become translucent behind the shock front. The central points remain as dark regions less
than a millimetre across. This behaviour is reminiscent of the small rings that would appear at
the edges of experiments S8-FS-4 and S9-FS-5 and were aĴributed also as bubbles caught in the
edge regions. It is likely that this is cavitation as the water is under tension in the falling edge
of the wave, and it does not persist in the water.
Besides the obvious rings, there was no appreciable change in transmission across the surface,
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Figure 6.12: Framing camera image montage from shot S5-SA-2. The images are 165ns
exposure and interframe. Time is measured from when the shock enters the water.
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particularly compared with the fused silica experiments. If the silica surface iswhat causes the
rings then it nucleates at fewer than a dozen points and the crystals grow at the shock speed in
water. It seems far more likely that these are microbubbles that were present in the water cell
and not speciﬁc to the silica.
In general then, the images would appear to conﬁrm what the PDV suggested. The deposited
silica coating does not nucleate as fused silica has been shown to. It also raised concerns that
microbubbles were a potential problem, even in de-gassed, ultrapure H2O.
6.3.3 Shot S6-SA-3
Shot Number S6-SA-3
Impact Velocity 698:9 1:8ms 1
Windows Sapphire
Water Depth 0:129mm
Peak Pressure 8:44 0:66GPa
Cell 1 Water (w/ AM Colloid)
Cell 2 Water (w/ CL Colloid)
Cell 3 Water
PDV 1 Water in Cell 1
PDV 2 Water in Cell 2
PDV 3 Water in Cell 3
Flyer Plate
Water
PDV 1
CL ColloidAM Colloid
PDV 2 PDV 3
Rear
Front
Sapphire
The silica surfaces in S4-SA-1 and S5-SA-2 showed no sign of a phase change. A secondmethod
to induce nucleation was designed that involved mixing additives into the water which might
constitute nucleation surfaces throughout the volume. Whilst it is well known that silver iodide
encourages the nucleation of ice Ih, the bond angles for ice VII are diﬀerent and so it cannot be
expected to have the same eﬀect. In an aĴempt to recreate the eﬀect of a fused silica surface
a colloidal suspension of silica nanoparticles was added to two of the cells in S6-SA-3. The ex-
periment was also a faster impact so that the peak pressure would be above the homogeneous
nucleation threshold pressure of 7GPa. The hope was that the phase change from the colloids
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would be obvious in the steps before the homogeneous nucleation pressure was exceeded at
step 4. This changed two aspects at once, and with hindsight was not ideal.
Colloids
Colloids are dispersed microscopic particles suspended in a liquid. The particles do not dis-
solve in the liquid and are small enough to remain dispersedwithout appreciable seĴling. Silica
nanoparticles are amorphous spheres of silica between 5 and 100 nm and need to be electro-
statically balanced in water so they do not coagulate or seĴle. This is done by modiﬁcation of
the surface groups on the silica spheres.
The majority of colloidal silicas are anionic, that is, their surfaces are composed mostly of hy-
droxyl groups ( –O–H) and so have a positive charge. The anionic particle is stabilised in the
solution with an ion, usually sodium, creating an alkaline pH solution. Cationic silica is where
the silica particle has been coated in alumina (Al2O3) making a negatively charged particle and
an acidic pH solution.
The silica colloids used were Ludoxr suspensions, a standard commercially available colloid.
Two diﬀerent versions were used, Ludoxr AM and CL. The AM colloid is a 12 nm anionic
(negatively charged, alkaline) solution of silica, stabilised with sodium aluminate. The CL col-
loid is a 20 nm cationic (positively charged, acidic) solution coated with alumina and stabilised
with chloride.
The colloids came as monodisperse (all particles the same size) solutions of 30% by weight
silica. The manufacturing process leaves ’templates’ and impurities that require removal. The
best way to purify the solutions is using dialysis. An amount of each colloid was sealed in
8 kDa dialysis tubing and immersed in deionised water. By a process of osmosis the colloidal
solution puriﬁes itself over time. The deionised water was replaced every 24 hours for a week
and the remaining colloid was diluted to 0:5% by weight.
PDV
Anunavoidable delay occurred that postponed the ﬁrst aĴempt to ﬁre this shot. Thismeant the
cell was left ﬁlled over a weekend. The colloidal cells reacted with the aluminium mirrors and
stripped them from the sapphire during this time, leaving bubbles in the liquid. The water cell
had smaller bubbles towards the edges. The windows were recoated and the experiment shot
within the day, but the poor PDV data suggests the mirror coating was degraded again by the
time the experiment was shot. Something in the colloidal suspension reacted with aluminium,
likely part of the stabilising surfactants in the colloid which oxidised the surface into aluminate
(Al(OH)4 – ) and evolved hydrogen bubbles. This may go someway to explain the bubbles seen
in previous experiments and the images from S5-SA-2. The water purity and a fast assembly
time are not enough to prevent small bubbles from forming.
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The PDV from the two colloids are nearly unusable as the signal intensity falls signiﬁcantly
after the second step. The free surfaces however are not aﬀected by the mirror coating, and
despite some noise both appear to follow the motion of the water cell, and brieﬂy the alumina
coated CL colloid is the lower than the water and AM colloid.
The water cell data was much beĴer, so the degradation of the mirror was speciﬁc to the col-
loids. The velocity saw a very sudden pull-back at the conclusion of the third step. This oc-
cured at 141 1ms 1 corresponding to 6:32GPa. This, although below the expected threshold
of 7GPa looks very much like a sudden phase change consistent with previous work [3]. The
initial decline is also steeper than it appears, since it declines as the fourth ring up is expected.
The later velocity reached a speed of 189m s 1 or 8:52GPa.
6.3.4 Shot S7-SA-4
Shot Number S7-SA-4
Impact Velocity 728:8 0:8ms 1
Windows Sapphire
Water Depth 0:127mm
Peak Pressure 8:83 0:69GPa
Cell 1 Water (Imaging)
Cell 2 Water
Cell 3 Ethanol
PDV 1 Water in Cell 2
PDV 2 Ethanol in Cell 3
Camera
PDV 1
Flyer Plate
PDV 2
EthanolWater
Sapphire
Rear
Front
The water cell from shot S6-SA-3 showed an apparent phase change at a pressure lower than
previously reported. This did not have any visual conﬁrmation or comparison with ethanol
as had been done with silica windows in S3-FS-3. Given the intermiĴent PDV data from the
colloids, it was considered possible that a bubblemay have caused an oscillation in the velocity,
as seen previously. A repetition of the experiment would increase the likelihood that this was
not aberrant. S7-SA-4 was then slightly faster than S6-SA-3 to beĴer determine the threshold,
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and included imaging and an ethanol cell to conﬁrm whether a phase change was occurring.
This was the ﬁrst time such a phase change has been imaged.
PDV
The velocity of the sabot was slightly higher than S6-SA-3. The phase change previously oc-
curred around the third step of the ring-up, but whether it began at the plateau or during the
fourth jump was unclear. By impacting slightly faster, the third step reaches 149ms 1 corre-
sponding to 6:69GPa in the hopes of seĴing an upper bound on the pressure. Looking at ﬁgure
6.14 this worked as planned. The third step occurs 160 ns after impact and begins an immediate
decline upon reaching the third step falling to 139:5ms 1. The threshold pressure is estimated
as being between the S6-SA-3 and S7-SA-4 pressures, at 6:51 0:18GPa.
The phase change, as in S6-SA-3 creates a deep pull-back that returns to the peak velocity of
198m s 1 roughly 160 ns later. The second occurrence of this eﬀect conﬁrms beyond reasonable
doubt that this was not noise or another bubble, but a phase change. It takes place faster than
the phase changes seen in silica. Due to higher pressure this would be expected, since the
growth phase is faster as a result of a larger Gibbs energy diﬀerence. This is also consistent
with PDV from S2-FS-2, supporting the hypothesis that this is not speciﬁc to sapphire and
makes no account of surface eﬀects. This is discussed in the next chapter.
The ethanol, as in S3-FS-3 demonstrates diﬀerent behaviour to water and will ring-up to the
same peak state without any phase change. This can be seen in ﬁgure 6.14 where the steps
continue to be seen in the ethanol cell whilst the water undergoes its transformation. As a
control, this lends support to the claims that this is unique to water and is indeed a phase
change.
Images
Previously, all images had been triggering earlier than predicted, resulting in several frames
being before the impact, wasting them. To make beĴer use of the camera S7-SA-4 had a delay
450 ns later than in S4-SA-1 and S5-SA-2. Unfortunately the triggering shim must have been
perfect because this was the only impact to trigger late, and hence missed the pre-impact state.
However, comparing the pre-shot images taken prior to impact there are no changes visible yet
in frame 1.
Note also that these images are 165 ns interframe and exposure, hence they integrated the light
for the duration of the experiment. Despite blurring the features, this was done to capture any
transient features, such as the brief eﬀect seen in frames 11 and 12 of S4-SA-1 in ﬁgure 6.10.
The ﬁrst image in ﬁgure 6.15 corresponds to the 160 ns phase change seen in ﬁgure 6.14. There
is no noticeable loss of transmission, and no structures can be seen forming across the surface.
The central region is still linearly compressed until frame 9 and exhibits no obvious changes
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Figure 6.15: Framing camera imagemontage from shot S7-SA-4. The images are 165ns exposure
and interframe. Time is measured from when the shock enters the water.
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either. Given the clear phase change seen in the PDV history of S6-SA-3 and S7-SA-4, this is
signiﬁcant. The lack of any drop in transmission suggests that there is nothing scaĴering the
light, as occurs in fused silica. This implies that this phase change is structurally diﬀerent to
that seen on silica surfaces.
As the experiment progresses, later frames show the radial release waves moving inwards
across the window face at 12 kms 1. These appear more prominent than in ﬁgures 6.10 and
6.12 because of the longer exposure of the frames. The upper half of the release ring is at ﬁrst
darker than the lower half. Later in time, these regions are reversed and the lower region begins
to darken more. The release wave relaxes the compressed sapphire and may possibly result in
concave warping of the reﬂecting surface. Recall the lighting and imaging is at a slight inci-
dent angle, so any proﬁle on the reﬂecting surface will result in a change in brightness along
the plane of incidence.
Later in time, a dark region appears to grow in a portion of the released water. This growth is
joined by regions to either side that become opaque clusters, reminiscent of the coarse growths
seen in S8-FS-4 (ﬁgure 6.6). We suggest that this is the freezing of ice VII by via the expected
method seen for fused silica. The state ofwater near the edge regionwill be amixture of stepped
shocks reﬂecting in the water and stepped release waves radiating laterally. Although uncer-
tain, it is possible that the release wave could cavitate water and subsequently seed the phase
change, whilst later reverberations bring the pressure in these regions back above the 2:5GPa
limit. No radial shocks can be seen emanating from these clusters.
6.4 Summary
The results have been presented and summarised, with explanations for the wide variety of
features. Some of these features are subtle, but there are recurring themes:
• Fused silica windows reliably nucleate ice VII above 2:5GPa, whilst sapphire surfaces do
not. This nucleation is initiated at surfaces.
• Both sapphire and fused silica targets reliably showaphase change above 6:51 0:18GPa,
below the expected pressure of (7GPa). This is thought to be homogeneous nucleation
and occurs independent of surfaces.
• Aluminium mirrors do not appear to show signs of nucleating a phase change. This has
implications for any PDV measurements, and previous VISAR data.
• Deposited silica surfaces do not appear to show signs of nucleation. This suggests that
fused silica windows are distinct from the spuĴered silica layers, and that whatever dis-
tinction is what makes fused silica an eﬀective nucleator.
Some of the results were more uncertain, and require more analysis:
• A partial aluminium coating delayed the phase change, but does not prevent it. This
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is thought to be because it was a partial coat and simply reduced the number of silica
sites for nucleation. The fully mirrored surfaces (for example in the images of sapphire
surfaces) did not exhibit any freezing.
• The mechanism for freezing above 6:51 0:18GPa appears much faster than seen in at
lower pressures, and is not accompanied by a loss of optical transmission. This could be
either homogeneous nucleation or an unknown mechanism that does not scaĴer light.
• Chemical reactions with aluminium may have introduced bubbles. When compressed
these produce shockwaves which disrupt the measurements at surfaces and may locally
cavitate in the wake where the water is brieﬂy under tension.
• The presence of cationic colloids (Ludox CL) appears to seed a phase change in water, but
the PDV data was not particularly precise.
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There is nothing more deceptive than an obvious fact.
The Boscombe Valley Mystery
AџѡѕѢџ Cќћюћ DќѦљђChapter 7
Observations and Discussion
7.1 Preface
The previous chapter presented the results and their straightforward interpretation, but in-
volved no further discussion. This chapter will further analyse the results. Some results were
individually unclear, but show a paĴern across several experiments. This chapter will discuss
these and their interpretation, as well as the evidence for each. Where the evidence is limited,
the interpretations will be discussed but no single conclusion drawn.
7.2 Additional Analysis
The data exhibited some behaviour that had not been predicted. Thismostly concerns the eﬀect
of mirror coatings, partial coatings, silica coatings, and the diﬀerent temperatures created on
either surface of the water cell.
7.2.1 AluminiumMirror Surfaces
One of the hypotheses was that mirrored surfaces would not nucleate ice VII and like sapphire
would be ’inert’ at low pressures. This was suspected after the ﬁrst experiment S1-FS-1, when
the two probes measured diﬀerent free surface waves on otherwise the same cell. In ﬁgure
6.1 the PDV shows a volume decrease at the water-silica interface, but this was not seen in the
free surface on the same probe. Potentially, shock ’relaxed’ down to the steady velocity due to
the nonlinear fused silica. However, the adjacent PDV’s free surface moves consistently with
a large phase change. These PDVs measured the same surface, some 5mm apart. The only
physical diﬀerence between the twomeasurements was the position of their mirror coatings. It
appears the mirror aﬀects the phase change, diminishing the phase change on the mirror sur-
face, whilst judging by the depth of the velocity decrease, leaving the rear surface unmirrored
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results in a more compete phase change. This ﬁrst experiment demonstrated the signiﬁcance
of surface coatings, but also forewarned the diﬃculty in a conclusive diagnosis of freezing.
More conclusive results came during the sapphire experiments S4-SA-1 and S5-SA-2. No phase
changes were detected in the images for either shot. The front surface of each image cell was
mirrored. If it were possible to nucleate from a mirror, it ought to have been apparent in these
images.
Experiments S8-FS-4 and S9-FS-5 appeared to behave counter to the the working hypothesis.
The thin aluminium layers did not prevent the water from undergoing a phase change. Images
show a delayed change, though the velocity history did not detect a clear volume reduction
suggesting a sparser, stunted growth occurred. Particularly in S8-FS-4 there appeared to be
coarse growth sites on the surface, suggesting the observations were delayed due to sparser
initiation sites. There is no evidence other than these results for aluminium being able to nu-
cleate any water, so these results were scrutinised closely.
The thin coatings were reproduced and subsequent testing found that despite using a rotating
armature and three magnetron heads on the spuĴer coater, the brief coating time resulted in
an uneven deposition of material. Specks of light were visible through the layer when viewed
under a microscope, and if the layer was cleaned with the ethanol-wipe method more specks
appeared. This suggests the aluminium had not adheredwell and that gaps existed to the silica
below. This cast doubt on the integrity of the coating in these two experiments and suggests
the silica surface was not entirely separated from the water. When coating a nearly atomically
thin layer it is diﬃcult to deposit a continuous ﬁlm. The aluminium has a tendency to become
’islanded’ [177] leaving small gaps on to the silica below. A more careful coating would be
required. The nucleation seen in S8-FS-4 & S9-FS-5 is thought to occur from the small inclu-
sions to the silica beneath which are sparser. This can be thought of as extending the growth
duration, until they become visible to the camera, after which they grow and scaĴer just as the
uncoated cells would. The inspection of the mirrored coatings as well as the correction of their
transmission is detailed in Appendix C.
Given the evidence for the initial hypothesis, and the poor control of the partial coating, it
could still be said that mirrors will not nucleate ice VII. This assumption will be used to further
explain features in this chapter.
7.2.2 Chemical Eﬀects
Another concern with the mirrored layers began with the bubbles in experiment S5-SA-2, and
particularly experiment S6-SA-3 when the colloidal mixtures entirely dissolved the aluminium
leaving bubbles in the cell. The bubbles were suspected to be hydrogen from an alkaline reac-
tion with the aluminium. A subsequent test with a strong sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution
was found to strip the mirror coating within a day. One alternative is that the aluminium 6061-
T6 alloy used to make the cell had a diﬀerent electropotential to pure aluminium, and a slow
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galvanising reaction stripped the thin layer away. Neither is conﬁrmed, but the chemical eﬀects
could skew the results.
Under pressure, water can begin to dissociate and become very chemically reactive [91, 178].
This is a larger problem with water in static diamond anvil cells. It is feasible that the alu-
minium reactswithwater under impact. The anomalous temperature spikes recorded byBrazh-
nikov [132] were aĴributed to microspallation of the aluminium into the water. Their temper-
atures spiked within 200 ns of entering water, indicating local heating at the impact surface.
Aluminium microparticles and water produce an exothermic reaction at the mirror surface,
with the heat possibly preventing a phase change. Aluminium reacting with water releases
14 700 J per gram of aluminium, 2.5 times that of pure nitroglycerine [179] but is not well docu-
mented, and even denied by some chemists because of the aluminia layer. It has been demon-
strated to occur over long timescales [180] but studies at pressure and temperature have yet to
be published. Future work ought to avoid aluminium mirrors altogether until this eﬀect has
been understood, with gold suggested as a suitably inert substitute. These may also explain
the anomalously high static temperatures reported by Schwager et al. [82, 90, 91].
7.2.3 Ring-up Considerations
The PDV probes always measured a mirrored surface, whilst the images required the opposite
surface to be mirrored. These opposite coatings were a necessary inconsistency, but had some
under-appreciated consequences. As discussed, it is believed the mirrors prevent nucleation
entirely, meaning the PDV and imaging cells froze on opposite surfaces. The pressure states
created at either surface were very diﬀerent. As a result, the phase changes observed were at
diﬀerent times and diﬀerent pressure states, making them diﬃcult to directly compare.
The two water surfaces are shocked to quite diﬀerent pressures during the ring-up, despite
their ﬁnal state being the same. Consider the shockwave that ﬁrst enters the water, creating
pressure state 1 (see ﬁgure 7.1). This lies on the principle Hugoniot of water. The shock later
reaches the rear window and reﬂects back into the water, creating the higher pressure state
2 on a re-centred Hugoniot. Consider water at this rear surface. This is shocked to state 1
and then 2 in quick succession as the wave reﬂects. It can reasonably be said that the water at
very surface will experience a single shock to state 2, and indeed this is what the PDV probes
measure. This state is not merely the sum of the two smaller shock states, it is distinct from
the other regions of the water. This happens at every wave reﬂection in the ring-up. The shock
reverberates up to the peak state and all the states eventually converge on the peak pressure,
but since shock temperature is path dependent the regions of water do not converge on a single
uniform temperature (more later).
The front surface is sequentially shocked to states 1, 3, 5, and 7 whilst the rear surface shocks
to state 2, 4, 6 and 7, with state 7 approximating the ﬁnal state. Water in the central region sees
these as separate shocks 1 through 7. The consequences of these diﬀerent shocks is subtle and
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Figure 7.1: Schematic of the ring-up in water.
Left: An X-T diagram of the wave reverberating in water, ﬁnally reaching state 1.
Right: The water Hugoniot is reﬂected and recentered after each shock until it reaches the peak
state 1.
is aﬀected by the mirror coatings too. For example, in experiment S3-FS-3 the ﬁrst shock state 1
was below 2:5GPa and does not reach the threshold pressure for freezing. State 2 was created
as the shock arrives at the rear surface and was above the threshold. This corresponds to the
ﬁrst step in the PDV traces. This occurs between 100 to 300 ns after impact.
The rear surface at state 2 is the ﬁrst to reach freezing pressures, but only in the imaging cell
does it have a viable nucleation surface. The PDV cells have a mirror. Only the front surface
will freeze in the PDV cell, by which time it is shocked to state 3. Once the front surface freezes,
then assuming the phase change results in a volume decrease of approximately 7-9% [71] then
the wave will have a proportional change in velocity. The wave must then progress back to the
rear surface (now state 4) to begin to transmit the information about the phase change to the
PDV probe. Hence the freezing does not occur at appropriate pressures, but on appropriate
surfaces. It can only be possibly detected via PDV from state 4 onwards (corresponding to the
second step), visible as a slow decline in velocity. For this reason the direct comparison of PDV
and images is ﬂawed.
Evidence of this can actually be found in previouswork, in experiment V1 of DanDolan’s work
[1]. These were similar water ring-up conﬁgurations using quarĵ windows. In experiment V1
the VISAR¹ reﬂected from a mirrored rear window, but a quarĵ slip 531µm thick was epoxied
onto the aluminium mirror. The epoxy resulted in an impedance mismatch, producing spikes
in the PDV (see ﬁgure 7.2) and the method was discontinued in a later experiment, V3. The
eﬀect of removing the quarĵ slip ahead of the mirror is apparent in ﬁgure 7.2.
The two quarĵ surfaces of Experiment V1 begin to decline nearly as soon as the second wave
arrives and the state reaches the required pressure. Besides responding much faster, they also
¹A free space laser velocimetry system similar to PDV
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Figure 7.2: Water ring-up velocities from D. Dolan reproduced with permission [1].
Left: VISAR trace from experiment V1, which featured a quarĵ water cell. The rear surface
mirror was covered with a 531µm quarĵ slip, allowing nucleation on both cell surfaces.
Right: VISAR trace from experiment V3, Identical to V1 but without the cover slip and hence a
mirrored rear surface. The nucleation only occurs on the front surface and the velocity decrease
is delayed.
have a larger volume reduction consistentwith freezing now occurring on both surfaces. Exper-
iment V3 meanwhile had no cover plate, with a mirrored surface much like the present work.
This showed a delayed phase change, more consistent with our observations. Dolan believed
the delayed phase change was solely due to the slow nucleation and growth of water, and the-
orised as to how such a transition time was possible andwhat it implied about the growth. The
suggestion put forward here is that the relative delay in the phase changes seen in experiment
V3 (and our PDV) results is entirely due to the aluminium coatings. The phase change is faster
than previously thought, and the aluminium obscures the measurement of this.
Constitutional Supercooling
Because shock temperature does not increase linearly with pressure, larger shocks introduce
proportionally more shock heating creating a temperature distribution across the water. Each
wave passes the centre of the cell separately, which sees twice the number of shocks than at
the surfaces. This makes a beĴer approximation of the isentrope so the central region is cooler.
The water near the surfaces witness large shocks due to the reﬂecting shocks adding together.
The consequences are that the water will have a temperature gradient towards the edges of the
cell, with the rear surface being the hoĴest. Simulations of the highest speed impact (S2-FS-
2) demonstrated that this may cause a temperature distribution (Fig:7.3) but the extent of the
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distribution depends on the window materials and the number of jumps the ring-up.
Recalling the explanation of constitutional supercooling in chapter 3, the presence of a temper-
ature gradient may result in an unusual growth process, whereby crystals nucleate on a surface
but in doing so release the latent heat which stunts their growth. Instead growth happens out
from the surface, out towards the cooler liquid. This forms dendrites that grow away from
the surface and later branch out into characteristic ’trees’. We suggest that this explains some
observations of the freezing behaviour (See Figure 7.3). It should be mentioned that neither the
temperature gradient nor the constitutional supercooling have been experimentally veriﬁed.
To understand this temperature distribution requires moving away from treating shocks as
strictly either Hugoniots or isentropes. Two shocks close in time will begin to approximate one
larger shock (depending on their separation and rise-time). Separate in time they are analyt-
ically treated as two separate shocks and so ’more isentropic’. This temporal dependence is
not captured by our discrete analytical formulae and requires a method of continuous analy-
sis using characteristics, or a hydrodynamic model such as Autodyn. Autodyn models with
SESAME do show a distribution of temperature across the water (see ﬁgure 7.3. The variation
was small (7K) for the slower, more stepped impacts in sapphire. The largest variation was
S2-FS-2 which had an 81K temperature diﬀerence across the cell. These models lacked thermal
conduction, so the evolution over time is not certain.
Water has a thermal conductivity of 0.56-0:60Wm 1K 1 [181]. A temperature diﬀerence of
81K will conduct at a rate of 48 J/nm/ns. For a 3ml volume of water with a heat capacity of
4 J g 1K 1, this heat could be conducted at a rate of 4Knm 1 ns 1. Across the width of the
cells, this would take several microseconds. It is reasonable to assume then, that any localised
heat in the water remains there for the duration of the experiment.
Another feature of this type of crystallisation is that the growth of the dendrite occurs away
from the surface and ’branches’ in the cooler regions. This would account for the lengthy time
to nucleation, as well as the partial volumes freezing. The scaĴering of light may be due to
these branching fractal-like crystals expanding laterally in the cooler water. This also explains
the long time over which the phase change occurs, since there is an amount of growth required
before the dendrites branch and scaĴering can be observed. This is consistent with the obser-
vations from Dolan’s work as well.
This hypothetical temperature gradient would not be produced when a single shock wave en-
ters water, but only when it reﬂects. One prediction this makes then is that a ramped wave
will not create such a temperature proﬁle. A ramped wave (such as one produced in a laser
shock experiment) so long as it persists in the water (i.e. does not shock -up) would not dis-
tribute temperatures this way. Some freezing might still occur at the surface, but assuming the
light is scaĴered by the branching crystal, a ﬂat layer of surface ice may not in fact be visible.
This could explain why during S1-FS-1 the initial ramp wave does not show any indications of
freezing, but the reﬂection from the rear surface shows an immediate loss of light. To reiterate
though, this discussion is purely theoretical and is left as future work to validate.
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Figure 7.3: Top: End-state Temperature from a SESAME simulation of S2-FS-2, ploĴed with
depth through the water cell. The heat produced at the rear surface is higher than the central
region due to the shock reﬂection at each boundary. The eﬀect creates an 81K diﬀerence
across the depth of the water. This experiment was the highest impact speed and consequently
has the largest temperature gradient.
BoĴom: Other experiments with more reverberations have a signiﬁcant temperature jump at
the front surface aswell as the rear. This is from experiment S7-SA-4. The SESAME simulations
of lower speed experiments have an errouneously low overall temperature (see Figure 7.4) but
the distribution is still present.
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7.2.4 Temperature
The Autodyn simulations were found to reproduce the pressures and velocities reasonably ac-
curately, but the calculated temperatures in the shocked water were very low. The models
developed in chapter 5 would not give accurate temperatures due to the way Autodyn im-
plements its EOS adiabatically. The tabular SESAME equations of state gave more reasonable
temperatures but these were still low compared to the predictions of Dolan [1] (see ﬁgure 7.4).
The SESAME temperatures were lower than expected and cross into solid ice VI ﬁrst (see ﬁg-
ure 7.4). The temperatures estimated by Dolan’s model by comparison are much higher. The
SESAME model puts the temperatures below Dolan’s isentrope, which would be unphysical.
The isentrope represents the minimum entropy, most reversible compression state and is the
lowest possible temperature reachable by dynamicmeans. Wedonot think SESAMEaccurately
represents the temperature states, and are inclined to believe the model speciﬁcally designed
by Dolan is more accurate. The two higher speed impacts S1-FS-1 and S2-FS-2 do not enter the
ice VI phase, and their calculated temperatures are higher, and are at least above the isentrope.
This suggests the initial data point through the ice VI phase erroneously aﬀects the subsequent
SESAME temperatures
As an rough estimate of the ﬁnal state temperatures, the initial shock state for each experiment
was raised to the Hugoniot, as opposed to somewhere in the ice VI phase. The resulting shocks
from thereonwere recentred. This made the ﬁnal states displayed in ﬁgure 7.4 close to the isen-
trope, as expected of quasi-isentropic compression. Whilst pressure states arewell constrained,
we still have signiﬁcant doubts as to our temperature estimates.
7.2.5 Silica Coatings
It came as no surprise to ﬁnd that sapphire surfaces did not show visual or PDV signs of a
phase change, and it was an important conﬁrmation of the ﬁndings of Dolan. To counter this,
SiO2 coatings were tested on sapphire, with the expectation that the presence of a silica surface
would promote the nucleation and conﬁrm the silica hypothesis. Instead, the results showed
no obvious change between two otherwise identical cells. There were perturbations from a
brief loss of PDV light in both probes, which whilst curious was likely a bubble bursting as seen
in ﬁgure 6.12.
Experiments S4-SA-1 & S5-SA-2 were signiﬁcant because they appeared to disprove the hy-
pothesis that silica always nucleated a phase change. The fact that this was repeated in ex-
periment S5-SA-2, as well as imaging the silica layer conﬁrmed this beyond reasonable doubt.
The images saw structures which were possibly the result of bubbles collapsing, but no clear
freezing. The mere presence of silica does not create nucleation sites. This leads to two possi-
bilities: either bulk fused silica has some physical or mechanical property that is distinct from
the deposited silica, or there is a chemical diﬀerence between the surfaces.
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Figure 7.4: Graph of pressure vs Temperature showing the ﬁnal states of experiments as calcu-
lated using SEASAME and Autodyn. The water phase diagram is underlaid, and the Hugoniot
and isentrope as calculated by Dolan is shown, along with the end states for Dolans ring-up
experiments [1]. Squares are sapphire windows, triangles are quarĵ and diamonds are fused
silica. The data for all steps of S7-SA-4 are shown. The initial shock does not lie along the
Hugoniot but in the ice VI region. As a rough correction, the ﬁrst shock was adjusted up to the
Hugoniot (doĴed line, hollow markers) and realigning the later points resulted in a ﬁnal state
closer to the isentrope.
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The silica coating was commercially deposited onto the sapphire by the material suppliers,
who describe it as a 92 nm SiO2 coating deposited via reactive magnetron spuĴering. No more
information was available about the layer. Magnetron spuĴering involves the creation of a
target plasma with a magnetron, and channelling this plasma deposition onto a substrate. The
chamber is evacuated and normally ﬂushed with argon, but ’reactive’ spuĴering refers to a
process whereby a second gas is present and reacts with the deposited material (in this case
silicon with oxygen). The silicon is oxidised to SiO2 as it is deposited [182]. The result is a layer
of SiO2 that is polycrystalline, thought not exactly identical to fused silica.
Three mechanisms were considered to explain why the silica layer did not nucleate. Firstly the
mechanical ramping eﬀect of fused silica may be necessary to the nucleation and so the sharp
shocks from sapphire windows were not suﬃciently smooth enough to nucleate, even with a
thin silica layer. This does not stand up to much scrutiny however since previous work [1]
demonstrates freezing with z-cut quarĵ windows, which behaves linearly like sapphire.
Anothermechanicalmechanismwas considered, based on the observation that crystalline quarĵ
is piezoelectric [183]. Potentially, the piezoelectric eﬀect is still present in fused silica, but is
unpoled. Under impact the surface charges could possibly collect on the surface and induce
ordering in the polar water molecules. Molecular dynamical simulations are known to use
strong electric ﬁelds to initiate nucleation, and this was considered plausible for some time.
However, S8-FS-4 and S9-FS-5 demonstrated nucleation behind a thin aluminium coating. The
skin depth of the aluminium would have shielded the piezoelectric ﬁeld from the water. Un-
less it generates a signiﬁcant voltage, ﬁeld nucleation or electrostriction is unlikely to be the root
cause of the phase change.
The remaining explanation is then that the deposited silica is chemically diﬀerent to fused silica
and quarĵ, and that this distinction is what causes the nucleation, or lack thereof. Unfortu-
nately the original samples had been all destroyed in the experiments by this point, meaning a
direct study of the surfaces was not possible. We were unable to get the commercial details of
themethod of coating, but there is a good body of literature with regard to silica surfaces inwa-
ter [184]. Water forms strong hydrogen bonds with many solids, largely due to the presence of
surface hydroxyls (OH groups). In the case of silica, these are called silanol groups (Si –O–H)
and are well known for their aﬃnity with water [185]. In fact the water at the silica surface
forms an ’ice like’ layer [186] of strongly bonded water molecules several layers out from the
silica surface [187]. This layer is denser than bulk water and shows structural similarities with
ice. There is even some suggestion that at high pressures, this layer forms a ’distorted ice-VII
laĴice’ [53] and that the freezing pressure is higher. It seems then, that the existence of silanol
groups are important for water-silica adhesion. Chemical groups on the silica raise the surface
energy [184] and a lack of thesemight account for the distinct behaviour of this deposited layer.
Verdaguer [188] accurately describes the surface structures of amorphous silicas:
The surface of amorphous SiO2 is usually modelled by a mixture of the (111) and (100)
surfaces of hydroxylated -cristobalite, which expose single and geminal hydroxyl groups,
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respectively. On a fully hydroxylated (100) surface, these groups are suﬃciently close to
each other that H-bonded networks can be formed. In the (111) surface, the hydroxyl groups
are more separated so that no H-bonds can form between them. Studies of the structure
of water in contact with diﬀerent SiO2 surfaces have predicted an ordered hexagonal water
layer on the hydroxylated surface of -quarĵ (0001) and a hexagonal ice-like structure on
a fully hydroxylated -cristobalite (100)surface.
To contrast this, sapphire surfaces have much higher surface energy due to their functional
aluminol (Al –O–H) groups. Compared to silicas, aluminas have a much lower aﬃnity for
hydrogen bonding [189] and do not cause multiple monolayers in water at their boundary.
The deposition of the silica coating is done under vacuum, and oxidised in an O2 atmosphere.
It does not have hydrogen present to form silanol groups. Instead, and at temperature, silox-
ane (Si –O–Si) bonds form that are hydrophobic [190] and do not become dissociated in the
presence of water. These do not have the same properties of silanol groups and make the silica
surface passivated. Deposition is a complicated interaction of plasma and gases, and without
knowledge of the exact methods it cannot be known for sure what functional groups were
present or the speciﬁc surface energy of the deposited silica. It was noted that during assembly
the water droplets did not ’wet’ on the sapphire windows and deposited silica layers when ﬁll-
ing the targets, suggesting they were more hydrophobic than the fused silica. It is left as future
work to measure and quantify the eﬀect of coatings but it is reasonable to propose the surface
energy is important for the nucleation. It may not be entirely speciﬁc to silica, and indeed there
is one (albeit obscure) reference to a loss of light when using Lithium Fluoride windows [105].
LiF dissociates slowly in water which may produce a diﬀerent nucleation method entirely.
7.3 Observations below 6.5 GPa
Looking at the experiments that did not exceed the metastable limit, the results found repeated
behaviour that supported some hypotheses. Summarising the ﬁndings from the experiments
below 6:5GPa:
• As expected fused silica surfaces showclear signs of nucleating ice, as indicated by changes
in the wave velocity and optical transmission.
• By contrast sapphire surfaces did not nucleate ice.
• Aluminium mirror coatings deposited on either material did not appear to nucleate ice.
Partial coatings delayed the nucleation but the integrity of the layer was doubtful.
• Silica coatings deposited on sapphire did not nucleate ice.
• At this pressure the ice nucleates on the window surface, but appears that it can only
nucleate if the surface energy is suﬃcient.
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• The nucleation darkens soon after impact with the velocimetry signal delayed due to the
mirror coating preventing freezing on the measured surface.
The importance of surfaces is potentially the reason for the lack of consensus in historical lit-
erature. Like PDV, the mirrored surfaces for VISAR measurements could have prevented the
phase changes from being seen. The surface phase change extends only slightly into the vol-
ume, so unless the water is in a thin (100µm) layer the velocity decrease is hard to detect.
Older experiments often used prisms to look for darkening, and this would similarly not see a
phase change until the shocks reﬂected at some interface, as mentioned by Kormer [104] and
Yakushev [105].
The PDV data from this work was not always good quality and the light from the probe fre-
quently cut out after impact. The PDV quality degraded once a new batch of PDV collimating
probes was used, after shot S3-FS-3. The newer probes had a 200µm spot size, as opposed to
the probes before which were around 1mm. The smaller area of inspection may reduce the
chance of observing a nucleating crystallite, whereas the larger probes make a more averaged
measurement. One other possible explanation is the aforementioned pressure-nitiated chem-
ical reaction with aluminium degrades the mirror surface. This would also aﬀect the smaller
probe beam ﬁrst. For future work, a larger spot size of 1mm is suggested, as well as gold
mirrors for PDV/VISAR.
7.4 Observations above 6.5 GPa
As well as studying the low pressure phase change, the 7GPa limit of metastability found
by Dolan [3] was investigated. Whilst some experiments reached these pressures in their later
stages, only three experiments did so before free surfacemotion and edge release eﬀects. These
are shown in ﬁgure 7.5.
The two sapphire experiments S6-SA-3 and S7-SA-4 show a clear, sudden volume reduction as
a velocity decrease. The fused silica experiment S2-FS-2 is not so obvious until compared to a
simulation, where the reﬂected wave is expected to exceed 7GPa but does not appear to and
remains isobaric during the phase change. The initial shock reaches an unsteady peak pressure
around 6:28GPa and at the arrival of the second shock (expected to reach 7:36GPa) the velocity
wavers before declining. It is assumed that this is the result of a phase change similar to S6-SA-3
& S7-SA-4.
S7-SA-4 shows conclusively that themetastable limit appears at a lower pressure than expected,
and by taking an average of the maximum and minimum pressures from all 3 experiments a
threshold of 6:50 0:22GPa is found for the revised pressure. Whilst experiment S2-FS-2 was
not as precise as the two sapphire-based experiments at determining this, the unsteadiness of
initial shock plateau hints that the threshold may be lower than our estimate.
As well as ﬁnding a lower threshold, experiment S2-FS-2 is the ﬁrst reported experiment to
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Figure 7.5: Graph of Pressure vs Time for High Pressure experiments. Silica (Blue) and Sap-
phire (Cyan) experiments both show clear deviations from their simulations (grey). We esti-
mate a threshold pressure of 6:51 0:18GPa for the limit of metastability in water, which is
lower than previously reported [3]. Signiﬁcantly, it occurs at the same pressure regardless of
surfaces suggesting it is not surface-nucleated, and is homogeneous nucleation.
conﬁrm that the higher pressure phase change occurs with window materials other than sap-
phire (or cubic zirconium). Both fused silica window surfaces were mirrored however. This is
expected of a homogeneous phase change, since the surfaces are not required to nucleate. The
velocity of S2-FS-2 also declines by a larger proportion than the sapphire experiments. This
deeper phase change is aĴributed to the larger volume of water in S2-FS-2. Experiment S2-
FS-2 had a 500µm water layer compared to 127µm for the sapphire experiments. If the whole
volume undergoes the phase change the PDVwitnesses amuch greater velocity reduction than
the thinner 127µm layers.
7.4.1 Implications of Transient Light Loss
The PDV strongly support the homogeneous nucleation hypothesis put forward by Dolan [3]
and developed by Bastea [4]. In Dolan’s earlywork, a very brief, partial loss of optical transmis-
sionwas also observed [1, 3] which coincidedwith the faster phase change (see ﬁgure 7.6). This
was diﬀerent to the light loss seen in the lower pressure phase changes because it was partial
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( 20%) and transient, returning to full transmission within as liĴle as 4 ns. This indicated that
the scaĴering sites later disappeared. It was assumed the mixed phase froze completely, and
once the transmission had returned was entirely solid ice. Since Dolan did not simultaneously
ﬁeld imaging and velocimetry it could be possible a bubble could create the sort of brief light
loss similar to the images from S5-SA-2. However, both Dolan’s T11 and T12 experience the
light loss at very similar times and durations. The repeatability implies it is a real eﬀect.
Figure 7.6: Photodiode measurements from two sapphire ring-up experiments compressed to
10GPa. Reproduced with permission from Dolan [1].
No darkening was seen in earlier sapphire experiments, but in the S4-SA-1, the later frames 11
and 12 (10ns exposures) capturedwhat appeared to be a transient dark region at high pressure.
This is though to be the ﬁrst image of this eﬀect, but this is expected to be cavitation due to the
water being under tension from surface release.
Our observations are the ﬁrst imaging to be made of the high pressure phase change, but are
less precise than a continuous measurement of transmission. Images of experiment S7-SA-4
showedno structures despite undergoing a phase change. By comparison though, these images
exposed over 100 ns so a 5 ns light loss of  20% is actually within the standard deviation for
the intensity. Hence the event could have been too fast for the camera.
It is also worth mentioning that the systematic error in the shock time of arrival was 22 ns,
higher than the uncertainty in the frame-to-frame timing. Due to the late triggering of the
camera in Shot S7-SA-4 there is a small chance the initial darkening was simply not captured.
Regardless of this, the optical eﬀect does not correlate with the duration of the volume change.
The volume change continues for several hundred ns, far longer than the 4 ns transient loss
of light seen by Dolan. This raises questions as to what temporary structures cause this scat-
tering, and whether the return to transparency necessarily means the phase change has fully
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completed. We discuss possible explanations here.
The working assumption is that the diﬀerent refractive indices of water and ice VII create scat-
tering surfaces during their coexistence phase. However with homogeneous nucleation the
coexistence may be so evenly distributed that the individual crystallites remain below the op-
tical wavelength (sub-200 nm). This would mean that the scaĴering of light would be predom-
inantly Rayleigh scaĴering, as opposed to the more extensive Mie/Tyndall scaĴering. This
could explain the small loss in transmission, as the nuclei are only scaĴering up to a certain
wavelength limited by their size. The density of nucleation sites also means that their growth
completes sooner, and the full volume of water is frozen in 5 ns and returns to transparency.
Whilst this is appealing, it does not explain the much longer duration of the phase change seen
at the rear surface. Potentially, this phase change occurs directly behind the shock front as it
transits the water layer, but in that case the scaĴering crystals would persist for just as long.
Another suggestion is that the loss of transmission is due to scaĴering from structures that
occur, as at lower pressures, on the window surfaces only. Homogeneous nucleation does
not completely preclude surface nucleation, and the surfaces are still likely to nucleate at a
boundary. It is proposed that brief structures occur at surfaces which scaĴer light, as witnessed
at lower pressures. The homogeneous nucleation soon outpaces this growth in such a way that
disrupts the scaĴering surfaces and the phase change continues to take place whilst remaining
transparent.
Finally, it has been assumed that the solid phase nucleating is ice VII, or alternatively plas-
tic ice VII. One alternative possibility is that this is not ice VII, but an as-yet unknown phase
with a structure that does not have a refractive index diﬀerence with water, such as an amor-
phous phase. There are immediately problems with this, since the process of vitriﬁcation into
a glass/amorphous state is a second order phase change, and not expected to involve a volume
change as observed in the PDV. Hence, it could not be one of the known amorphous solids (un-
less volume changes are somehowpermiĴed under pressure-induced vitriﬁcation). Potentially
a more exotic liquid-liquid transition could behave in this way. Recall earlier comments that
Tanaka predicted an increased likelihood of amorphous phases being created with increased
pressure [30]. This however is highly speculative and it is only mentioned as a point of discus-
sion.
7.4.2 Homogeneous Nucleation
Homogeneous nucleation has been introduced in chapter 2, as have amorphous ices in chapter
3. The sudden compression of a liquid past ametastable limit is qualitatively similar to quench-
ing below its glass transition temperature. Often the transitions are synonymous. The kinetics
can be quite diﬀerent however, since it is a quench in compression (or ’qurunch’, to coin a term).
There has been liĴle experimental work on such phase changes, but it has recently aĴracted at-
tention in somemolecular modelling communities [191–193], and in theoretical work by Bastea
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et al. [4]. In the case of liquid copper, a qurunchwasmodelledwhich in certain cases underwent
a spinodal-like phase change whereby crystals nucleated so close together that they formed a
quasi-amorphous solid. The initial crystal nuclei were packed against neighbours with diﬀer-
ent orientations, leaving a very disordered structure but not a truly amorphous phase. The
nuclei concentration meant there was liĴle growth required to complete the phase change.
This seems similar to the water simulations by Mochizuki et al. [89] which found water froze
via multiple metastable pathways and including epitaxy-mediated transformations [194] into
plastic ice VII. Their homogeneous nucleation is not as Classical Nucleation Theory predicts
due to surface water behaving diﬀerent in the vicinity of the ice nucleus [195]. Compressing
water between sapphire at moderate speeds seems a reliable way to study this rarely observed
thermodynamic eﬀect, and there is clearly further investigation to be done.
7.5 Summary
Looking at the experimental trends, the following can be said to be well supported:
• Fused silica surface nucleate ice below 6:5GPa as indicated by changes in the wave ve-
locity and optical transmission.
• By contrast sapphire surfaces do not nucleate ice below 6:5GPa.
• Aluminium mirror coatings deposited on either material do not nucleate ice.
• Silica coatings deposited on sapphire do not nucleate ice.
• Above 6:5GPa ice will nucleate in the volume of water from a faster homogeneous phase
change. The surfaces are not important for this, but the thickness of the water sample will
deepen the change in velocity.
Some trendswere suggested by data, but ultimately did not have enough data to conﬁrm them,
and are left as future work:
• Aluminium coatings appear to react gradually with ultra-pure water, but possibly re-
act exothermically under impact. This would interfere with the phase change, and gold
mirrors are suggested until more work can conﬁrm this.
• The visual signs of the phase change below 6:5GPamay be due to an interesting branched
type of crystal growth, which will not be produced with ramped waves. Side-on micro-
scopic imaging of a water surface might reveal this.
• Below 6:5GPa the ice nucleates on surfaces but can only nucleate if the surface energy is
suﬃcient, hence the sapphire-silica discrepancy. Diamond ought to not nucleate, much
like sapphire. This may have implications for DAC work.
• Temperatures ofwater are poorly constrained at lowpressures and a beĴer EOS is needed.
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A study that varied the initial temperature of the water would help, and with low tem-
perature pyrometrymight reveal behaviour not captured bywave proﬁle measurements.
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The ice was here, the ice was there,
The ice was all around:
It cracked and growled, and roared and howled,
Like noises in a swound!
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
SюњѢђљ TюѦљќџ Cќљђџіёєђ
Chapter 8
Conclusion
8.1 Preface
This chapter presents a general summary of the background, the work and the conclusions
from the previous two chapters. Where the results have not been concluded, future work will
be proposed.
8.2 Summary of Work
Previous work had found that by isentropically compressing water above 2:5GPa it will enter
the ice VII region and undergo a phase change. Using windows made from quarĵ, fused silica
or soda lime glass (and possibly lithium ﬂuoride) this was seen to occur. It was also found
that the phase change was absent when using sapphire or cubic zirconium windows, despite
being at the same pressure as the experiments that demonstrated freezing. This was found up
to a threshold of 7GPa whereupon the water froze quickly between sapphire windows. This
occurred much faster than the phase change at lower pressures, and only brieﬂy scaĴered a
small fraction of light. It was hypothesised that this was a homogeneous phase change.
This work set out to study these dynamic phase changes and clarify some of the uncertain-
ties. The working hypothesis was that ice VII forms under quasi-isentropic compression. A
series of experiments were conducted using a gas gun with a ring-up design for the target.
The design impacted a thin water layer which was multiply compressed between two win-
dows. This quasi-isentropic compression took water into the ice VII region where it remained
metastable until crystallisation occurred at a suitable nucleation surface. This work was de-
signed to further test assumptions about these phase changes. The surfaces were assumed to
play an important role, but the reasons for nucleation or lack thereof were not clear. The ex-
periments ﬁrst conﬁrmed that the previous work could be repeated using sapphire and fused
silica windows. The experiments then investigated the eﬀect of silica coatings and aluminium
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coatings on either windowmaterial. Freezing was diagnosed with PDV and a framing camera
simultaneously, with ethanol occasionally used as a control.
8.3 Summary of Results
• The validation of the experiments against ethanol served to independently verify the as-
sumptions of previous work:
– Phase changes occurred in water with fused silica windows above 2:5GPa.
– At the same pressures, no phase changes occur in water using sapphire windows.
– Above a threshold pressure, water undergoes a sudden phase change between sap-
phire windows.
• The threshold pressure was revised to be at most, 6:5GPa.
• The sudden phase change was also seen to occur using fused silica windows, supporting
the hypothesis that it is homogeneous.
• Surfaces coated with a layer of aluminium appeared not to nucleate any ice.
• A silica coating deposited on the sapphire was expected to produce a phase change but
also did not nucleate any ice.
8.4 Conclusions
Eﬀectively this is a surface catalysed phase change under pressure, the ﬁrst of this kind. This
work is an important extension of the body of previous work. The initial hypotheses were
mostly based on the sole results of one previous study. In extending the work, many prior
assumptions about water’s behaviour have been veriﬁed, whilst other eﬀects studied for the
ﬁrst time. It is diﬃcult to make completely conclusive statements, but the results lend strong
support to the hypotheses: The two phase changes appear to be heterogeneous and homoge-
neous phase changes, the former depending entirely on the material surfaces in contact with
the water, whilst the laĴer is conﬁrmed to be independent of surfaces. The eﬀect of surface
coatings suggests this phase change could be controllable with further work.
Returning to our motivation we can now say more about high pressure water; an impact of a
body of water will result in a shockwave. This in itself was not thought to freeze water. Our
results showed that isentropic compression may not be enough to freeze water either, and it
depends on evenmore speciﬁc conditions. Below 6:5GPa a suitable surface needs to be present
to begin the phase change. In practice, this depends on the impact environment. For example,
a water-ﬁlled inclusion in a rock may freeze from a shockwave, since the reverberation and
the presence of silica are likely suﬃcient. A meteorite impact into a lake might not freeze,
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since there will be a single shock with no nucleation surfaces. However, a meteorite impacting
an ocean may ﬁnd the seawater contains Diatoms. Diatoms have silica shells which could
provide the nucleation surfaces for a phase change. The consequences for subsurface water on
extraplanetary bodies is uncertain, but potentially pre-compressed water might be shocked to
ice VII along the Hugoniot, without the need for isentropic compression.
8.5 Future Work
Our future work plans to concentrate on a speciﬁc measurement of the surface energy required
to nucleate ice VII under compression, andwhether any particular crystal structure is preferred
or inhibitory. For example, AT-cut quarĵ might have a particularly low energy [188]. Ideally,
a deposited layer may induce nucleation, and could be visually tested by masking the layer on
a sapphire window.
Whilst phase changeswere generally found to occur reliably, themirrored surfaces complicated
the diagnosis. There were signs that aluminium reacted with high pressure water exothermi-
cally, degrading the coating and producing bubbles. At the same time the mirrors did not ap-
pear to nucleate ice aﬀecting the interpretation of the velocimetry. Future work will use gold
mirrors, and assuming they are not nucleators they ought to be more chemically inert. Ideally
mirrors should be avoided altogether and transmission imaging (rather than reﬂection imag-
ing) should be used. Oﬀ-angle velocimetry could potentially reﬂect PDV/VISAR light from a
water surface with no mirror coatings. One other avenue would be to image the water side-on
to try to observe the growth of the crystals and the extent of their scaĴering. Measuring the in-
tensity of scaĴered light from the edge would also provide a method of conﬁrming the optical
change.
The study of colloidal suspensions appeared promising, and assuming a gold mirror will not
react with the colloidal stabilising agents, the Ludox CL colloid showed promise for volume-
nulceation of water, regardless of the windows. Potentially this could allowwater of any thick-
ness to freeze under impact. This could be of use in naval or water-based armours where the
absorption of energy by the phase change would might slightly improve the impact resistance
of water.
The higher pressure phase change is a convenient demonstration of a metastable limit, and
may be of use to investigators of spinodal phase changes or other high pressure quenches (qu-
runches). With sapphire or diamond windows, this experiment may be performed at compar-
atively low impact speeds compared to an equivalent experiment studying a liquid metal. A
study using in-situ, time-resolved x-ray crystallographywould hopefully revealmore about the
dynamic structures and whether the ice phase created is polycrystalline, amorphous or some
mixture of the two.
AĴempts to calculate the thermodynamic paths have found that the temperatureswere particu-
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larly diﬃcult to predict accurately, raising questions as to what temperature these experiments
enter the ice VII phase. To clarify this, future work should characterise water’s shock response
using a range of pre-heated tests. With this data, the thermodynamic behaviour can be more
accurately found, and EOS can be beĴer constrained at low pressures. The disruption of the
hydrogen bond network at these pressures and temperatures is expected to change the distri-
bution function. The consequent changes in heat capacity and Gruneisen parameter are still
unknown.
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Appendix A
Error Analysis
Most uncertainties in this document were calculated using basic error analysis. Uncertainties
in equations were summed in quadrature with the uncertainties in measurements. That is, for
a simple sum of two errors:
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Where x is the uncertainty in x. For a fraction or multiplied function:
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And for a power:
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The speciﬁc uncertainty for each type of measurement is detailed below:
Velocity
In the case of velocity measurement, the uncertainty comes from the PDV spectrogram and
depends on the analysis. Typically, to keep the fourier transforms eﬃcient the ’window’ size
was a power of 2, varying from 256 to 2048 data points. Varying the window size increased the
velocity precision at the expense of time precision. This meant that for example, measurement
of the velocity of the sabot before impact could use a largewindow to give a velocity accurate to
less than a nanosecond, since the velocitywas constant in time. Briefer events required a smaller
window to resolve the velocity, and had a greater the uncertainty in time. Most velocities also
had a window correction applied. For water and fused silica the corrections were small and so
the error was essentially not cumulative. For sapphire the error in the correction was added in
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quadrature to the velocity. For upshifted PDV the error in the baseline also had to be included
in velocity error.
Timing
Timing errors are diﬀerent in that they were nearly entirely systematic repeatable errors. The
uncertainty in say, the frame-to-frame timing of the camera was negligible, but the error in the
time of arrival of the shockwave was on the order of 25 ns. The extent of the errors depended
on the number of corrections made to the measurement. Multiple corrections could combine
to make a large uncertainty for say, the time of impact, but did not aﬀect much more than that.
The uncertainty in the relative timing of the images and PDV was generally much smaller.
Images
The image intensity measurements used the standard deviation of their averages area as the
uncertainty. Unfortunately this created a very low uncertainty for images that were very dark.
In addition, some measurements used a smaller area for the average, and the standard devia-
tion does not reﬂect this.
Pressure
Pressure uncertainty was determined by a combination of the uncertainty in the velocity used
to calculate the pressure value, and the accuracy of the equation or ﬁt used. For speciﬁc values,
the pressure was calculated analytically and this is assumed to have a known error. The graphs
of pressure were calculated using the Autodyn hydrocode and do not have an associated error.
Temperature
The temperature uncertainty might use the accuracy of the equations used to estimate them,
however this does not take into account the eﬀectiveness of the model used to predict that
temperature. Very few experiments have aĴempted to measure the temperature of shocked
water and those that have [108] are at much higher temperatures where the measurement is
more accurate. There are no published temperatures in the 1-30GPa pressure regime and these
limit the EOS.
As discussed in chapter 3, there are several EOS for water, depending on the regime it is to be
used for. Some are quite extensive with up to 58 adjustable parameters [196], but their validity
in the states of interest are questionable. Of the shock EOS literature we ﬁnd the method of
Dolan [1] to be the most considered and relevant to our work, but this too has problems when
it comes to temperature (See Appendix B)
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As with nearly everything else about water, the EOS does not behave as most do. Water
presents a challenge because the Gruneisen parameter and heat capacity appear to radically
change with pressure [108, 169] and could potentially be sensitive to the initial temperature
[197]. A variable heat capacity poses a problem for theMie-Gruneisen EOS since the Gruneisen
parameter (Equation 2.11) is only valid when it is volume-dependent only.
Cowperthwaite [100] also raised concerns that whilst heat capacity as Cv = Cp = Constant is
adequate for metals, it becomes inadequate for molecular liquids with internal vibrational de-
grees of freedom. More likely is that Cv is a function of temperature, and not the same as Cp.
The varying heat capacity and Gruneisen parameter reﬂect a change in the underlying water
structure. This is not captured in the simple EOS like Gruneisen that make assumptions based
on metallic crystals. To estimate the uncertainty in temperature the EOS introduces, we look
at the constant heat capacity assumption.
The ambient heat capacity of water is 4:1813 J/gK, which is the highest of any liquid besides
ammonia. It is high due to the hydrogen bonding network’s capacity to absorbing much of the
energy with many degrees of freedom. The loose hydrogen network contributes as much as
half of the capacity, and when frozen Cv drops to 2:03 J/gK for ice Ih.
Classically, each degree of freedom contributes 12 R/mol or 0:231 J/gK for H2O (where R is
the universal gas constant). Each degree contributes twice per mode, assuming equipartition
theorem. At ambient conditions, water has three translational modes, three rotational modes
and three vibrational modes. It is the vibrational modes that are considered locked out in most
materials (at least until high temperatures) but the two hydrogen bonds contribute a vibrational
mode each at ambient temperatures, and there is a third angular oscillation of their bond angle.
Overall this gives water 9 modes or 182 R/mol, close to the theoretical maximum for a triatomic
molecule.
As pressure increases, the hydrogen bonding network decreases in strength. The Gruneisen
parameter goes through an apparent inﬂection at around 1–2GPa thought to be due to this
changing nature of the hydrogen bonds [9, 134] which also coincides to the change between
short and long range ordering [30]. It is reasonable to assume that before water freezes into an
ice, this distortion and decreased capacity in the H-bond network will reduce the contributions
from the vibrationalmodes towards just the rotational and translationalmodes, giving 122 R/mol
or 2:772 J/gK. At higher temperatures still, it may be that there are electronic contributions and
Cv may change further. However the consequences of a dynamic change in heat capacity are
not understood. As the degrees of freedom are lost in the liquid water, where does the latent
energy stored in them go? In a phase change this is realised as latent heat but this may possibly
happen within liquid water without the need for a phase change.
A more in-depth analysis might consider the changes to the partition function, Z, of the thermo-
dynamic system. Z encodes how probabilities are partitioned amongst microstates, and how
they relate back to the bulk thermodynamic quantities of entropy and temperature. It is be-
yond the scope of this work to suggest such a model, since the changes to Cv and are not
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well-constrained.
For heat capacity, Gurtman et al. [169] used a value of 3:3 J/gK based on the value found at
2:5GPa of pressure. Because he was looking speciﬁcally at freezing, Dolan [128] chose a value
of 3 J/gK as a compromise betweenwater and ice-type bonding networks. Dolan also looked at
the consequences of assuming an icelike value of 2 J/gKandwaterlike 4 J/gK. These correspond
respectively to the higher and lower temperatures under compression and paths vary by60–
80K for an isentrope, and a single shock varies by100–150Kdepending on theCv chosen. The
choice of a constant Cv creates a large variation in the estimate of temperature. Not knowing
the true extent of the reduction, for nowwe have use Dolan’s value of 3 J/gK and a provisional
error of 80K on all temperature estimates.
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Appendix B
Isothermal Water EOS
Previous work by Dan Dolan used a series of codes to calculate temperature and pressure,
including a water EOS based on previous work by J. M. Winey [198]. The isothermal approach
for liquid EOS’s began with Cowperthwaite [100, 199] formulating an EOS based on Cv(T), and
has since evolved many liquid models since [198, 200, 201] notably Dolan’s [126, 128]. A good
overview exists in Forbe’s recent textbook [18]. We have made reference to Dolan’s model in
the text, but have reservations about some assumptions made in the derivation of temperature.
These are explained here.
We begin with a deﬁnition of Cv as:
Cv = T

@S
@T

V
= constant (B.1)
We also deﬁne a parameter for the isochoric temperature derivative of pressure, b:
b =

P
T

V


S
V

T
(B.2)
If Cv is constant, then we can relate these two parameters:
@2S
@T@V

=
@b
@T
=
@
@T

Cv
T

= 0 (B.3)
Hence b(V) is a function of V only. Integrating this last equation with respect to T we get:
b(V; T ) = b(V; T0) +
Cv
T
(B.4)
The pressure is then the integration of equation B.2:
P (T; V ) = P0(T; V ) + b(V )(T   T0) (B.5)
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The b parameter is the isochoric temperature derivative of pressure, and can be determined
from these two curves:
b(v) =

@P
@T

V
=
PH(v)  P0
TH   T0 (B.6)
This requires the Hugoniot temperature TH be known, but this depends on knowing b(V),
hence they are simultaneously determined. The energy in a Hugoniot can be found via the
jump conditions and the P ﬁt.
This then requires a way to calculate b(V). b(V) has been found [1, 169, 197] to vary for water
with volume. The approach of Winey [198] and Dolan [1] was to assume the constant Cv and
determine b(V) byusing the thermodynamic consistency relations between an isothermand the
Hugoniot curve from the same initial conditions. With b(V) the temperature can be iteratively
calculated. This approach is not simple to integrate into most hydrodynamic codes [18].
A similar method used by Gurtman et al. [169] built (V) using a much higher temperature
isotherm and so could potentially be extended to much higher compressions. However, as
Forbes writes [18]:
”Without having shock temperature measurements for water the accuracy of
these calculations are not determinable, but Dolan’s are likely the best for water at
this time.”
Figure B.1: Isothermal data [202] forwater at ambient temperature ﬁĴed to theMurnaghan (B.7)
and Rose-VinetB.9 EOS. Both ﬁts used K = 2:21GPa and ﬁĴedK’ as 6.026 and 6.686 respectively.
TheMurnaghan is known for being rigid at high compressions, and there is quite a discrepancy.
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To compare the isotherm we should ﬁt isothermal data for water [202] using the Murnaghan
equation [203]:
P (T; V0) = P0 +
K
K 0
"
V0
V
K0
  1
#
(B.7)
Where K is the ambient isothermal bulk modulus:
K   V @P
@V T
(B.8)
K’ is the rate of change of K with pressure. To get the correct bulk modulus at ambient, we
must use K=2:21GPa [204]. This is where problems arise for water. Unfortunately data on
the ambient isotherm only exists up to 0:8GPa because water transforms into ice VI above this
pressure. The isotherm is therefore extrapolated far above the data set, and largely depends
on the equation used to extrapolate it. The Murnaghan equation assumes the bulk modulus is
strictly a linear function of pressure, and although consistent it is designed for solids. It works
best within a small range of compression [205–207], hence we think it is not appropriate to use
this ﬁt. An alternative often suggested is the Rose-Vinet [208, 209] EOS which handles high
compressions beĴer. It also uses the same parameters and is of the form:
P = 3K

1  
2

exp

3
2
(K 0   1)(1  )

(B.9)
Where  = 3
q
V
V0
. As a comparison, theMurnaghan and Rose-Vinet were both ﬁĴed to the same
data used by Dolan, shown ploĴed in ﬁgure B.1. Whilst the values for K’ were similar (6.026
and 6.686 respectively) the extrapolations for each isotherm vary in volume compression at
higher pressure. Since the compression determines in the overall temperature this suggests
temperatures in Dolan’s temperatures are underestimated by using the a Murnaghan ﬁt.
The inability of AUTODYN to use such equations of state and calculate them correctly pre-
vented the development of this EOS any further and eventually simulations using SESAME
tables were used. The development included here as a suggested change to liquid EOS’s.
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Partial Reﬂection Analysis
For experiments S8-FS-4 and S9-FS-5 the partial aluminium coatings reﬂected light from the
ﬂash lamp to the camera. To estimate the transmission of the water required a correction for
the eﬀects of this coating. At ﬁrst the reﬂection fraction was aĴempted analytically:
The transmission through any medium is a sum of the total light, less the absorbed and re-
ﬂected light. The transmission through a medium is often found using the Beer-Lambert law,
with a simple exponential of the optical depth given by the absorption coeﬃcient  andmaterial
thickness d:
I = I0e
 d (C.1)
For water the absorption coeﬃcient varies with wavelength, but its highest value for visible
light is 0:7 cm 1 at =700 nm [210]. For the thickest water sample, 1:4mm, this results in a
loss of 0:097%. For these experiments then, the water absorption prior to the impact was not
considered signiﬁcant. For a conductive metal ﬁlm, the optical depth is often thought of as an
exponential function of the material’s skin depth , given by:
 =
s
2
(2f)r0
(C.2)
For aluminium, resistivity  = 2:6410 8Ωm, the frequency f = 4:741014Hz for 632 nm light,
and the magnetic permeability is r = 1, 0 = 410 7Hm 1. This gives a skin depth of 3:75 nm
at this wavelength.
Typically if the ﬁlm is much thicker than the skin depth then the layer is considered to be
reﬂective. If the thickness is close to skin depth the layerwill allow some light to pass and reﬂect
some. Unfortunately this is not simply equation C.1 and the change in transmission for visible
light is not a simple exponential [211]. The thin layer acts like a Fabry-Perot resonator [211],
exhibiting resonant absorption by surface plasmon excitation [212]. Hence the aluminium layer
absorbs a signiﬁcant fraction of the light in the layer itself. This complicates the calculation. It
was decided at this point tomeasure the reﬂection, transmission and absorption of the window
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coatings instead.
The methodology was as follows: A 632 nm laser was shone a few feet onto a mirror, and onto
a Thorlabs PDA10A ampliﬁed silicon detector placed collinear to the laser. A 6:35mm fused
silica plate (the same as used in the two experiments) was inserted into the beam path close to
the mirror and the change in optical transmission was recorded as the at the detector with an
oscilloscope. We assumed a perfect mirror. The plate could be aligned such that the surface
reﬂections shone into the detector. By tilting the plate and removing the surface reﬂection, the
absorbtion could be measured. From the relative change, the reﬂection was measured, and the
transmission calculated from the two. The same was done for a partially coated plate. They
were all calcuated as fractions of the maximum brightness without a window present.
Uponmeasuring the partially coated plate, a variable signalwas seen that suggested the coating
thickness varied radially across the plate, likely as a result of the rotation of the coatingmachine.
The experimental windows had been placed in the centre of rotating base. The measurements
were taken from the central region of a test plate and averaged to approximate the coatings as
fas as possible. It was also found that the laser spot was not very spatially homogeneous. As
plates were inserted into the path and tilted, the beam would refract away from the detector
and the signal would drop erroneously. The laser was replaced with a collimated xenon bulb
that provided a more homogeneous white light spot at reduced intensity.
The fractional intensities are tabulated in Table C.1. The values for fused silica transmission
match the standard values quoted by the manufacturer of the silica. Assuming 5% absorption
by the partially coated plate is from the silica, then 16% is absorbed by the thin aluminium
layer over two passes, or 8% absorption. These ratios suggest a thickness of around 4nm [213]
for the aluminium layer, very close to the skin depth.
Surface Transmission Reﬂection Absorption
Uncoated Fused Silica 0.89 0.06 0.05
Partially Coated Fused Silica 0.69 0.10 0.21
Table C.1: Fractional intensity values for fused silica plates over two passes. Note themeasured
values will be a combination of the transmiĴed and reﬂected light.
The eﬀect of this layer then was to reduce the dynamic range of the coated section. The absorp-
tion meant the maximummeasured intensity was 79% but since there was a constant reﬂection
of 10% at the surface, this became the minimum intensity. To correct for this the values of the
partial mirror are adjusted by:
Icorrected =
I0   (R Imax)
T
(C.3)
Where Icorrected is the corrected intensity, I0 is the measured intensity, Imax is the maximum
intensity (normalised to 1), R is the reﬂectance and T is the transmission.
Shot S9-FS-5 provides a useful test of this measurement. The free surface of the window was
mirror coated. With no silica ahead it should give close to the maximum intensity, assuming
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all surfaces were parallel enough. Figure C.1a) shows how the silica surface average was 86%
of the mirror, whilst the partial coating was 73% of the mirror. This compared to expected
values of 95% and 79% suggesting the mirror was slightly below the maximum intensity. This
is conﬁrmed since the uncoated region brightens signiﬁcantly around the time of impact and
actually exceeds the mirror’s value. Since this was the brightest recorded value it was set as
Imaxand values were normalised to this. The result of normalisation is shown in ﬁgure C.1b).
Shot S8-FS-4 did not have a maximum intensity to normalise by, but the coated surface was
81% the intensity of the uncoated surface, compared to an expected ratio of 83%. This was
deemed reasonable within errors and the maximum intensity was estimated from these aver-
aged values.
The adjusted intensities demonstrate that the extent of the extinction is actually quite similar
between the two, and that the two phase changes varied only in their time to growth, with
the partial mirror appearing delayed by approximately 250 ns. The adjustments do seem to
match the initial brightness of the fused silica sections well, but they appear to darken to a
lower extent, suggesting the reﬂected intensity corrections were overestimated.
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a)
b)
Figure C.1: a)A graph of averaged intensity for regions of image 6.8. The intensity through the
partial mirror suﬀers from a reduced dynamic range (shown as grey bars) due to the absorbtion
and reﬂection. b) Graph of corrected values from a) following equation C.3. Errors are taken
as the the standard deviation of the averaged measurement.
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CќћѓѢѐіѢѠAppendix D
Full Data
The following Appendix will provide extended PDV traces for all 9 experiments. Peak temper-
atures calculated using SESAME tables have an unknown uncertainty whilst estimated correc-
tions have an estimated uncertainty of 80K (see Appendix A)
Designation Impact Velocity Peak Pressure Peak Temperature
(m s 1) GPa °C (Estimated)
S1-FS-1¹ 995:0 1:0 5:17 0:29² 377 (449)
S2-FS-2 1101:2 1:5 7:31 0:42 387 (468)
S3-FS-3 587:8 2:3 3:91 0:23 376(426)
S4-SA-1 444:7 0:7 5:24 0:41 376 (424)
S5-SA-2 442:9 1:0 5:17 0:41 376 (421)
S6-SA-3 698:9 1:8 8:44 0:66 401 (491)
S7-SA-4 728:8 0:8 8:83 0:69 403 (493)
S8-FS-4 599:6 0:7 3:98 0:23 379 (429)
S9-FS-5 578:9 1:4 3:85 0:22 374 (424)
Table of experimental shot data.
¹FS denotes Fused Silica, SA denotes c-cut Sapphire
²Peak pressure for S1 is at the rear surface
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The best laid schemes o’ mice and men
Gang aft a-gley
And leave us naught but grief and pain
For promised joy.
To a Mouse
Rќяђџѡ BѢџћѠ
Appendix E
Technical Drawings
All measurements given are in mm.
General components
The standard target ring used to mount experiments onto the static frame of the gun chamber.
Made from Aluminium 6061-T6 and lapped ﬂat to 5µm on both sides. 6 equally spaced M5
threads were tapped at diameters of 134mm for aĴachment of various targets
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The fused silica square plate, used as the front window. The watercut holes were only used in
S1-FS-1 and S2-FS-2, as they made the window weaker.
The rear windows were made of fused silica or sapphire and either 6-10mm thick respectively.
The windows were 25mm wide in the 1” hole allowing 0:2mm either side to allow room for
the water to expunge.
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A THORLABSr KMSS/M Kinematic PDV mount. The PDV probes were 1:6mm and
sheathed in 2:4mm brass pipe. They were inserted through the centre of the kinematic for
alignment and glued in place with a two-part epoxy
An aluminium stand for the kinematic mount. The PDV kinematic aĴaches via an M4 bolt
at right angles, whilst the two M3 holes aĴach the probe to the rear plate of any experiment.
Plastic spacers could extend the kinematic’s view.
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Early Designs
Shot conﬁguration for S1-FS-1. Four kinematic stands diagnosed the tilt, whilst two PDV
probes at the centre measured the upper and lower surfaces of the water cell. The lower image
is a cutaway through line B. Light grey surfaces are fused silica, darker grey are aluminium
and the blue are the PDV kinematics. The black o-ring can be seen compressing up to the limit
determined by the 1:4mm aluminium spacer.
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Shot conﬁguration for S2-FS-2. As in S1-FS-1, the four kinematics diagnose tilt and the velocity
probe extends into the centre. The imaging extended from an optical post mounted to the rear
plate. In the cutaway the PTFE gasket has replaced the o-ring seal and the rear window is now
a second fuse silica plate. The inset view C shows the gasket seal at the edge of the liquid cell.
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The rear plate of experiments S1-FS-1 and S2-FS-2 made from Aluminium 6061 T-6. The four
holes at a diameter of 88mm were for diagnosing tilt, whilst the smaller M3 holes held the
kinematic stands.
A thin aluminium disc used to limit the extent of the compression of shot S1-FS-1. Shot S2-FS-2
replaced this with a 0:5mm teﬂon sheet laser cut to the same shape
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Design III
Shot conﬁguration for S4-SA-1, representative of the subsequent three-cell designs. Fused silica
designs were wider to accommodate the square plates. Four FC-PC ﬁbres measured tilt, whilst
kinematic PDV probes measured two cells. Imaging diagnosed the third cell from a mirror
mounted on an optical post. The lower image is cut away showing the layers. The rearwindows
are held inwith an aluminium sealing ring and 6M3 bolts. The inset viewD shows the 0:25mm
PTFE spacer that acts as a gasket to create a space between the two windows for the liquid ﬁll.
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PTFE spacer design for triple cell target. The radial channels allowed the vacuum of the cham-
ber to evaporate any trapped water around the central PDV and four tilt PDV probes, and
also serves to physically isolate the three liquid cells so that expunged liquids could not mix
between cells.
Rear sealing ring for triple cell target. The aluminium ring bolts into the rear plate and com-
presses the rear window against the front seal. A ring of PTFE was used as a buﬀer between
the metal surface and the window.
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